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Peter Webster’s

Comment
Welcome, or Welcome Back
- it’s good to have you
onboard!

I

’d like to extend a special welcome to the many
thousands of readers who are looking at
Australian Boating (AB) for the first time,
although in many cases, it’s probably more
accurate to say, for the first time in many years.
This edition is being e-mailed to a completely new,
widespread audience who are regular customers of
Mr Boats’ online chandlery – which is why we are
proud to host a very special four-page supplement on
a whole range of special items from Mr Boats in this
issue. As well, we are cross-pooling all the readers
who have downloaded tests and reports from the AB
Sea Library, and together with our regular subscribers
and the extensive trade list drawn from the AB
database we maintain on the boating industry, means
that this edition will be opened and enjoyed by more
than 20,000 readers - a new record for us.
Needless to say, we are hoping to attract a bigger,
permanent audience, and re-connect with many of the
original print readers from the pre-GFC era.

To encourage that, we have prepared a special
subscription offer for new readers that enables them
to subscribe to 6 monthly editions of Australian
Boating for just $12. We know there is still – and
probably always will be – an inherent resistance or
unhappiness about reading newspapers and
magazines online, but unfortunately the days of
niche magazines being able to survive in print are
just about over.
Furthermore, experience with several thousand
‘recovered’ AB readers, has shown that once you’ve
read three or four issues of a magazine or newspaper
that you like on your iPad, laptop or computer, other
matters take over the resistance we intuitively feel
about the change from print to digital reading. Within
4 to 6 issues, it usually becomes acceptable to the
point that the advantages of digital production –
especially the videos – soon outweigh the
disadvantages.
Hey, check out this issue: How else could we
feature TV style coverage of Brooke Frecklington,
Margot Robbie or Jen Hawkins in a boating
magazine ???
Look, I’m not gilding the lily here - nor am I going
to be so hypocritical as to deny that I miss the
printed mag as much as anybody, and more than
most. Especially given that if you scratch me, I still
bleed printer’s ink! After 40 years of print publishing
books and magazines, what else could you expect?
But having gone through several brutal financial
disasters as a result of the severe downturn in print
magazine sales following the GFC (2008-9) and the
weather events of 2010-11, I am intensely aware
about the print vs. digital debate, and its long-term
implications for publishing, the boating world – and
most important of all, our readers.
It’s the latter group that has kept us driving through
the technological change that has beset our world
over the last decade. Better we changed, re-learned
new procedures, accepted the new technologies and
publishing structures, than simply go out of business
as so many have had to do.
We have thousands of readers who have stuck with
us like glue over the years, and there is no way
known we were ever going to walk away from their
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2 STROKE & 4 STROKE OUTBOARDS

-MORE CHOICE, MORE VALUE
www.parsun.com.au

Parsun Outboards bring the price of
outboards down to where they should
be, and with a 2 year manufacturer’s
warranty you can’t go wrong!
• 2.5hp to 90hp
• 2 stroke to 4 stroke options
• long shaft or short shaft

Island Marine Enterprises
Island Marine Enterprises
(02) 9532 0002
(02) 9532 0002

www.islandinflatables.com.au
www.islandinflatables.com.au

Comment . . .
loyalty and support, despite this being one of the
weirdest sets of circumstances we’ve ever had to deal
with since we began, back in 1971-2.
So yes, we totally understand that our readers
would mostly prefer that we were printing Australian
Boating, but it is what it is, and in 2017, producing a
printed national boating and fishing magazine is not
an option. Not even close. And I must confess, that
from an editorial and publishing viewpoint, I now
prefer to work in the digital world.
It only takes 29 seconds to release this magazine to
thousands of city homes and units, farms and mining
sites, ADF bases and ex-pats around the world. The
magazine’s distribution is no longer defined by
floods, bushfires, unions, trucking break-downs and
the archaic newsagency management systems.
This March issue is a defining product. It’s taken
five years to get to this quality of production with its
ease of reading, the marvellous videos co-joining
excellent editorial in a closely focused, digital
production that we couldn’t dream of producing just
a couple of years ago. In many ways, this is a really
interesting test case because we want to grow the
magazine this year, and putting the magazine in front
of another 10,000 - 12,000 people this month, will
really determine whether we have laid down good
foundations for the years ahead.
As always, we look forward to hearing from you.
We’ve always encouraged dialogue between the
editorial team and the readers, and now more than
ever before, we’d like to hear from you about THIS
edition, and the editorial balance and content we have
created for you.
Boat Show Season Starting
On the 17th of March, the Gold Coast Expo got
underway, and is the first of the plethora of boat
shows around Australia in 2017.
Australia is quite balmy when it comes to boat
shows. They cost everybody a fortune, they are

largely ineffective as a mechanism for selling boats,
and these days, the products are so expensive they
scare away as many of the potential customers as
they attract, chasing them back into the secondhand
or DIY markets.
This year we’ve reached new heights of absurdity,
with no less than seven or eight (who’s counting?)
boat shows just in south-east Queensland between
mid-March and mid-August. We’ll walk through a
couple of them, but focus most of our attention on
the one show that is really starting to matter – the
Sydney International Boat Show (SIBS), this year
in its brand-new venue, all together again, with the
big on-water marina in the forecourt.
The John Muir Story
In this issue, we have a book review about a
remarkable Australian and a great Australian family.
Between father Jock and son John Muir from
Tasmania, and the wider Muir family, we’re
referencing one of the genuine pillars of the
Australian boating industry, and a success story that
is quite inspirational.
Written by well-known Walkley Award winning
journalist and author, Mike Swinson, assisted by a
veritable team of historians, graphic artists and
publishing people, this is without a shadow of a
doubt, going to be the maritime book of the year, if
not the decade. And beyond.
Swinson has done a wonderful job piecing together
the life and times of the Muir family, the
internationally renowned winch manufacturer based
in Tasmania, but operating throughout the world. In
recounting the Muir history so vividly, he has
underscored much of the modern history of the
Australian boating world from the 1930s through to
the current generation.
It is, quite simply, a magnificent 416 page ‘coffee
table’ publication, and will become available through
the bookstores and library circuit over the next few
months. (See Page 67 for the current publishing and
Library information.)

Department of Agriculture
and Water Resources

Join our recreational boat survey and help keep Australia’s waters healthy
All boats can unintentionally carry aquatic plants and animals on the hull, propellers, anchors, lines and fishing gear (called ‘biofouling’).
These aquatic plants and animals can then spread to new locations along Australia’s coastline.
Increased fouling can reduce your boat’s fuel efficiency and speed and increase maintenance costs. It can also threaten our healthy fish
habitats and have widespread effects on our economy and health.
To let us know how you keep your boat hull clean, scan the QR code with your mobile device or
visit agriculture.gov.au.au/recboatsurvey
Survey takes approximately 20 minutes.
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Sweet, hey! Doug Lindsay has done a beautiful
refurb on this 1980’s classic - see his new
‘Make-Over’ series starting in next month’s AB.

Doug’s Latest Project
Most regular readers will recall the name Doug
Lindsay, usually in association with Ashley Matthews
of Whitsunday ‘Sea Fever’ Sportfishing Charters –
memorable because of the enormous GTs (giant
trevally) these fishos regularly capture up there on
the outer Great Barrier Reef.
Doug is an energetic sort of bloke who just loves
buying old boats, doing them up, fishing them sun-up
to sun-down and then deciding he needs a bigger,
smaller, wider, narrower… boat! You get the picture,
I’m sure – I think Doug gets almost as much joy out
of the boatbuilding, as he does the fishing.
Okay, here’s the thing: Doug has latched onto a
tired ol’ Haines Hunter 580SLF walkaround which he
has just stripped, gutted, re-engineered and
refurbished so well, it could easily stand in a boat
show as a new boat - see ripper pic above!
The good news? Well, Doug has just sent me about
12,000 photographs of his newly completed project,
at which point he took the new boat out to Bugatti
Reef(s) on the aforementioned GBR – a place that’s
about 80nm east of Hamilton Island, where they
grow GTs so big you can only stop ‘em with a
gameboat in full throttle forward, dragging them in
with 25mmm close-linked chain!
So we’re going to have Doug’s HH 580 reno report
starting next month – followed up by his run
(accompanied by Ash in his 40’ O’Brien) out to this
amazing reef where the GTs are the stuff of legends.
. . . . so join us!
Make sure your subscription is up to date, ‘coz this
is a fun trip and you’ll enjoy every minute of it.
TJ-3 Begins The Third Chapter
This will really test the memory of some readers,
but back in the early 1980s, Australian Boating
developed a very special project boat in plate
aluminium, powered by the (then) new Volvo Penta
155hp turbo diesel stern drive. In its day, it was a

very exciting new boat, created by WA naval
architect, Herman Boro, who had designed a range of
new plate aluminium boats to be built by John
Rothwall’s fledging Star Boats business in Perth,
WA.
In fact, it ended up being built by Star Boats’
Robert Rothwall (John’s brother) in Brisbane, when
they decided to expand their business on the other
side of the continent. Christened “Tracey-J3” it was
the third (obviously) boat in the Tracy J series, the
name being inspired by my daughter Tracy, and the
fact that our three sons’ names (Jeff, Jody and Jamie)
started with the letter J.
It was an outstanding boat, worked hard, and if the
success of its work and cruising program(s) were any
indication, it has long been recognised as one of the
most successful project boats we ever built. For
several years it plodded up and down Pittwater, NSW
and into the adjacent Broken Bay, as the test bed for
a vast range of equipment we tested back then – fish
finders, radars, RDF units, radios, and so on. They
were all trialled over many hours at sea, usually with
AB’s Electronics Editor Dave Jeanes and the
Technical Editor, Andrew Bray, running the
programs. Additionally, we regularly packed up our
big tent, fishing gear, the four kids and our faithful
dog, and took off exploring a fantastic range of
places around the coast, from Brisbane to Adelaide
(and Port Lincoln) concentrating on the best fishing
places.
But all good things come to a head, and in 1983, as
the industry was entering a boom period, we wanted
to move up scale to service the cruiser market with
Australian Boating and create a new magazine for
trailerboats underneath it.
This resulted in us purchasing TJ-4, the very fast
and spectacular Powercat 328 flybridge as our next
AB project – whilst backing down to a Savage tinny
and a 14’ Pongrass Surfmaster for the launch of the
new Trailerboat Fisherman magazine in 1984.
Australian Boating 7

boats in Australia.

Comment . . .
TJ-3 was then sold to a very well known and
respected Canberra game fisherman, who used TJ with
great success for many years, keeping it in absolutely
mint condition as he fished along the coast between
Ulladulla and Eden, mostly based out of Bermagui.
But he fell ill with the serious diabetes, and as other
medical issues came to the fore, he was forced to leave
his beloved TJ-3 on the farm where it was stored.
Many southern fishermen still do this, as it saves them
having to haul their boats backwards and forwards
from Melbourne, Canberra, Goulburn, etc.
As the story on Page 40 reveals, TJ-3 remained
there, dormant, for more than 10 years, until its owner
was forced to sell it when the farm was sold. TJ-3 had
to go. Enter John Berlund, a project manager from
Cairns, FNQ, who purchased the craft as and where it
stood, covered in blackberries, rats nests and as you
can see in the pictures (pages 40-52) slowly dying in
the paddock.
John came down from Cairns, put TJ-3 on a
different trailer, and took it home to start work on a
project that would take him every bit of 12 months to
get to the point where he is (now) truly back to square
one. He’s done a fabulous job, and we are intensely
proud and pleased to see TJ-3 in such good hands,
doing what it was designed to do: fishing, and still
doing it, better than most.
As a project boat in the 1980 – 1983 era, this 7.65m
Star diesel was a turning point in the popularity of
platies in Australia, but it crossed many other bridges
in the process, and set a surprisingly large number of
standards that we have been using ever since. Now is
not the time or place to do the analysis, but in the not
too distant future we will take another look at the
impact the TJ-3 Project had on recreational fishing

The Passing Of A Unique Australian
Like so many thousands of fellow Aussies, I was
shocked to learn of Bill Leake’s passing and the
monumental loss of such a brilliant, UNIQUE
cartoonist, amazing artist and intellectual.
Jeez, can anyone seriously believe the societal
pressure didn’t get to him?
The fact that he actually had to shift his house and
family and live in a secret location as a result of the
“credible death threats to himself and his family”
rocked me to the core.
When a cartoonist is confronted by that sort of
bastardry in Australia, in 2017, it leaves me both angry
and deeply ashamed of the malevolence he was forced
to endure. My condolences and sympathies are
humbly offered to his family and dearest friends.
Their loss is shared by the nation of true Australians.
Project Logbook – The 5.40m Cat
Although the 5.40m ally cat project is going forward
again (at long last!) we are in limbo at the moment.
Currently, and between the issues of AB, Dunbier
Trailers in Melbourne are building the new tandem
trailer for us. Both boat and trailer are expected to
arrive on the Gold Coast early in April. Until then, we
are locked into a holding pattern, concentrating on
working up the fitting out program, and planning the
decisions we need about electronics, engines and the
fitting out structure.
To be quite blunt, we want to spend a week or two
just sitting in the boat on the front lawn, and having a
long, hard think about what can go where, and how we
can take maximum advantage of its design for all the
jobs we have in mind for the future.
AB
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WHICH C
WILL YOU
CHOOSE?

V625 Sportsfish

V625 Getaway
Voyager’s V625 Series has set a new
benchmark for trailerable cats. An
unequalled combination of ride,
stability and performance with modern
style, comfort and finish.

Fishing and family - You’ll love it!

Hull Length........................ 6.1m
Length OA.......................... 7.0m
Beam................................ 2.35m
Power (2x) .................. 75-115hp
Cruising Range ............. 250nm
BMT Tow Weight ... 2400kg (av)

Manufactured Under Contract By Haines Signature, Wacol QLD

Phone 0417 780 600
info@voyagercats.com.au
Email
WebSite www.voyagercats.com.au

We’ve All Gone Through It . . .
Having trouble reading your digital mag? Not
happy with your computer settings - but unsure
how to fix it - without ‘losing’ the mag
completely? (GGggggrrrrrr . .!!) Not to worry help is at hand . . .
Click on pic to start video

The GOOD News:
Editor PeterW has made a plain
English video ‘walking’ readers step by step - through the
easiest ways to set up and use
your computer with a digital mag
like Australian Boating and our
growing digital book collection.
It’s practical, timely and free.
And like so many things today,
once you’ve seen how it’s done,
you won’t believe how easy it is
to ‘drive’ your PC or laptop in the
future to get the most satisfaction
from any digital publication.

More good news: PW is only on
screen for 37.4 seconds (that’s a
relief!!) before it becomes an onscreen production, and you can
actually SEE what he’s doing as he
moves the cursor around the screen,
taking readers through the best
procedures for
G Downloading the magazine.
G SAVING the mag forever.
G Getting the best page size to read

the words comfortably.
G Changing from single page view to
two page view - and back again - in
seconds.
G Moving back and forth through the
mag’s editorial contents instantly.
G Setting up the videos for max
viewing enjoyment.

www.australianboatmags.com.au
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Legal Waves
Looking at how
the law interfaces
with today’s
boatowners and
fishermen.
By Katherine Hawes*
“The Fish Lawyer” from
Aquarius Lawyers, Sydney

Hold your seahorses! Know the Rules
before taking your boat out on the
water . . . .
Thinking of taking your boat out on the water?
Great! But first, you must know and understand all of
the rules and regulations that apply to you.
These vary between states within Australia, so it is
important to learn the rules as they apply to your specific
location. This article will provide an overview of some of
the key issues to consider before taking your boat out on
the water.
Boating Safety – Skippers Responsibilities
Boat operators, or ‘skippers’, are responsible for the
safety of their vessel and the people on board. Skippers
must be constantly aware of their responsibilities on the
waterways, continually observing maritime regulations
and safety requirements. Some of the key duties and
responsibilities of a skipper include:
• Make sure your boat is in good condition.
• Have all the required safety equipment on board.
• Have a local boating map.
• Report your trip – Make sure someone knows where
you are going and when you expect to return.
• Know how to handle your boat.
• Check the weather before you leave.
• Make sure you are within the legal limits of alcohol.
• Keep a proper lookout at all times.
• Know the speed limits.
Docking
Docking refers to the process of getting your boat in
and out of the water. Be warned: it is the time when you
are most likely to hit someone or another boat. If you are
unsure of the safest way to dock your boat at a particular
location, it can help to observe the practices of other
experienced skippers and crew. Learn techniques from
the skipper who best demonstrates vessel control,
preparation, good communication and confidence.
Ensure you and your deck crew are prepared and hold
the lines as your boat approaches the dock. A trained
and well-instructed crew is essential. The key issues to
consider when docking include:
• Rope handling should be taught and practiced.
• Communication between skipper and crew is
essential.
• Consider natural forces (such as wind, rain, current,
etc.)
10
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• Training is important (e.g. “aiming” boat into the dock,
fender and line placement, knots, managing and throwing
lines, etc.).
Buoys, Beacons & Navigation Lights
Buoys, beacons and navigation lights are the traffic
lights and signs of the water. Each type of mark has its
own colour, shape, top mark and light combination. To
navigate your boat safely, you must be familiar with each
mark and its meaning. Some of the key marks to be
familiar with include:
• Lateral marks
• Cardinal marks
• Isolated danger marks
• Special marks
• Safe water marks
• Emergency wreck marking buoys, etc.
If you are unfamiliar with the appearance or meaning of
any of these marks, it’s time to do some research! If you
fail to do so, you could put you, your passengers and
your boat in danger. This knowledge will allow you to
respond appropriately to whatever situation you
encounter while out on the water.
Life Jackets
Lifejackets are the most important piece of safety
equipment for your boat. An approved lifejacket must be
provided for each person on board most vessels. It must
be in good condition, the appropriate size for the wearer,
and properly serviced. The type of lifejacket you require
will depend on factors such as the type of boat you have
and whether you will be in open or enclosed waters.
Penalties are enforced on owners and masters of
vessels if these requirements aren’t met. More
importantly, ensuring compliance could save yours and
your passengers’ lives! A significant number of lives are
lost every year in recreational boating incidents, and
tragically, many could have survived if they had been
wearing a life jacket.
Flare Use
Flares are the simplest and most effective way to
attract attention in the case of an emergency. In general,
orange flares are used during the day if rescuers are in
view, whereas red flares are used at night and if rescuers
are further away. The amount and type of flares you need
varies from state to state, so, wherever you are travelling
within Australia it is a good idea to contact the local
authority and check you have the correct flares. This is a
sure-fire way to avoid being sent home or fined for not
having the correct flares on board. Further, there are
correct and incorrect ways of using flares. Local
authorities around Australia treat flare sightings very
seriously and therefore impose severe penalties for their
improper use. Know the rules in your area to avoid facing
penalties!

Find out more…
Boating is an excellent pastime, but with it comes the
responsibility of keeping everyone as safe as possible.
The rules are in place for a reason – they minimise the
very real risk of dangerous incidents occurring in our
waterways. If you would like further information about
maritime law and your responsibilities, please don’t
hesitate to contact me.
Katherine Hawes
Aquarius Lawyers

AB
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INSHORE AND OFFFSHORE PERFORMANCE. NO OTHER
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HAINESHUNTER.COM.AU
03 9394 1540
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Kiwi Boat Builder, Sealegs
International Has Released Its
Newest Amphibious Craft, The
7.7m Sport D-Tube.
Designed and built in-house by Sealegs, the
new 7.7m Sport D-Tube joins the company’s
popular 6.1m model in the D-Tube range. The
new larger model is set to appeal to those
who want more volume in their amphibious
craft, coupled with additional features to
make it an all round and capable fishing
machine.
Fishermen will love the open layout of the 7.7m
Sport D-Tube. The ability to navigate to the
forward area around the helm console and the
high cockpit sides will allow anglers to play that
large fish confidently and securely.
Features include cockpit side shelf storage, six
rod holders in the coamings, cupholders, a bait
board, fore and aft passenger seating and a
spacious dash able to accommodate up to 12”
multi function displays. A bimini or a T-Top is
available as an option providing extra protection
from the elements.
The placement of the inboard powerpack on
the transom allows for additional under-seat
storage beneath the helm seat.
The 7.7m Sport D-Tube measures in at 7.8m in
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length overall with the wheels up, and has an
external beam of 2.26m. The 5mm aluminium
hull has a 21 degree deadrise, and features six
aluminium chambers making the craft very
stable, buoyant and virtually unsinkable.
Like all Sealegs craft, the 7.7m D-Tube is
powered by Sealegs patented Amphibious
Enablement System, or AES. The AES, including
a fully marinised system of hydraulically powered
legs and wheels, is powered by a marinised
22HP inboard engine. The fully integrated, turnkey package uses the same fuel source as the
outboard, and is simple to learn and engage.
Designed to be rapidly deployed, the 7.7m
Sport D-Tube can be driven from a storage
location or trailer, down a launching ramp or
beach and into the water - all with the occupants
staying in the boat and remaining completely dry.
Once in the water, the Sealegs wheels are
easily retracted into the ‘Up’ position and are
completely out of the water. The boat is then
driven and used as normal. When approaching
land, the Sealegs wheels are lowered into the
‘Down’ position whilst still moving in the water.
Once on land the craft can be lowered until the
hull is touching the ground, allowing passengers
to disembark safely.
The 7.7m Sport D-Tube will appeal to
fishermen who want to access remote and
shallower waters, using the Sealegs system to
navigate their way to the desired spot no matter

NEW FOR 2017
Specifications

About Future Mobility Solutions

Model: .............................Sealegs 7.7m D-Tube
Length (wheels up).........................7.8m (25’ 7”)
Beam...............................................2.26m (8’ 7”)
Hull constructions........5mm (3/16”) Aluminium
Height (wheels down).....................2.45m (8’ 1”)
Dead rise at transom........................21 degrees
Dry weight ..............................1690kg (3726lbs)
Max Passengers................................ 8 persons
Fuel Capacity............................................... 180L
Outboard.............................................150-200hp
Top speed on water (full fuel + 3 crew)
38.5knots (44.0mph)
Speed on Land.......................... 7 kph (4.3mph)

Earlier this year, Sealegs International’s parent
company, Sealegs Corporation, changed its name to
Future Mobility Solutions with plans to acquire two
large RIB manufacturers as part of its ongoing strategy.
Future Mobility Solutions (FMS) focuses on the
merger and acquisition of small innovative mobility
companies, such as Sealegs, then through its
connections builds and consolidates them into larger
ones for the benefit of all its stakeholders.
Future Mobility Solutions shares are traded on the
New Zealand Stock Exchange under ticker symbol
FMS.
Sealegs International Limited, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Future Mobility Solutions, has claimed to
be the world’s leading manufacturer of amphibious RIBs
for over 10 years, manufacturing and selling
amphibious craft and amphibious enablement kits from
their factory in Albany, Auckland. www.sealegs.com

what the tidal condition.
Powered by a 200hp Yamaha four-stroke
outboard motor, the 7.7m Sport D-Tube will
achieve 38.5 knots, and the 21 degree, 5mm
aluminium constructed hull is rated from 150hp200hp outboards.
Sealegs CEO David McKee Wright says the
new model was developed to meet market
demand.
“Our new 7.7m Sport D-Tube was developed in
response to international sales demand.
Customers loved the 6.1m D-Tube, but they were

wanting something bigger, with more space and
more features. The initial response has been
fantastic and the new model is now in full
production,” says McKee Wright.
Built to the demanding standards of CE and
USCG the 7.7m Sport D-Tube encapsulates the
best of Sealegs technology in a rugged and agile
package.
From its factory in Auckland, New Zealand,
Sealegs has built over 1,100 craft, sold to over
50 countries in 12 years.
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World’s First Electric, Sttaandd-up Personal Watercraft
t
Hits the
thhe Market
Free Form Factory introduces high-performance,
ormance, all-electric Gratis X1

Well, if ever there was a product whose time had come, the all-electric Gratis X1 is
the top contender. Brilliant concept, exceptional, experienced production (by pwc
enthusiasts) has led to the release of the world’s first enviro friendly, silent running
watercraft with neck-snapping acceleration and performance. The island and reef
resorts are going to be queued up to get them first!
Sacramento, CA

Water sports enthusiasts of all levels looking
to ride waterways off limits to petrol powered
personal watercraft will now have the freedom
to ride where they could never go before, with
the new electric-powered Gratis X1.
With no fuel, no sound and no emissions, the
Gratis X1 is a thrilling, yet easy-to-ride personal
watercraft that provides a one-of-a-kind
experience on the water and is now available to
order through Free Form Factory’s website.
“We are thrilled to unveil the world’s first
electric, stand-up personal watercraft. With the
Gratis X1, riders will experience a powerful, fun
and quiet ride on some of the most pristine
waterways on earth,” said Founder and CEO of
Free Form Factory Jordan Darling. “Free of the
restrictions imposed on petrol powered
watercraft, the Gratis X1 gives riders of all
14 Australian Boating

levels the ability to explore lakes, rivers and
oceans they could only dream about riding
before.”
Exploration is made easy, fun and safe with
the Gratis X1’s dynamic LED headlights.
To ensure riders get the most of each trip to
the water, Free Form Factory has built the
Gratis X1 with the ability to be charged
anywhere with a standard 110v electrical outlet
(and 240v converter in Oz) or with a regular
240v portable gen set.
In line with typical rider usage time of a petrol
powered PWC, the Gratis X1 ride time featuring
the integrated power pack is up to 45 minutes
and up to 1 hour with the additional 3.3 kWh
power pack.
“Access and ease of use are two very
important requests from riders of personal
watercrafts. No other PWC offers you the

NEW FOR 2017
Click On Pic To Start Video

Gotta lurve the way Californian’s make videos this is simple, sweet (love the F-150 !) and very
effective.

freedom to choose where you want to ride,
when you want to ride and how to charge
your ride, like the Gratis X1,” Darling said.
Using Zero Motorcycles proven Z-Force®
drivetrain technology and Free Form
Factory’s patented manufacturing process
and proprietary HULKLITE™ polymer material
makes the Gratis X1 the world’s leading
personal watercraft with the environment and
performance in mind.
“We are proud that Free Form Factory has
chosen Zero’s Z-Force powertrain for the
Gratis X1,” said Jim Callahan, Director of
Business Development for
Zero Motorcycles. “We are excited to help
provide water sports enthusiasts with an
exhilarating emissions-free experience.”
From start to finish, sustainability is at the
core of creating the Gratis X1. The entire deck
and hull components are 100% recyclable
while the trim and excess material from Free
Form Factory’s patented thermoform process
is reused to build the next Gratis X1 hull and
deck.
“Every step of the manufacturing process is
modeled with the highest of green standards

possible in mind, with superior performance.
We believe it is important to reduce our
negative impact on the environment and we
are determined to reach our goal of zero
waste,” Darling said.
The lightweight, durable polymer deck and
hull allows for the Gratis X1 to support the
weight of the battery while remaining the
same weight as an average stand-up personal
watercraft.
Australian Boating 15
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Every major component of the Gratis X1 is
built in the United States. Final assembly is
completed in Sacramento, California.
Price for the Gratis X1 starts at $US17,990.
About Free Form Factory
Free Form Factory’s goal is to reimagine
the recreational and professional water
sports industry through innovative, durable,
and environmentally friendly products. Using
our proprietary HULKLITE™ polymer material
and patented manufacturing process, Free
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Form Factory is committed to building highquality, high-performance watercraft that will
give you access you cannot obtain on an
internal combustion watercraft.
Please visit our website, ridefreeform.com,
to learn more about Free Form Factory and
the Gratis X1.

AB
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The New QC4v 1750:
Mercury Racing’s Most
Powerful Engine
Producing an astounding 1,750 horsepower, it’s
the most powerful engine ever produced by
Mercury Racing.
The new QC4v 1750 Competition sterndrive –
released at the Miami international Boat Show – is a
racer’s dream, offering massive torque for unmatched
acceleration and top-end speeds.
Designed, developed and manufactured in house,
the 9.0 litre (petrol) engine features Mercury Racing’s
exclusive aluminum four-valve cylinder heads and
dual overhead camshaft (QC4v) valve train.
This proven valve train greatly enhances engine
performance and durability, producing a massive
1,750hp at 6800 rpm.
The proprietary V8 cylinder block is further packed
with Mercury Racing designed and specified
hardware.
New turbochargers provide greater airflow for
enhanced power and torque which equates to
unparalleled acceleration, critical for powering out of
corners in highly competitive race situations.
Digital Throttle & Shift (DTS) provides luxury-carlike drivability. The DTS system also features
one-touch Smart Start and automatic throttle
synchronization. Zero Effort Digital controls provide
an intuitive control experience – precisely signaling
driver intent to the potent powerhouse.
The 1750 is close-cooled for more uniform
temperature distribution with an all-new race-proven
heat exchanger. Engine oil and glycol in the closed
cooling system are routed around the engine via a
series of tubes which are encapsulated in a casting
filled with sea/river water which serves as a coolant.
The heat exchanger provides for a higher sea water
flow rate for enhanced cooling. Mercury Racing’s
proprietary pulse-separated exhaust tuning keeps
turbos “spooled up,” virtually eliminating throttle lag
and low-end torque deficit.
Advanced Electronics
The Propulsion Control Module (PCM), featuring
Mercury Racing developed software, is the brain
behind the brawn. A boost control valve,
electronically activated by the PCM microprocessor,
continuously adjusts the amount of turbocharger
boost needed to provide consistent horsepower.
The PCM also enables individual cylinder control.

This ability to optimise fuel and spark timing
independently for each cylinder enhances engine
running quality, performance, fuel economy and
durability. The use of eight independent ignition
coils, one per cylinder, helps eliminate spark plug
fouling.
Finally, the PCM drives Mercury Racing’s
exclusive Engine Guardian System which monitors
engine functions to forewarn of possible problems
that could lead to engine damage.

The drive and hydraulic transmission are designed
to handle the 1750’s high torque and power levels.
At the same time, the transmission, designed
specifically for DTS, delivers smooth and consistent
shifts.
The massive torque and power output of the new
1750 is transferred to the water via Mercury
Racing’s Pro Finish 5 & 6-blade CNC sterndrive
propellers.
The 1750 comes equipped with a 95 amp charging
system – providing an ample supply of power for an
array of marine electronics.
Contact your Mercury Racing Dealer for
availability.
AB
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Port Macquarie Marina Greets
Visitors With New Floating Docks
After permit delays left less than 60 days
from start to finish to complete the works in
progress, Bellingham Marine met the timeline,
and the Port Macquarie marina opened a new
‘arm’ in time for busy holiday season
In May 2016, Bellingham Marine was contracted to
retrofit Port Macquarie Marina’s existing C- arm with
modern pontoons, services and technologies as well
as build a new 14 berth arm, labelled D-arm.
D-arm was subject to a permit process while C-arm
was not, as the replacement of the marina’s pens on
C-arm was considered repair and maintenance. While
works were underway on C-arm, the owners worked
diligently to obtain the proper approvals for the new
construction.
The consent was not forthcoming and C-arm works
were soon completed. Expecting approval within nine
weeks, Bellingham Marine had cast the pontoons for
D-arm to allow a smooth transition of work from Carm to D-arm. However, the material could not be
delivered to site until the approvals were given.
Unable to confirm delivery dates for D-arm and
with storage capacity at Bellingham Marine’s plant in

Port Macquarie Marina in NSW welcomed
visitors during the busy holiday season just
gone, with brand new concrete floating docks
and an additional 14 berths with the help of
Bellingham Marine Australia.
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Brisbane stretched to the limit, Bellingham utilised
the pontoons for another client.
The approvals for D-arm eventually came through
in late October. Bellingham quickly resumed work
and was able to re-cast all pontoons and install just
before Christmas.
Construction work was complete in six short
weeks. Port Macquarie Marina was able to operate
during the busy summer season and the additional 14
berths provided a considerable increase in revenue
for the marina. The owners have expressed their
gratitude to Bellingham Marine for delivering a high
quality product in such a short time frame and plan to
continue redevelopment over the winter season.
Port Macquarie Marina is located on the mid-north
coast of New South Wales in calm waters on the
estuary of the Hastings River. The marina serves as a
valuable stop-over for transient vessels and can
accommodate boats of most shapes and sizes, up to a
maximum of 25m.
As the world's leading marina design-build
construction company, Bellingham Marine
specializes in floating dock, floating platform and
floating wave attenuation systems for marinas
worldwide. The company also produces dry storage
systems for the upland storage of boats.
AB

NEW FOR 2017
Fairline Releases First Images Of
The New Squadron 53
British luxury boat manufacturer, Fairline
Yachts, announces the third variant from its
popular 53ft range, the Squadron 53, will have its
US debut at Palm Beach International Boat Show
from 23-26 March 2017.
Alongside the US debut of the Squadron 53, which
was launched in Europe at Boot Dusseldorf at the end
of January, Fairline will showcase its limited edition
50th anniversary commemorative book together with
an immersive virtual reality experience bringing to
life its highly anticipated Targa 63GTO.
Renowned superyacht designer, Alberto Mancini,
has added his design expertise to Fairline’s new
Squadron 53. The boat is based on the existing 53ft
hull but features a new design from the deck upwards
courtesy of Mancini, showcasing the future direction
of Fairline’s exterior styling.
Mancini’s design has resulted in a spacious main
deck with a flat floor from the cockpit to the lower
helm, which in turn ensures a flat ceiling in the
master cabin offering a generous 6ft 4in headroom at
the foot of the large double bed, adding to the overall
sense of space in this expansive 55ft 6in (16.92m)long cruiser. The clever layout configurations provide
owners with complete flexibility, including three or
four cabins and multiple galley arrangements
including the main deck, forward or aft locations or
below deck, as well as the new addition of foredeck
seating.
Hand crafted to order by Fairline’s highly
experienced and dedicated craftsmen in Oundle,
England, the new Squadron 53 offers luxury boaters
total command and control thanks to its striking

swept flybridge, whilst exuding style and offering
great entertaining spaces onboard. Fairline’s
approach, from superior engineering and multiple
layout options, to small details that delight, makes
the Squadron 53 the perfect choice for those who
want their yacht their way.
Andrew Pope, Head of Design at Fairline, says,
“Owners will feel in total command and control on
the fantastic flybridge of the new Fairline Squadron
53, a yacht that offers excellent sea-keeping in all
conditions. At the same time, the space, style and
sumptuousness of this luxury cruiser means that
guests will also have the ride of their lives. The
Squadron 53 is the first Fairline yacht to have
touches of Italian design and features subtle Mancini
influences, which have evolved Fairline’s timeproven design DNA to create a model that perfectly
blends beauty, form and function. With the Squadron
53, owners receive unrivalled flexibility in layout
and complete comfort and luxury in its construction
and features.”
Prices begin at £733,200 excluding VAT.
AB
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Feel The Whittley Pulse
Whittley Boats releases new high-tech
onboard operating system.
There’s good news for Whittley owners and
trailer boat aficionados alike. The Whittley
R&D team has come up with the very latest in
high-tech onboard operating systems to
install on their popular range of trailer boats.
Presenting the Whittley Pulse!
Utilising sophisticated digital gear from
respected brands such as Garmin, Fusion, CZone and Volvo, Whittley has created the
next-generation fishing station for its popular SL
range and cruising helms for its range of CR
models.
After rigorous testing by Whittley owners and
testing teams, the experts agree – it doesn’t get
much better than this. Volvo offers car-like
integration – everything is operated by the one
waterproof ‘eKey’, which means no more lugging
round big bundles of keys. The eKey runs the
battery management system and features battery
protection and automatic start aid, borrowing
energy from the auxiliary battery to ensure there
20 Australian Boating

is always power to start the engine.
“The future is now. It is such a huge step
forward. The Whittley Pulse is the heartbeat of
our boats, bringing together all the key features
into one key and one screen. You’re only ever
two clicks away from where you need to be to
control all the functions of your boat,” says
Steven Whittley, Managing and Design Director
at the Whittley Marine Group.
The system is connected to a Garmin or Volvo
Penta glass cockpit display, which provides a
clear visual on everything in 7’’, 12’’ and 16”
options. It’s clean and minimalist with no gauges.
It is also connected to FUSION-Link, which talks
to a concealed unit and can be operated via
Bluetooth or by the Garmin Helm app. All
functions of the boat can be operated through
this app, including a second screen. Which
means you can be down the back working the
bait board or cooking your catch and still have a
visual of the what’s under the boat and operate
the lighting and switching from the palm of your
hand. “Keyless technology is in our home and in
our car – and at last it’s available in the Whittley
range of vessels. This is a first for the local trailer
boat industry and we are proud to work with our

NEW FOR 2017

key suppliers to bring this technology into our
boats for the consumer to have an unrivaled,
easy boating experience,” says Steven.
Also for the first time, all the Volvo Penta
engine data including fuel flow and all other key
engine functions is displayed digitally on the
Volvo Penta ‘glass cockpit’ or Garmin screens,
removing the need for traditional analogue
gauges.
“The Whittley Pulse System really is the
heartbeat of your boat. I encourage all potential

customers to explore the benefits of this new
option when looking at purchasing a new
Whittley,” Steven said.
For further information or to arrange a personal
factory tour, contact:
Alan Whittley, Director of Sales & Marketing,
Whittley Marine Group.
+61 421 170 192; alan@whittley.com.au
AB
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Haines Signature Re-invents The Entry
Level Boat Market
With a model that many experts believe is one of the best in the range.
Friday, 17 March 2017

Haines Signature is excited to announce
the release of the 495F, a sub-5m fishing
boat that ticks all the boxes for families
and first-time boat buyers looking to
enter the market.
The 4th generation 495F showcases
clever enhancements and modifications
to an already legendary build, to deliver
an extra 15cm (6 inches) of cockpit
space, a re-designed dash and more
storage than it’s hugely popular
predecessor, the 493F.
The new model is styled off the
recently-released 550F and features more
modern styling and cleaner lines
including a re-worked bow sprit and also
offers customers plenty of storage with
full length cockpit side pockets with
shelves, two live bait tanks in the
transom and a large cockpit/cabin area
with improved bow access. The
revamped dash can also now cater for
larger electronics, up to 9 inches in size.
However, its major drawcard is its size
and manoeuvrability – it can easily be
towed with the family car or SUV on a
single axle trailer and is small enough to
be garaged if required – characteristics
which proved popular with the previous
model, known for being one of the largest
selling boats in Australian boating
history.
According to John Haines of The Haines
Group, the 495F is a great entry-level
fishing boat that’s versatile enough to
22 Australian Boating

convert into a fishing or sports boat with
ease.
“This section of the market has been
great for Haines Signature and our
customers, who have commanded a boat
that’s small enough to easily store and
tow while still possessing all the features
and capabilities of other Signature
boats,” said John.
“The 495F, can easily be launched by
one person and is perfect for day trips
exploring water ways, but can still pull
the kids on a tube or comfortably handle
the rough for when fishing trips offshore
come begging,” John said.
The 495 boasts the same soft ride and
stability at rest as its big brothers, thanks
to its Signature Variable Deadrise Hull,
that’s synonymous with Haines Signature
Boats.
It comes with a power rating of 60¬–
90hp and is also fully customisable with a
range of options available including
bimini, bait boards, stainless steel rails,
transom steps and much more.
The Haines Signature 495F will be
making its debut at the Gold Coast
International Boat Show and Marine Expo
from 17–19 March 2017 at the Australian
Marine Centre stand (no. 174). The
display model. It is priced from $43,923
(excl ‘on water costs’) with the Suzuki
DF90A.

AB
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When knowledge and reliable
information are needed to trump
doubt and worry, a subscription
to AB is a real comfort.

Phone Orders: You can phone your order
through to Mary Webster (07) 5502 8233
during office hours for complete peace of
mind, security wise - and usually be set-up
within the hour, with a unique Subscriber
number, and instant access to the latest
magazine(s) and the entire SEA Library.
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354 Pages + Videos, 33 Feature Articles = A Great Summer Read
ISSN
1326
- 450
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These are fast-changing times. More than ever,
families have to be mindful that some things are just
plain fraught with problems, unjustifiably expensive,
sometimes an outright con. Or doomed to failure.
Knowing who to trust, situations to avoid and
projects that work, is a key element in going forward
with confidence.
As much as anything else though, it is having
someone minding your back; having a reference
source you can trust to clear the air, and get the facts.
Peter Webster has been doing this for years. He’s
controversial, opinionated and only knows one way to
tell it.
But when you are trying to decide whether a $19K
Mercury is better than a $18K Yamaha, or you need
to check the facts about that ‘great value’ 1980s
Mariner cruiser . . or whether that ol’ Signature
2250 is worth refurbishing, or need to compare a
Quintrex to a Sea Jay . . . who better to call?
As a subscriber, you can call PW for a yarn, or
email him anytime you need another opinion. In
turn, if he doesn’t know, he’ll say so - but he’s got the
contacts, the people, the real experts he calls on to get
the sort of back-up you need when that decision has
to be made.
It’s the AB difference.

The BEST
Of AB
In 2016

Australian Boating
Best Of AB 2016 $19.95

 Cruisers in 2016: There’s Never
Been A Better Time To Buy



Best of 2016?

The Riviera 4800 Sports Yacht

Tom Burton’s
GOLD MEDAL In Rio Heads
Great AST Medal Results !

 2016:
Year Of The
Foiler

 2016: We’re
Fishing Wider,
Deeper Than
Ever

Parts 1-3: Successfully Buying Your First Cruiser

FREE . . with every
new 12 month
subscription:
Our ‘catch-up’ e-mag:

The Best Of AB
In 2016
Awesome 350 page
production that is literally
the best contributors,
features and events of
2016. Great value & read.

For start-up AB readers who like
what they see, but are still not
quite convinced . . .
We know reading on a screen takes a bit of
getting used to. It IS different to print, we get
that. We also know it takes 3-4 issues to get
used to it, and up to half a dozen issue to like it.
So here’s the deal: Purchase the next SIX
issues of Australian Boating for just $12, and
let’s grow again together. Same team, same
editorial integrity - and now with video, too.
Australian Boat Mags Pty Ltd
ABM 34 167 221 114

11 Tomah Street, Pacific Pines,
Queensland 4216
P (07) 5502 8233
E subs@ausboatmags.com.au
W www.australianboatmags.com.au

Just $61.00 for 12 monthly issues
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& fishing world . . .
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Why We’re Getting

‘Hooked On Brooke’



Honda Outboards

Explore New Colours


Nautic Star’s Amazing

New 8.0m SAR Platey


with

With Aaron Concord

Part 6: Sorting The Best 4.3m Tinnie Combo !

Click on pic to
see video

Peter Webster

AB-TV
AB’s terrific round-up
of what’s new in the
world of boats,
inshore and offshore
fishing, marine
engines, 4WDs and
the top national
sporting events.

Boat Tests You can believe. Backed by 40 years experience
boating in all conditions, in all sorts of boats around Australia.
International Marine Developments As the ‘global village’ gets
smaller, and trade relations change with today’s currency and
political dynamics, it’s more important than ever for Oz
boatowners to keep abreast of overseas trends, new
technologies and product releases. AB provides the concise
coverage you need to stay informed.
Composite GRP & Plate Alloy Projects Few people have PW’s
experience and knowledge in this vital boat building sector.
Editor and principal author of the reknown six-book “Plate Alloy
Boats of Australia” series, his work continues in AB in all forms
of boat construction.
Cats & Monos Widedly regarded as the most experienced
powered cat marine journalist, cat owner, and author of the
definitive “Powercats Of Australia” PW’s the right man to have in
your team if you have any sort of power cat in your mind’s eye.

at www.australianboatmags.com.au
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First Impressions:

Experiencing
The Enduring
Charm Of
Fraser
Island, Qld
Where to go for the Xmas-New
Year break is always a
challenge for mixed families but by unanimous decision,
three families decided to tick
the Fraser challenge off their
‘bucket list’, packed up the
kids, 3x 4WDs - and headed
north to this magnificent
Australian sand island.
Story by Brooke Frecklington
Pics by Brooke and Denis Cepli
Video by ‘Hooked on Brooke’ **
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Fraser is a great place for laid back family
holidays where you can be as busy or as active
as you choose - as these pics reveal. (L-R)
#1 Summertime, and the livin’ is lazy in Eli Creek.
#2 Brooke ready to trial some of Fraser’s

reknowned beach fishing. #3 All the mob at
lunch at Lake Birrabeen. #4 Brooke on the
lookout at Indian Head. #5 Below: The 2017
remains of the Maheno wreck - it’s still hanging
in there!
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The Start . . .
You wouldn’t believe how many times my family
and I have camped at Inskip Point, which is
literally a stone’s throw from Fraser Island’s
shores. Inskip and Rainbow Beach are beautiful,
but seeing the magic of Fraser so close, has always
been a tease.
It was our friends from Melbourne who gave us the
final nudge to camp on Fraser Island, following a
phone call from Esther in Melbourne.
“We are coming to Queensland over the summer
break, and really want to go to Fraser Island, do you
guys want to join us?” This from a family of four with
two beautiful little girls, who all love camping and
travelling around Australia.
My brain ticked over . . . we’d never been to Fraser,
and hadn’t yet decided where our summer camping
trip would be, so the suggestion was both timely and
perfect, and we agreed it would be fun to go as a
group.
All up, “We” consisted of a group of 8 adults and
two small children in only three 4WDs.
My husband Denis and I in were in 4WD #1, filled
28 Australian Boating

with firewood, fridges, tents, tables, the Hobie, fishing
gear, food, water, fuel – OMG, the list goes on, as we
don’t camp lightly!
Denis’ parents, brother and sister were in 4WD #2,
and our Melbourne friends in 4WD #3. All were
packed to the brim; everything had its place and each
car was loaded carefully for safe driving purposes especially on unforgiving sand.
Fraser – It’s big!
Research about the island was interesting. I knew it
was big, but didn’t know it is the world’s largest sand
island. It is just over 120km long, and is 22km across
at its widest point, for a total of 184 000 hectares.
Fraser has more than 100 pristine freshwater lakes
and streams - some tea colored, and some crystal clear
- because of the natural sand filtration, with Lake
McKenzie, the best known of them. Amazingly,
Fraser Island is the only place in the world where
magnificent, tall rainforests are found growing on
sand dunes at elevations of over 200 metres. It has
eye-stretching beaches, dramatic coloured-sand cliffs,
natural sandblows and rocky, volcanic formed
headlands. I couldn’t wait to see such beauty in its

Ngkala Rocks turtle rookery and a typical display
of the ‘coffee rock’ outcrops found along the
beaches around the island. These are everchanging from year to year, depending on the
tides, storms and the sand flows.

purest form - and not to forget the range of wildlife
and aquatic life found in and around the island, too.
Planning The Trip
There was lots to think about whilst planning a trip
to Fraser, as it is an island off the mainland, and once
you are there, it’s not so easy just to quickly come
back.
First thing we thought about was accommodation or
camping sites and where we wanted to be situated on
the island for the duration of our trip.
While there are 45 camping options on the National
Parks Website, we finally decided on one of the safest
camping sites (with the dedicated, fenced camping
areas) mainly for the sake of the two little girls and
the family’s peace of mind. Mostly because one of
Fraser Island’s icons is the infamous dingo, and we
were entering their habitat and weren’t too sure what
to expect from them. Dingoes are a curious animal,
and they naturally think where there are people, there
could be food. We didn’t like the idea of the girls
being a target for food because they are so little, and
they’d be easy pickings.
We agreed on staying at Dilli Village situated about

25km from the ferry drop off point, at the south end
of Fraser Island. Dilli Village is a base for students
doing field studies from the University of the
Sunshine Coast, so needless to say, the facilities
within Dilli are fantastic for campers.
We agreed 10 days on Fraser Island would only just
be enough. We figured a day to set up our camp and
settle in, a day to pack up and clean up at the end, and
leaving room for a few days of bad weather in
between. So really, we had 6 to 7 days to spend
exploring.
We had a list of places to see and tracks to travel
around the island. All of this pretty much hinged on
what the tide was doing each day, and on a full and
new moon the tide heights vary quite a bit.
The recommendation is that it is safest to travel on
the beach 2 hours either side of low tide. If the tide
was too high the beach became impassable in some
places, but luckily we were able to utilise the various
inland tracks around the beach (tidal) closure on
several parts of our exploration to the north of the
island.
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Going across to Fraser on the barge is a great
way to start (and finish) the adventure. Travelling
in the school holiday periods requires careful
attention being paid to barge booking details - as
the reasonably brief queues on both sides attest
to the popularity of the Fraser experience. (That’s
Brooke and Denis up on the viewing platform).
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Champagne Pools - a hugely popular spot with
families

The Gold Coast To Rainbow Beach
We left at 4:00am from the Gold Coast to hopefully
avoid some school holiday traffic heading north. It is
355km/5hrs north from our place on the GC to Dilli
Village, according to Google maps. We planned to
stop for breakfast and stretch our legs half way up the
coast, and then we stopped again at Gympie (the last
major town) for fuel. The very last stop was at the
town of Rainbow Beach where we could have topped
up anything we could have needed at the last minute,
in terms of bread and milk, fuel, and any camping and
4x4 equipment.
The Queensland Parks and Wildlife information
center is located across from the laundromat just
before town.
Island visitors can book camping and vehicle access
permits to the National Parks there, but I prefer to
book all this on line before leaving home. The only
thing I couldn't book was the return ferry ticket, so we
stopped in at the Manta Ray Barge Permit Office (it's
the first building you see on the left hand side of the
road located just before you arrive at the town of
Rainbow Beach) to get the return leg organised.
As we approached the end of Inskip Point Road, we
stopped to prepare for what was to come, including
the inevitable last minute check for anything we’d
forgotten.

We let our tyre pressures down to 16-18psi in order
to drive on the soft sand as recommended by the
locals, then re-checked the recovery and offroad gear.
When four wheel driving, we always carry tyre
gauge, air compressor, towrope, snatch strap, sand
tracks, shovel, spare tyre (and the right tools to change
them), first-aid kit, spare water, food and fuel. There
is plenty more I could list, so the moral is clear: make
sure you do your research carefully if you are
planning a trip like this.
Hand Brakes & Barges
In order to get to Fraser Island with our 4WDs we
had to ride the car ferry over from Inskip Point to the
Fraser Island landing point. As we were lined up in
the boggy sand waiting for our turn to board the ferry,
my stomach was filled with excitement and
butterflies. I’d never been on a ferry with the car
before, and the fact that a car had rolled off the back
of the ferry only a few weeks before our trip, no
doubt had something to do with my butterflies! “Note
to self,” I thought “Make sure the hand brake is on
when we get out of the car on the ferry, so it doesn’t
roll off the back of the ferry!”
Then it was our turn to board the ferry. The ticket
collector directed us on and packed us in like sardines,
lined up one after the other. It was a strange feeling
being in the car on a boat and swaying on the water.
After the ticket collector came around to validate our
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ferry tickets, we were then free to move about the
boat for the next 10mins, as it is only 1.5km to the
other side, but I had time to check out the viewing
platform upstairs.
Fraser Island was in sight. I could see the masses of
4x4s lined up to ride the ferry back to the mainland,
making me realise just how popular Fraser really is to
so many people.
Arriving On The Island
As we approached the shore line of Fraser, we all
got back into our cars ready to take our first steps on
the island. Road rules apply on the island along with
others to read up on, too.
We went north along the water side of the “road” so
to speak. Little waves were crashing beside us as we
drove past the masses of 4WDs lined up ready to
return from their holidays.
Within a few moments of driving alongside the
departing cars, we saw our first Fraser Island dingo.
It was scrawny and looked under nourished, perhaps
just a youngster still finding his feet looking for a free
feed from tourists. They are not stupid animals, they
know eventually someone will give in and throw
them a bone. Just so you know it is illegal to feed or
offer food to dingoes; or any other wildlife on the
island. On-the-spot penalties apply, so don’t do it.
They are more than capable of fending for
themselves.
About 25km later, we found the Dilli Village
campground entrance from the beach. The road in
was extremely ripped-up from all the traffic of peak
season campers, but we had no choice but to get used
to driving in the worn tracks on the island, as we were
soon going to be using them again as we started
exploring.

Waddy Point

Eli Creek along 75 Mile Beach which seems to be
about the half-way point of the island on the map.
From there, we kept traveling north to Indian Head,
where we had the most amazing view of the coastline
from the top of the headland. We decided to explore
the next headland north as well (Waddy Point) which
is not nearly as elevated as Indian Head, but it had
some breath-taking scenery around the southern side
of the headland if you’re up for a walk.
We had a quick flick around both headlands, just to
test the waters, but the day grew short and the sun
was on its way down, so another day was done.
The following day was dedicated to soaking up the
cool fresh water of Eli Creek. I do admit, I was
expecting a little more from Eli, but as nature has it, it
is ever changing and never the same.
Did you know Eli Creek releases over four million
litres of crystal clear fresh water into the ocean every
hour?
Walking ‘inside’ Eli Creek’s rain forest canopy

Getting Set-Up
It was lovely and cool, overcast and almost stormy
looking, so it took us no time at all to unpack and get
set up. Itching to explore, we were happy to leave
camp with the security of Dilli’s fences keeping
curious animals away from the camp.
We decided to take an inland track through the bush
up towards Central Station, where the road splits and
we could do a lot of our inland 4x4 driving.
For the next few days we explored the 4x4 tracks,
we went to the beautiful lakes and lookouts, and even
went to the western side of the island to check out the
other barge landing which has its own boat ramp.
This ferry is the one that comes from River
Heads/Bingham which is further north of Inskip
Point.
Spreading Out
On the 4th day we drove to the Maheno ship wreck
to check it out. The Maheno is situated just north of
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One thing I did notice is that Eli has some pretty
cool inhabitants living in the creek - it was full of
jungle perch hiding under ledges and in the reeds.

They’d heard about the GTs off Indian Head, so it
was a real thrill to get amongst them.

Back To Waddy Point
Another day and more adventuring. As we didn’t
quite get enough of Indian Head and Waddy Point, we
decided to go back. The drive up was hot so I
couldn’t wait to get my bikini on – especially as I was
going to fish for whiting from the beach.
We’d found an awesome gutter to fish, so I started
tying up a whiting rig and baited it with the beach
worms I’d caught the day before. I had a few hits and
caught a few legal whiting. Now this is simple and
even the kids can have a go. Whiting are feisty
fighters and the kids will love it.
Fishing Indian Headland was at the top of our ‘to
do’ list. Denis and I had heard crazy reviews on the
GT's caught off Indian Head, but I do advise if you
are not a confident rock hopper, then I don't
recommend you take the unmarked path down by the
water heading towards the Point. After a bit of
swearing and wearing the sea spray from the
pounding waves as we crossed the rock face with the
rope swing provided, we made it to the front of the
headland.
We had a short window to fish this spot, as the sun
was already on its way to setting. Denis had a metal
slug on and was casting into the swell, I had a large
soft plastic on to see if I could get some chases from
the reef below.
Denis's voice filled with excitement as he'd had a
chase all the way back to the rocks. He cast again, I
watched while twitching my plastic, and he was on!
The drag screamed off. I wound my lure in as fast as I
could, firstly, to change to a metal slug (because that
seemed to be working) and secondly, to help Denis
with his fish. The fish was putting up a great fight.
For a few moments we were unsure whether we
would be able to get him in, considering the distance
to the water.
A few minutes slipped by, and the fish seemed

pretty tired, so Denis waited for the swell to roll in to
help him lift the fish up onto the ledge we were
standing on. We were grinning from ear to ear, as
we'd caught the GT we set out to catch.
After a quick photo and a speedy release back into
the ocean, it was my turn to snag one for myself. I
cast my slug as far as I could into the swell, let it sink
for 5 seconds or so, and then wound as fast as I could
with my rod tip to the water to keep my lure from
skimming across the surface. I had a chase from a
pack of fish although it was too hard to see what they
were - but they were interested, that was the main
thing.
Again I cast and did the same thing, but this time I
had a hookup of my own. It was pretty cool to see
something come in at full speed and smash my lure.
In an instant I lifted my rod tip to keep tension on the
fish. To avoid being pulled in, or smashed by waves, I
moved to a safer spot. I continued fighting my fish till
he was close enough to the rocky edge, where Denis
grabbed the leader and then used a wave to help lift
him out of the water.
High-fives were in order - what a rush, landing
another GT. We had a picture together and he was
sent on his way. Chuffed with catching GT's, we
decided it was time to leave as the light was getting
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low and we still had a long drive back to camp.
The Hobie On Lake McKenzie
The following day we decided to spend the day at
Lake McKenzie. The crystal clear lake is another of
Fraser Island’s great wonders. It is a freshwater
‘perched’ lake, meaning it is only fed by rainwater
and not by any streams, and it doesn’t run off into the
ocean. The leaf matter on the bottom prevents it from
draining away and it is so pure it has very little life
living in it. (ergo, no fish!)

If only I had known this, it might have saved
dragging 60kgs of Hobie kayak down to the water’s
edge, but this did prove to be the best chance for our
friends and family to enjoy the kayak in safe, still
conditions, as the surf had been far too big to drop her
in the ocean for a paddle.
Denis and I took the kayak out again the following
day in Wanggoolba Creek on the western side of the
island, not an entirely safe side of the island, as these
estuaries are where some of Fraser’s most dangerous
inhabitants hangout.
This includes the Irukandji jellyfish, one of the
world’s smallest and deadly jellyfish which is nearly
impossible to see - especially if a tentacle happened to
stick to my line. But determined to catch a fish or two
from the Hobie, we picked an hour each side of the
high tide to make paddling up the creek a little easier.
We trolled hard bodied lures against the banks as we
pumped away with our feet. Hobies are fantastic
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fishing kayaks, freeing up your hands to grab rods
when they go off.
Denis scored a 30cm estuary cod within a few
minutes. As we got deeper into the mangroves, I
changed my lure to a paddle tail, soft plastic prawn to
cast into and under the trees, as it was getting hot and
the sun was blazing. Any fish in that creek were going
to be deep into the sheltered structure under the trees
and along the bank.
After casting my arm off with nothing to show for
it, I needed a break. I then changed my rig to a lightly
weighted single 5/0 bait holder hook with beach
worm I had caught the day before. A few catfish later,
I snagged a sweet looking javelin fish and finished the
day with an estuary cod of my own. The tide had
turned and pressure waves were starting to form in the
mouth of the creek, so it was time to get out before
we got dragged out.
Heading For The Top Of The Island
Stoked we had done everything we had set out to do
on Fraser, half of our group decided to leave early the
following day, as they had work commitments back
home.
For Denis, Cris, Esther, the two littlies and myself,
there was only one major thing left to do - and that
was to head to the very top of the Sandy Cape where
the old light house is located.
We decided to pile into their Prado as it had enough
seats, and it was comfortable for the long journey.
Unfortunately, all three of our cars were playing up
due to the harsh conditions on Fraser Island and our
car was not quite capable of passing the infamous
Ngkala Rocks bypass which was pretty torn up from
the school holiday traffic. We knew how bad the
conditions were there, as we’d watched people get
stuck there a few days before.
So before we set off, we made sure to double check
our supplies, equipment and checked the tyre
pressures. We headed to the servo at Eurong to top up

with fuel just in case, where, surprisingly, fuel was
only 20 cents dearer than on the mainland.
Our first hurdle was waiting for the high tide to turn
when we arrived at Eli Creek.
The creek was backed up and deep. With a bunch of
other 4WDs, we waited for half an hour, and walked
the creek mouth to find a good line to cross, while we
waited for the water to start drawing back out.
Cris finally decided it was passable, and was
confident in being the first to cross. He lined it up,
and waited for the set of waves to retreat, then gunned
it across. Everyone else followed suit and traffic
started to flow again.
The next hurdle was at the Champagne Pools inland
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Click On Pic To Start Video

track to Waddy Point. It’s a long, super soft sand track
that people seem to get bogged in, and Cris’ 4x4
gearbox was playing funny games, so the car didn’t
have four wheel drive all the time. I think the boys
liked the challenge, so we persisted to get to the top.
We finally reached the Ngkala Rocks turtle rookery.
This was going to be the real test. Denis, Cris and I
got out of the car to walk the bypass so we could see
if there were any obstacles, dangers or on-coming
traffic on the track.
The coast was clear. I stayed at the exit end, Denis
stayed in the middle and Cris started to drive the
track. I must have waited 10mins before they emerged
. . . everything was fine and we were on our way
again.
On To Breaksea Spit
We had another long leg of straight beach to travel
to the very tip. This overlooked BreakSea Spit which
is the sand bar that extends over 30km north of Sandy
Cape, and has claimed many ships in its day due to
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Above (Video): I loved every day of our 10 day
Fraser Island camping trip. I had fantastic
company with friends up from Melbourne and my
family joined us too. We stayed at Dilli Village as
we had two small kiddies with us and it was just
easier to be in a fenced area, and not worry about
Dingoes coming to check us out.

the shoally, unstable and shallow waters north of the
main island.
This is why the Sandy Cape Light house was built
in 1870 – to warn mariners in the old sailing ships
that this was one of the most dangerous areas on the
east coast of Australia.
The next stretch of beach was only accessible at low
tide, so we had to be quick. The water was
magnificent, so clear and so inviting, but it’s advised
not to swim in these parts, because of the Irukandji
jellyfish.
It was stinking hot and the girls were too little to do
the big walk up to the lighthouse, so Denis and I set
off by ourselves to take a look. It would have been

They reckon you haven’t really been to Fraser Island
unless you’ve had to dig your way across the sand at
some stage - or be towed by another 4WD, or winched
yourself out with a sand anchor or two - s’all part of
the unique Fraser experience !

one of the hottest, leg-killing walks I’d done in a
while, but we pushed on for the sake of the team.
When we made it to the top, the view was simply
stunning. We could see the extent of the BreakSea
Spit. I was very surprised that the light house was in
such pristine condition. But we could only spend
10mins or so there, as we had to press on back down
the track.
I was thankful for the shade and air-con of the car
as we started to make our way back to camp. Facing
the same hurdles as we did on the way up, we came
to the Ngkala bypass once again.
We’d checked the track for traffic but this was not
going to be the problem. It became clear the problem
was at the beginning of the track: There was a

massive exposed coffee rock formation that had been
uncovered from all the traffic, so to climb over it, we
had to go painfully (crawling) slow in 4WD, or be at
risk of damaging the car’s underbody - but there was
a boggy, soft sand patch just after the coffee rock, and
we needed speed to power through the sand.
It was a Catch 22.
Cris did what he could without breaking his car, but
that came at the cost of getting bogged in the soft
sand, damn it! We had not been bogged once on the
trip, so I think we did pretty well to get this far
considering all ours cars were not well.
Round One: As Cris, Esther and Denis dug the
tyres free to lay the Maxxtrax down, I kept watch for
oncoming traffic and documented the whole
experience on camera. In Low range, the car popped
out, but immediately got stuck again.
Round Two: The Maxxtrax were in place again,
and Cris was ready to gun it – this time, he kept into
it, so he wouldn’t get stuck again. We jumped back in
the car at the other end, and everyone was very happy
that was over.

This is the northern tip of the island at Sandy
Cape - a long way from anywhere up here.
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The sun was setting as we headed back to camp.
Denis and I had one last fish off the headland to say
good bye to this simply amazing place. This was to be
our last night at camp before the massive pack up the
next day. We’d had dinner and the girls were fast
asleep, Cris and Esther were not far behind them so
Denis and I decided to check out the beach one last
time as the stars were sparkling brighter than any
other night. I love star gazing, and could do it all
night.
We grabbed our head torches and headed down the
skinny, pitch black track to the beach. After staring at
the sky for about 10mins and keeping an eye out for
dingoes at the same time, we realised it wasn’t worth
the anxiety so we headed back to camp, Denis in front
and me at the back, hearing every little noise behind
me.
We were only metres from the gate, when just over
the crest, two beautiful, well conditioned dingoes
stood frozen in front of us.
We all looked at each other, expressionless for a
moment. I could see how close the gate was, so I took
the first step towards it, Denis followed and then the
dingoes passed it, like there was an unwritten etiquette
to let the people go though the gate.
It was a magical way to end the trip having such a
close encounter with the furry locals.
Thinking Back About Fraser
I feel very privileged to have gone to Fraser Island,
and especially with family and friends. We all worked
together to make sure everyone was looked after; no
one was left out and no one went hungry, Denis’s
mum made sure of that! It’s important to share these
memories with the people I love, and to teach our
younger generation there is more to life than sitting in
front of the TV. Fraser Island is a very special place
and I urge you to try and make it over there, one way
or another, whether it’s by 4x4 or with a tour group.
You won’t regret it.
Fraser Island has some of Queensland’s best fishing
and I only got to skim the top of it. I wouldn’t take the
kayak next time, as the surf can be very rough on the
eastern side of the island and the wind tends to hang
around. Fishing from Fraser Island’s beaches for tailor
is the stuff of legends, and has excited thousands of
oldies and youngsters over many, many years.
And from the headlands, the fishing was more than
satisfying, especially because the kids could give it a
go as well.
If you’ve enjoyed Brooke’s company, you can pick
up more ‘Hooked On Brooke’ on Facebook, You
Tube, Instagram and Patreon.
AB
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Addendum . . .
If I had the chance to
go back to Fraser, it
would be more of a
dedicated fishing trip,
and I’d investigate the
whole process of
beach launching and
retrieval – which, as
AB Editor PW points
out, requires a great
deal of experience,
skill – and the sort of
boat that can handle
coming and going
through wide, open
surf conditions.
AB has published
many wonderful
reports about fishing
wide offshore from the island, from boats
launched off the beach. That’s another chapter
in the Fraser Island story, and I urge anyone
interested in deep sea fishing off Fraser Island
(Waddy Point, usually), to check out some of
the excellent reports available in the AB Sea
Library as first timers need to research this
subject VERY carefully. In particular, read
Chris and Amanda Wyeth’s outstanding, 2 Part
benchmark report on beach launching &
fishing off Fraser Island. Check out the links
below:
Link to National Parks re Fraser island
camping Permits:
https://www.npsr.qld.gov.au/parks/fraser/cam
ping.html
Link to National Parks over-the-counter
Permit booking offices:
https://www.npsr.qld.gov.au/experiences/over
-counter-permits.html
Link to Dilli Village Camping:
http://www.usc.edu.au/learn/the-uscexperience/usc-spaces/fraser-island-researchand-learning-centre/accommodation-bookingand-facilities#accommodation
Link To The AB Sea Library:
http://www.australianboatmags.com.au/sea_library/
destinations.php

File Pics: Readers are reminded there are NO
boating facilities on Fraser Island. Launching is off
the beach into a normal surf. It can be hairy as hell,
and very dangerous. Bogging the trailer and boat is
an everyday occurence, and the number of tow
vehicles that get stuck in the sand trying to pull the
rig out, is scarey. And very few fishos EVER see a
gutter like this one when Chris Wyeth and his mates
were there - it’s usually more like the pic below of a
pro fisherman launching his plate ally Sportfish.

Here, it was initially launched stern first into the slop
from a 4WD F-150, then Crewmen #2 and #3 turned it
around so the bow is facing the sea/waves, before
#2 clambers aboard as nimbly as possible, whilst
Crewman #3 parks the F-150, and (usually) comes
back to join the boat crew, who’ve been holding
station in the break. It’s a mighty tough call
sometimes . . is it worth the risks? Hell yeah some of the best bottom & pelagic fishing in
Australia is just a couple of miles offshore.
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The Third Chapter Begins
For A Special Lady
A very special report by the new owner of TraceyJ(3), John Berlund, from Cairns, FNQ. He bought
the craft from where it had been left in a paddock
outside Bermagui, NSW, for 11 years, as owner #2
fought a losing battle with illness that stripped
away his ability to fish TJ-3 for the gamefish he’d
pursued so successfully - and with such passion

- for so many years. Whilst we know how upset
he was having to sell TJ in the end, we’re sure
he’ll find real comfort in the wonderful job John
Berlund has done restoring TJ-3 to full working
trim once again, and knowing it has gone back to
work: fishing. This time, in far North Queensland.
It’s certainly well trained for the task. - PW

This is the story of one of Australia’s first diesel platies, built no
less than 36 years ago as an AB magazine Project. It still has
the original Volvo Penta TAMD-40 diesel, and has established
without a doubt, the longevity possible with good quality
aluminium boat building working with professional naval
architect design - in this case, culminating in a 7.65m
sportscruiser that incorporates many features and benefits
STILL missing in many ‘contemporary’ designs.
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Posting No. 1:
The Boat Project, TJ-3
My wife will tell you I love a tinker on my boats.
In fact, she says I like to tinker equally as much as
I like to go out fishing.
Really, it should more accurately be described as
‘refining and modifying’ so that everything is in
good working order, is in the right place and is easy
to reach and use, and is maintained so that a boat is
undoubtedly reliable. So when I saw the TJ3 - sitting
in a paddock, covered in blackberries and moss, and
with a rat’s nest sitting on the Volvo diesel motor in
the engine bay - I thought this was a good project for
someone with a love of a bit of old school.
After agreement of the price, I decided the return
5,600km drive from Cairns to Bermagui to collect
her would be well worth a week off work. I had
already determined the existing trailer was probably
too expensive to refurbish considering that had been
sitting in the paddock for 11 years, and was definitely
not going to be up to the task. I hooked up my 26ft
American built, alloy ’I’ beam trailer, unloaded my
Seaswirl at a local marina and tied up to a private
pontoon. After loading up the ‘Cruiser, checking the
trailer over and greasing the wheel bearings, I headed
off.
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(L-R) Berlund has done an outstanding job
bringing TJ-3 up to speed in 2017. Shrewdly, he
stuck very closely to the original formula and
concentrated more on replacing finish and
fittings than changing design elements.

Day 1 I set off for an easy start, as it was just 4 hrs
to Townsville where I could catch up with my
youngest son, Mick, and camp overnight in a comfy
bed.
Day 2 Started out early, with the target destination
of St George, 1,200kms away. Made town about
7.30pm safely, having managed to hit 3 kangaroos
and a pig at dusk, but luckily, with no damage to the
Land Cruiser.
Day 3 I drove to Batemans Bay, 1000kms. While
driving near Dubbo I noticed the trailer brakes
weren’t working properly and soon put it down to the
break-away system battery being flat. Purchased a
new battery for the trailer brakes. All okay - problem
solved. Not so later in the day; the trailer brakes were
not working again, and the meter on the battery
showed it was flat again.
Further investigation showed it was actually the car
not charging the battery. By now it was late in the
day and not far from my destination so I continued
on to Batemans Bay and spent the night there. I
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charged the battery overnight and next morning
headed to Narooma to find an auto-electrician.
Stopping for fuel, the bloke at the servo
recommended Narooma Auto Electrical, and this
turned out to be good advice, as the guys here found
that the system had never actually been wired
correctly in Cairns - which explained why I had had
to keep putting the battery on the charger prior to this
trip. Anyway, this was all quickly fixed, and I was
on the road again with Bermagui in my sights.
TJ-3 was located in a secluded area approx. 5
kms from Bermagui. I had previously teed up
Narooma Cranes to meet me in the paddock and lift
the boat off the old trailer and on to mine, as I
figured this to be the only way to do the job quickly
and safely. On location, the existing trailer had four
flat perished tyres, no working brakes, a rusting
chassis, and as such, definitely was not going
anywhere.
Adam and Ian safely and gently lifted the old
beauty on to my trailer, and after a minor adjustment
of the winch post, TJ-3 was fitted snugly and ready
for the long trip to her new home - and a new lease
on life.
I was given the phone number of local chippy,
Andrew, who was working on site renovating the
home. He was a great help, and set me on what he
recommended as the best route – back up over the
Blue Mountains. Originally I was going to head up
over the range and skirt Canberra, however there
were reports of possible ice on the road in the
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morning, and I did not want to get tangled up in this
towing a three tonne boat and trailer. I must thank
the locals - Adam, Ian, (Narooma Cranes) chippy
Andrew, and the boys at Narooma Auto Electrical for
their friendly service and assistance.
Day 5 The next morning, we headed for home via
Wollongong, across to Penrith, and up to Dubbo. I
pulled into a roadside stop (I had taken the rear seats
out of my ‘Cruiser and set up a bed in the back) and
parked alongside a couple of campervans. I must
have been tired, as when I awoke early in the
morning I was surrounded by ten semi-trailers. I had
not heard a single one of them pull up! After another
full day of travel and camping at ‘Rocky’ for the
night, the next day was an easy 700km to Townsville,
where my wife and grandson had driven down from
Cairns to meet me.
We had a day there, staying again with our son and
daughter in law, then hit the road for the final leg
back to Cairns. TJ-3 was backed in undercover,
transferred onto a cradle, and is ready for her 12
month make-over.
Facing Page: Taken last month, TJ -3 is now
well on its way to full restoration, and is already
back at work fishing – this time, off the Great
Barrier Reef.
Below: In the writer’s opinion (PW), TJ-3 is still
a very handsome style of craft with all the
hallmarks of a very good deep sea launch of this
length – the transom size, its freeboard, shape
and rake support this accolade.
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(L-R) it’s hard to believe, that the above
photograph, taken in 2013, actually shows the
rats nest that had been built in, on and under the
Volvo diesel!
Top right: Here, Berlund has removed the engine
and stern drive leg, so he can attack the engine
bay with vigour, removing the insulation and
deficient wiring, filters, cables, etc.
Right: This is the Volvo Penta AQAD-40 155hp
turbo diesel we installed in TJ-3 back in 1981,
one of the earliest installations in Australia.
Presumably it had been built a year or two before
then (by the time it reached Australia) so we’re
looking here at a diesel that is all of 37-38 years
old - and fundamentally, it is still going strong.
Typically, most of the ancillary equipment like
starter motor, alternator – and in this case an
exhaust elbow - needed to be replaced but the
team was delighted when carefully and patiently
they worked the engine back to life, turning it
over manually before getting it to start and purr.
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Thinking back, the Landcruiser towed the
5,600kms easily and faultlessly. Towing the trailer
empty I was averaging 6.5km to the litre, and on the
return trip with the boat, averaged 4.7 km to the litre.
The trip had taken seven days travelling time, and
cost a little over $2,000 (including repairs). This was
less than half of what it would have cost to have the
boat trucked up.
I’m now looking forward to giving her a good high
pressure clean down and seeing what’s under the
moss. I’ll then drain the fuel tank and start on the
motor – stripping most of the components to check,
test and replace them as required.
The overriding plan is to keep as much to its
original plans and components as possible – no
radical changes.
Getting the motor up and running will be a
milestone I’m keen to reach. The local Volvo Penta
dealer has suggested that I initially try to start the
motor without spending too much money, by
removing all of the ancillary components (attenuator,
starter, etc.), draining the fuel system, fitting new
filters, changing oil, and checking the turbo.
All good ‘tinkering’ to look forward to!

Posting No. 2:
The Boat Project
Generally, it’s my intention to keep TJ-3 as near
as practical to the original design and build,
however electronics, lights, etc, are to be
modernised.
First task is to check out the engine and leg, after
removing the rats’ nests and blackberries.
The engine throttle and gearbox cables were
completely seized, and the cast iron exhaust elbow
was rusted out – and there was no key to try to start
the engine. However, before trying to start the
engine, I changed the oil, removed the glow plugs
and sprayed lubricant into the cylinders.

I tried to turn the engine by placing a bar on the
front pulley, with help of CRC sprayed inside,
slowly, millimetre by millimetre, the motor started to
turn, and eventually I could turn the motor over.
With this knowledge I was confident I would
progress further. However at this stage I did not
know the problem was actually the main bearing in
the leg.
The ignition system was removed and taken to the
local locksmith to cut a key, but no luck there and a
new ignition had to be ordered from Sweden. I
removed and cleaned out the fuel tank, and replaced
all fuel hoses and filters. New fuel was pumped
through the system in readiness to try to start the
motor when the ignition system arrived.
The old batteries were mounted in the back
lockers, but these were relocated under the floor in
the hatch forward of the engine bay with a couple of
brackets for mounting and the battery cables
rerouted. This actually saved about 3 metres of
cable.
With the new ignition loaded, batteries fitted, glow
plugs replaced and plenty of clean fuel, it was time to
find out whether she would start: nice try, but no
cigar, as the engine would only half start. Thinking
there may not have been enough compression, the
glow plugs were removed and compression test done
with starter motor spinning the engine. Compression
test showed 490-500 psi, a good result and which
should have started the engine. Injectors were
removed and taken to local expert for complete
refurbishment, and once refitted there was much
anticipation as I hit the starter again. Sadly, it would
still not start…so it had to be the fuel pump.
During the many weeks I had spent trying to start
Below: Historic moment, when, for the first time in
nearly 12 years, TJ-3 is launched in Trinity Inlet,
Cairns, to float perfectly on its marks, giving the home
team reassuring encouragement to continue the
refurbishment program.
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Above & Below: Oh dear - 35 years in the Aussie
sun had taken a fearful toll of the paintwork,
although it is interesting that the various bits of
teak work survived the years. As we can see in
John’s picture below, the whole cockpit has
come up a real treat, and is a credit to the Cairns
team – and the integrity of the original fitting out
materials. We especially noted how the long
serving Reelax “Moreton Bay” fishing chair has
lasted so well over such a long period of time to
the extent that Berland only has to replace the
cushions which he will do “sooner or later!”
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the motor, I had purchased a used aluminium I-beam
trailer from the Gold Coast (registered with South
Australian plates). I had it trucked up north as the
brakes were not working, had the brakes refurbished
and a new hydraulic controller fitted.
When I took it to Qld Transport for rego, the trailer
was 50mm over width, and could not be registered.
This problem was solved talking with a few mates,
one of whom knew that it was possible to fit wheels
with a 25mm offset: Ford one tonne ute wheels did
the job! After galvanising, they were fitted and a
successful trip was had back to Qld Transport for
registration.
I loaded TJ-3 onto her new trailer and she was
ready to go.
Back to the injector fuel pump. We could then take
the whole rig to the local shop to remove and
refurnish the pump, and when this was completed I
was invited back to the workshop for the start up.
With half a dozen spins of the motor, she fired up and
purred like a kitten. I could not believe that after so
long, the motor ran so smoothly and without a single
rattle. After some soul-searching moments along the
way, the decision to keep the original engine had
proven to be the right one.
For a check of all the ancilliary components (starter
motor, alternator, heat exchanger, oil cooler, front and
rear main seals, sump etc.) I took TJ-3 to the guys
who do all the local Navy work, including the Volvo
Pentas in their RIBs.
The best way to tackle these chores was to remove
the engine and place on a stand, which allowed better
access to all the components.
While this was being done I removed the old rusted
screw type trim tabs, and welded up the holes in the
transom. The old lead lined acoustic treatment was
removed and the engine bay sanded back and
repainted. New acoustic blanket was fitted and all the
wiring and fuel line re-routed and suspended by
aluminium perforated cable tray. The old Kodiac
sounder, through-hull transducer was removed and
replaced with a new Lowrance HDS unit and Furuno
sounder. A new Hydrive hydraulic steering system
was fitted, along with electro tab trim tabs.
TJ-3 was taken back to the mechanic for the
refitting of the engine. When this was done, a check
of the leg revealed the need for a new top bearing,
but the leg could not be split to remove the bearing as
it was apparently all seized together.
After receiving an astronomical quote for a new
leg, I eventually found one in Perth on good old
Gumtree. Deal done, and it arrived and was fitted
about a week later.
TJ-3 was now ready for a ‘sea trial’, (albeit on the
calm waters of Trinity Inlet) and her first entry onto
water for about 11 years. She slid off the trailer and

Above: One of the few things that didn’t last was
the Volvo Penta ‘Aquamatic’ sterndrive although Berlund was able to track another one
down in Perth, WA through Gumtree. As you do!

Below: A proud day with more testing (with the
grandkids) in Trinity Inlet, TJ-3’s stance is still
first-rate, and the stability second to none in this
class.
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Left & Above: One of the few differences between
boat designs in the 1980s and 2017 concerns dash
layout for the bigger electronics we use today. Back
then, most attention was paid to the compass location
as there was no GPS - and steering a compass course
was just a normal offshore navigational requirement.
Hence the priority it was given ahead of the helm. But
as we can see, because modern electronics can still be
mounted on their own bracket(s), it hasn’t caused too
many problems here.

sat beautifully in the water, but within a short time
and with the throttle opened, it was apparent there
was something wrong. Maximum speed reached was
only about 15 knots.
Back in dry dock at home I found that the gear
ratios of the leg were for a petrol engine capable of
5000-6000 rpm, not 3600 rpm as per the Volvo
diesel. Solas propellors were contacted and they
advised to replace the original 16 x 17 prop with a 16
x 23. This done and sea trial Number 2 was all good.
Repainting was next on the list, but I wanted to use
TJ-3 for 6 months or so to confirm the configuration
was still suitable. Over this time and a number of
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reef trips, a number of small mods were done: new
aluminium rod holders, brackets for fresh and raw
water pumps. It became evident installation of a front
access hatch was necessary for the North Qld
weather. This allowed some breeze through the cabin
during the hot summer days.
The painting quotes were in hand and there was a
bit of delay from the paint shop, so a final trip to the
reef was planned. About 45kms out to sea and
travelling along nicely, a sudden grinding noise from
the leg pulled us up abruptly. After many years, I
finally had to make use of my Coast Guard
membership and suffered the indignity (and ribbing)
of a tow home.
I was made aware of and engaged the services of a
semi-retired marine mechanic, who had worked on
this engine leg combination for 35 years. He found
the top gear had been stripped of the teeth. The
problem was the engine had too much torque for the
gearbox ratio and the high pitch of the prop. The
mechanic had another gearbox at home with the

Tracey-J(3) Circa 1982-3

Hindsight: TJ-3 measured 7.65m overall (25’) with a
maximum beam of 2.48m, plus a waterline beam at the
transom of 2.38m. It was built with marine grade plate
aluminium with 4.57mm on the bottom, and 3.0mm
sheet on the top sides.
The Volvo AQAD40/280 B is a six cylinder,
turbocharged marine diesel engine with swirl
chambers and aftercooler with many significant
features designed to give the engine a very long life –
including replaceable wet cylinder liners. It was rated
at 155hp at 3,600 rpm. With a capacity of 3.59L, the
total weight of the unit (engine and leg) was 505kg.
In terms of performance, TJ-3 in full cruising and
fishing trim had a top speed of 26.90 knots, cruised at

20-21kn all day for just 25 L/ph, giving a range of
approx 225-250 nautical miles from its 275L diesel fuel
tank. Ready for the highway, the rig weighed (typically)
3.2 – 3.4 tons, complete with the camping gear we took
with us to places like Port Lincoln S A – as we were
doing in the shot below - in 1982.
What is really interesting to contemplate is that to
this day, the only way offshore fishermen can
organise a boat of this calibre is to build it themselves.
TJ-3 proved up many things, not least of which is that
we CAN build superb, bluewater DIESEL trailer boats
under 3.5 tonnes with sane levels of capital cost, crew
comfort, seaworthiness, fuel usage and performance.
(- PW, AB 2017)
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Above: Berlund waited until he knew TJ-3 would
do the job before he invested in repainting the
boat, as he needed to be sure that he didn’t need
to change any of the cabin structure, etc.
Top Right: A very significant pic (by Tom
Webster in Bermagui, 2013) showing TJ-3’s slim
lines (a classic 3:! hull waterline length: width
ratio) from lines originally created by WA naval
architect Herman Boro, for Star Boats of WA, in
the late 1970s.

original gear ratio and he fitted this and we went
back to the original prop.
Sea trial (3) produced test results similar to the
original 1983 tests. The boating world will be a
poorer place when the tradesmen of this man’s
calibre and era are all gone, but that’s another story.
Now the boat was ready for the paint shop and was
duly delivered after most of the removable
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components had been stripped down.
I tried to stick fairly close to the original colours
which were orange and cream, but with some
conciliation this became closer to ‘orangey-red’ and
off-white.
The painting was to take about three weeks, but it
was some 9 weeks later before TJ-3 returned home
ready for reassembling. I fitted wooden strips to the
transom steps, engine hatch and above the cabin
door, and as edging for the dash, and carpeted the
cabin floor.
The original overhead stainless steel rod rack was
polished up and refitted, and all the hatches and
cupboards fitted with new seals. The original cabin
seats are in good condition and have been retained.
The boat is now very usable and looks great,
however there is still plenty of work to be done to
finish off. There are plans for: refurbishment of the
game chair, refurb original relax outrigger bases,
floor covering to rear deck, insulating and lining the
cabin ceiling, overhead shelf to front of cabin, solar
panels and solar system for extended stays, kitchen
set-up, and a fresh water system. I’m sure there will
be a few more bits I will add as time goes by.
There have been some highs and a fair amount of
lows with the project, but I have loved every bit of
the process. The recent trip out to the ‘Reef and an
overnight camp on the boat off beautiful Fitzroy
Island made me realise it was all worth doing.
AB
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Trinity Point Marina,

Trinity Point Marina is set to become one of the
largest in NSW within Lake Macquarie, which is
twice the size of Sydney Harbour . . . . with Stage
One berths (above) ready for occupation in late 2017.
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, Lake Macquarie, NSW
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Trinity Point Marina . . .
Sydney, February, 2017

Johnson Property Group, one of NSW
largest land developers, has announced that
its highly anticipated 188-berth Trinity Point
marina on the picturesque Lake Macquarie
will see all pontoons completed by the end of
March, (Q-1) 2017.
Located at the $388 million Trinity Point
development in Lake Macquarie, 94 marina
berths will be available under a two year licence
agreement to those who purchase land or
terraces as the already in-demand marina is on
track to be completed and operational by late
2017, over a year from the start of construction.
With 29 blocks already snapped up by eager
buyers, Johnson Property Group is dedicated to
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delivering the most ecologically sustainable,
environmentally responsible and world class
marinas in Australia - right in the heart of Lake
Macquarie.
Stage One completion will see 94 marina
berths become available for a two year licence
period in a range of sizes which will be able to
accommodate boats from 12 metres up to 100ft
(30 metres), including speedboats and yachts.
Licences will only be available to buyers who
have secured a slice of Trinity Point, with a
limited number of blocks of land and terraces still
available.
Once complete, Trinity Point Marina will be one
of the largest marinas in NSW, providing much
needed maritime facilities for the local and wider

With Michael Clarke (and Jennifer Hawkins) on board
as ambassadors for the Trinity Point project, it
certainly doesn’t lack high profile star power !
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Trinity Point Marina . . .

NSW boating community.
The construction of stage one of the marina will
include amenities and road access with a total
cost of $8million - which has been solely financed
by Trinity Point developer Johnson Property
Group.
Johnson Property Group has also developed
and financed the infrastructure surrounding Trinity
Point which is set to become Sydney’s newest
permanent, short stay and day trip holiday
destination.
Australia’s leading marina construction firm
Bellingham has been commissioned to complete
construction of the marina which will include the
drilling of the marina piles. The construction will
create a raft of short term and permanent jobs in
the area.
The marina itself has been curated by
renowned marina designer and operator Les
Binkin, who owns and operates marinas in
Gosford and Lake Macquarie.
An engineer by trade, Les is passionate about
boating and has a depth of knowledge second to
none with a deep understanding of what patrons
want.
“I’m delighted to be working with Johnson
Property Group to deliver this significant maritime
asset for the Lake Macquarie region,” Mr Binkin
said.
“With Sydney offering a limited number of
marina berth’s at premium prices, keen boaters
are looking for alternatives. Lake Macquarie
offers a unique and picturesque location and
there has already been significant demand, with
limited availability in nearby Gosford and Lake
Macquarie” he said.
The new marina will comprise five marina arms
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and hold vessels up to 100 foot. It will also
include a number of state of the art marina
facilities such as a marina lounge, ensuite
showers and maritime focused retail.
The delivery of Stage One of the marina marks
a major milestone in a 15 year journey for
Johnson Property Group, CEO, Keith Johnson.
“The completion of Stage One of the Trinity
Point marina has been 15 years in the making
and a result of years of hard work and planning
to deliver not just the 188 marina berths, but the
infrastructure which will support the entire
community,” Mr. Johnson said.
“Trinity Point Marina will become a NSW
destination for boating and yachting enthusiasts
as the heart of the entire Trinity Point
development.”
“We will deliver a major new piece of marina
infrastructure, significant employment
opportunities and a stunning new waterside
destination for New South Wales.”

The inclusion of first class marina facilities and
five star hotel amenities is set to place Trinity
Point in a class of its own as the ultimate
destination for luxury resort style living.
Spanning 23 hectares of prime waterfront land,

Click On Pic To Start Video

Trinity Point is idyllically located overlooking
Barden’s Bay in Lake Macquarie.
Upon completion, Trinity Point is planned to
include:
● 189 residential land lots and medium-density
housing
● 250 apartments comprising of a mix of
residential and short stay units
● A 188-berth marina
● A 5 Star hotel
● A 240-seat restaurant with additional outdoor
dining
● A 300-seat function room
● A 60-80 seat cafe

● 5 Star resort facilities including a luxury Day
Spa, pool, gymnasium
● Retail
Located only 88 minutes’ drive north of Sydney
and 30 minutes’ drive from the Hunter Valley
wineries and Newcastle, Lake Macquarie is one
of NSW’s best-kept secrets, in close proximity to
Sydney where residents still feel connected but
far enough away to experience the peaceful
nature of a destination like Trinity Point.
To register your interest in land or apartment
sales at Trinity Point visit trinitypoint.com.au
or call 1300 888 888.
AB
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INFLATABLE LIFEJACKET CREWSAVER � MANUAL 150N �
CROTCH STRAP LIFE JACKET
The CWX 150N Lifejackets from Crewsaver provide a highly specified Inflatable
lifejacket at an economical price. The new CWX is fully approved for all states in
Australia. At a very competitive price, the Crewsaver CWX lifejacket is a high quality,
high performance jacket.Compact and comfortable to wear. The Crewsaver CWX
Lifejackets all come supplied with a factory fitted crutch strap, ensuring the wearer is
supported in the best position when in the water, the use of these is strongly
recommended by all safety organisations. The tough, durable yet lightweight fabric
used for the outer cover ensures the inflation chamber is fully protected against wear
and tear whilst in use or in storage. FEATURES: Australian standard approval for each
state n Compact and lightweight to suit everyday use with any clothing inflation.

$55.00 AUD

(APPROVED FOR ALL STATES
OF AUSTRALIA)

CREWSAVER SPORT INFLATABLE LIFEJACKET★
EXTREMELY COMFORTABLE ★ FIERY RED MANUAL
LIMITED EDITION FIERY RED COLOUR - This is the ULTIMATE in COMFORTABLE
Inflatable Lifejackets ( With more floation then a standard foam filled lifejacket )
The lastest crewsaver SPORTS 165 Model inflatable lifejackets are renowned for their latest
3D Fusion comfort fit design. Making them the world's most comfortable inflatable lifejacket.
Althought these maybe $10 more expenisve then other basic designed inflatable lifejackets,
these are well worth the extra $$$ when you'll be wearing these all day boating, fishing or for
sporting events. Everything about these jackets screams " QUALITY " from shape to
accessories used in these jackets. It doesn’t have just the standard whistle - they use a 2
Tone whistle! All firing mechanisms are made by UML and Crewsaver uses the lastest Mark
5 firing mech’s. If you want comfort in your inflatable jacket - you can’t beat Crewsaver.

(APPROVED FOR ALL STATES
OF AUSTRALIA)
CREWSAVER SPORT INFLATABLE LIFEJACKET★
EXTREMELY COMFORTABLE ★ NAVY BLUE MANUAL

$77.00 AUD

LIMITED EDITION FIERY RED COLOUR - This is the ULTIMATE in COMFORTABLE
Inflatable Lifejackets ( With more floation then a standard foam filled lifejacket )
The lastest crewsaver SPORTS 165 Model inflatable lifejackets are renowned for their latest 3D
Fusion comfort fit design. Making them the world's most comfortable designed inflatable
lifejacket. Althought these maybe $10 more expensive than other basic designed inflatable
lifejackets, these are well worth the extra $$$ when you'll be wearing these all day boating,
fishing or for sporting events. Everything about these jackets screams " QUALITY." From shape
to accessories used in these jackets.All other brands use cheap velcro to cover the inflating
bladder. If you want comfort in your inflatable lifejacket you can’t beat crewsaver.

$77.00 AUD

(APPROVED FOR ALL STATES
OF AUSTRALIA)

CREWSAVER SPORT INFLATABLE LIFEJACKET ✱ DIVA
BLUE ✱MANUAL EXTREMELY COMFORTABLE
The lastest crewsaver SPORTS 165 Model inflatable lifejackets are renowned for their latest 3D
Fusion comfort fit design. Making them the world's most comfortable designed inflatable
lifejacket. Althought these maybe $10 more expensive than other basic designed inflatable
lifejackets, these are well worth the extra $$$ when you'll be wearing these all day boating,
fishing or for sporting events. Everything about these jackets screams " QUALITY." From shape
to accessories used in these jackets. It doesn’t have just the standard whistle - it uses a 2 Tone
whistle. All other brands use cheap velcro to cover the inflating bladder. The Crewsaver uses a
QUICK BURST ZIPPER. All firing mechanisms are made by UML & crewsaver uses the lastest
Mark 5 firing mech's. If you want comfort in your inflatable lifejacket you can’t beat crewsaver.

$77.00 AUD

(APPROVED FOR ALL STATES
OF AUSTRALIA)

Click ON The PICS to go thru to Mr Boats For More Options, RED HOT prices and orders!
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LOWRANCE HOOK 3X FISHFINDER WITH 83/200 TRANSOM
MOUNT TRANSDUCER
Features: LED-backlit 3.5" color display with detailed 320 x 240 resolution that's easy to see in full sunlight
and from wide viewing angles n Broadband Sounder™ detail easily identifies fish targets, bottom contour,
structure detail, bottom hardness, thermoclines and more n Advanced Signal Processing (ASP) reduces the
need to manually adjust settings to see fish, structure and bottom detail more clearly n Dual-frequency 83 or
200 kHz operation helps maximize the view beneath your boat 83 kHz sonar operation provides up to 60° of
conical coverage, which is ideal for displaying largest fish arches and searching large area n 200 kHz
frequency provides up to 20° of conical coverage for enhanced fish-target separation and lure-tracking - ideal
for drop-shotting techniques n Pages button allows the user to quickly switch between 83 kHz and 200 kHz
sonar frequency views n Fish I.D. displays fish icons instead of fish arches to help identify fish targets.
Includes track and alarm options n Dedicated quick keys allow the user to zoom up to four times the
standard view and focus on key fishing areas n Power button doubles as backlight control to adjust for
daylight or nighttime fishing situations n Easily adjust the
viewing angle or disconnect and store with the quickrelease, tilt and swivel bracket

$135.00 AUD

LOWRANCE HOOK 4X FISHFINDER WITH 83/200 TRANSOM
MOUNT TRANSDUCER
Features: Lowrance-exclusive, brilliant, high-resolution, 4.3", color display n Advanced Signal Processing
(ASP) reduces the need to manually adjust settings to see fish, structure and bottom detail more clearly
n TrackBack™ to review recorded sonar history including structure, transitions or fish targets, then pinpoint
locations with a waypoint n View multiple CHIRP ranges from a single transducer n CHIRP sonar
performance with a greater number of affordable transducers, including the Lowrance HDI Skimmer® n
View multiple CHIRP sonar settings on one display n Convenient Page selector menu with quick access to
all features using one-thumb operation n Multi-Window Display lets you quickly choose from pre-set page
layouts - including a three-panel view

$169 AUD
LOWRANCE LINK 5 VHF ✱ WHITE ✱ MARINE DSC RADIO
The Link-5 marine VHF system is compact and affordable with an ultra-rugged waterproof (IPX7)
chassis. Meeting the latest international compliance standards, the Link-5 delivers the ultimate
reliability and performance, for unparalleled safety and communication on-the-water, anywhere in
the world. Solid reliability and attractive features without the high price in a new, high-quality
25W/1W fixed-mount VHF marine radio with DSC.
KEY FEATURES: Class D compliant with dedicated DSC transceiver n Selectable 25 watts
transmit power / 1 watt low power mode n Highest quality easy grip rubber fist microphone with
speaker n XL Channel 16/9 key and rotary knob n Quick “favorites” channel access
n Dedicated volume and Squelch knob n 5-year Advantage Program

$219.00 AUD
LOWRANCE LINK 5 VHF ✱ BLACK ✱ MARINE DSC RADIO
The Link-5 marine VHF system is compact and affordable with an ultra-rugged waterproof (IPX7)
chassis. Meeting the latest international compliance standards, the Link-5 delivers the ultimate
reliability and performance, for unparalleled safety and communication on-the-water, anywhere in
the world. Solid reliability and attractive features without the high price in a new, high-quality
25W/1W fixed-mount VHF marine radio with DSC.
KEY FEATURES: Class D compliant with dedicated DSC transceiver n Selectable 25 watts
transmit power / 1 watt low power mode n Highest quality easy grip rubber fist microphone with
speaker n XL Channel 16/9 key and rotary knob n Quick “favorites” channel access
n Dedicated volume and Squelch knob n 5-year Advantage Program

$219.00 AUD
Click ON The PICS to go thru to Mr Boats For More Options, RED HOT prices and orders!
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★LOWRANCE HOOK 4 COMBO FISHFINDER /
CHARTPLOTTER WITH 83/200/455/800 TRANSOM MOUNT
TRANSDUCER & NAVIONICS+ CHART
Features: Lowrance exclusive, brilliant, high-resolution, 4.3" color display n CHIRP Sonar plus
DownScan Imaging™ n Highly accurate, built-in GPS antenna plus a basic worldwide
background map n Includes Navionics + Australia wide as standard with this package deal from
Mr Boats n Use your Insight Genesis™ custom maps created from your own sonar logs n
DownScan Overlay™ technology overlays DownScan Imaging onto CHIRP Sonar n Advanced
Signal Processing (ASP) reduces the need to manually adjust settings to see fish, structure and
bottom detail more clearly n TrackBack™ to review recorded sonar history including structure,
transitions or fish targets, then pinpoint locations with a waypoint n Convenient Page selector
menu with quick access to all features using one-thumb operation

$435.00 AUD
LOWRANCE HOOK 5 COMBO WITH 83/200/455/800
TRANSOM MOUNT TRANSDUCER & NAVIONICS+ CHART
Features: Lowrance exclusive, brilliant, high-resolution, 5" color display n CHIRP Sonar plus DownScan
Imaging™ n Highly accurate, built-in GPS antenna n Includes Navionics+ Chart Card Included for all of
Australia n Use your Insight Genesis™ custom maps created from your own sonar logs n DownScan
Overlay™ technology overlays n DownScan Imaging onto CHIRP Sonar n Advanced Signal Processing
(ASP) reduces the need to manually adjust settings to see fish, structure and bottom detail more clearly n
TrackBack™ to review recorded sonar history including structure, transitions or fish targets, then pinpoint
locations with a waypoint n Convenient Page selector menu with quick access to all features using onethumb operation n Multi-Window Display lets you quickly choose from pre-set page layouts - including a
three-panel view

$665.00 AUD
LOWRANCE HOOK 7 COMBO WITH 83/200/455/800 HDI
TRANSOM MOUNT TRANSDUCER & NAVIONICS+ CHART
Features: Lowrance exclusive, brilliant, high-resolution, 7" color display n CHIRP Sonar plus DownScan
Imaging™ - the power of today's leading fishfinder technologies combined to provide the best possible view
beneath your boat n Highly accurate, built-in GPS antenna plus a basic background world map n Comes
with Navionics+ Gold Australia wide mapping card n Use your Insight Genesis™ custom maps created from
your own sonar logs n DownScan Overlay™ technology overlays DownScan Imaging onto CHIRP Sonar
Advanced Signal Processing (ASP) reduces the need to manually adjust settings to see fish, structure and
bottom detail more clearly n TrackBack™ to review recorded sonar history including structure, transitions or
fish targets, then pinpoint locations with a waypoint n Convenient Page selector menu with quick access to
all features using one-thumb operation n Multi-Window Display lets you quickly choose from pre-set page
layouts - including a three-panel view

$895.00 AUD
LOWRANCE HOOK 9 COMBO & NAVIONICS+ CHART WITH
83/200/455/800 TRANSOM MOUNT TRANSDUCER
Features: Lowrance exclusive, brilliant, high-resolution, 9" color display n CHIRP Sonar plus DownScan
Imaging™ - the power of today's leading fishfinder technologies combined to provide the best possible view
beneath your boat n Highly accurate, built-in GPS antenna plus a Basic World background map n Comes
with Navionics+ Gold Australia wide Mapping card n Use your Insight Genesis™ custom maps created from
your own sonar logs n DownScan Overlay™ technology overlays DownScan Imaging onto CHIRP Sonar n
Advanced Signal Processing (ASP) reduces the need to manually adjust settings to see fish, structure and
bottom detail more clearly n TrackBack™ to review recorded sonar history including structure, transitions or
fish targets, then pinpoint locations with a waypoint n Convenient Page selector menu with quick access to
all features using one-thumb operation n Multi-Window Display lets you quickly choose from pre-set page
layouts - including a three-panel view

$1,295.00 AUD
Click ON The PICS to go thru to Mr Boats For More Options, RED HOT prices and orders!
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TRAC 600 GPH BOAT BILGE PUMP SUMERSIBLE. SUITS
PWC ALUMINIUM FIBREGLASS BOATS
Self-priming, 12V centrifugal pumps. Ideal for all watercraft. Designed for easy
installation and retrofitting.
Specifications: Cartridge style pump head n Pump body 3/4” Hose n Each outlet has an Oring for easy maneuverability without stripping n Universal strainer base is connection
compatible: fits Attwood Tsunami, Rule, Johnson/Mayfair cartridge pumps; Screw mounting
holes match Rule and Attwood Tsunami n Strainer base also includes side mounting option for
tight spaces n Ignition protection n Low power draw Runs dry without damage Meets ABYC,
NMMA, Coast Guard and ISO marine standards n Patent Pending n 1 Year Warranty

$38.00 AUD
TRAC 600 GPH BOAT BILGE PUMP WITH AUTOMATIC BUILT
IN MARINE FLOAT SWITCH. SUBMERSIBLE
Automatic, self-priming, 12V centrifugal pumps. Ideal for all watercraft. Designed for
easy installation and retrofitting.
Specifications: Cartridge style pump head n nternal integrated float switch for AUTO ON/OFF
functionality n Pump body accepts 3/4” hoses. n Each outlet has an O-ring for easy
maneuverability without stripping n Universal strainer base is connection compatible: fits Attwood
Tsunami, Rule, Johnson/Mayfair cartridge pumps; screw mounting holes match Rule and Attwood
Tsunami n Strainer base also includes side mounting option for tight spaces n Ignition protection
n Low power draw n Runs dry without damage n Meets ABYC, NMMA, Coast Guard and ISO
marine standards n Patent Pending n 1 Year Warranty

$69.00 AUD
TRAC 600 GPH THRU HULL PUMP LIVEWELL LIVE BAIT
TANK AERATOR SUBMERSIBLE BOAT BILGE PUMP
Self-priming, 12V centrifugal pumps. Ideal for all watercraft. Designed for easy installation
can be mounted straight up / down. Or on it's side for compact mounting areas
Specifications: Cartridge style pump head n Pump body accepts 3/4”screw-on outlet to allow
ease of installation and SKU reduction n Each outlet has an O-ring for easy maneuverability
without stripping n Submersible n Ignition protection n Low power draw n Runs dry without
damage n Meets ABYC, NMMA, Coast Guard and ISO marine standards n Patent Pending n
1 Year Warranty

$49.95 AUD
TRAC PORTABLE AERATOR PUMP SUBMERSIBLE
LIVEWELL LIVE BAIT TANK PUMP
This portable, self-priming, centrifugal pump is designed to increase oxygen levels to
keep bait lively. It is ideal for Coolers, Buckets and Baitwells.
Features: Powered by 3 D-cell Batteries (Batteries not Included) n
Powerful spray aerates water to keep bait alive n Adjustable Spray head to increase or
decrease spray n Wide Strainer Base adds stability n Suction cup or screw mount n
Submersible n Runs dry without damage n Patent Pending

$48.00 AUD
Click ON The PICS to go thru to Mr Boats For More Options, RED HOT prices and orders!
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Blood, Sweat &
The Sea
– A Book Review by PW
Written by Mike Swinson**, this
new 416 page, hard cover
publication entitled “Blood, Sweat
& The Sea” is the history of Jock
Muir, his son John, and the very
large Muir family based in
Tasmania.
Although the family was involved
in the marine industry from the
1930s, the business that became
known as Muir Engineering didn’t
formally start until 1968.
In the near 50 years that have since
passed, deck and anchor winches designed and
manufactured by Muir Engineering have been
installed in recreational, commercial and military
vessels throughout the world.
The business has been astonishingly successful
overseas, with most of the world’s leading boat
builders installing Muir winches in everything from
racing yachts, sportsfishing craft and many of the
world’s most exotic ‘super yachts’. In recent years,
Muir winches have been the winch of choice from an
almost unbelievable level of super yacht activity, as
Muir’s excellence in engineering grew in stature in
lockstep with the size of the enormous winches they
‘Westwind’ Jock’s first yacht build, in the
backyard of his parent’s home at Battery
Point in 1937.
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now manufacture for ‘yachts’ the
layman would describe as small
ocean liners.
Their success was no overnight
‘flash in the pan’. Muirs have been a
world leading winch supplier for
decades, firstly through their ‘best
practice’ engineering, but also as the
result of hundreds of trips overseas
as the Muir family (John, mostly)
fought tooth and nail to obtain – and
then sustain - a foothold in the
international boating marketplace.
Against fierce competition from
other winch manufacturers in
England, New Zealand, America and
Holland, Muir’s have taken their
winches to the world, a situation
which is even more remarkable
when it is appreciated that all this success emanates
from Tasmania, literally thousands of miles from the
markets they have served so efficiently in Europe and
North America.
The Muir Legacy
This is a very difficult book to review, as it is so
comprehensive, covering such a long period of time,
and it inevitably deals with all the major problems
the industry has experienced. It harkens back to the
late 60s and early 70s, when the writer too was
starting to build a business in the complex and
troubled Australian boating world. My prism was

Specs & Info: This case-bound, hard cover portrait format (285mm H x 225mmW) 416 page book standard
edition RRP is $79, and the limited edition is $89. Both plus packaging. Boat Books now stock it, and will have
copies available at most boat shows this season. The book is also available (now) from Muir’s Boatyard
website muirby.com.au or the publisher, fortysouth.com.au For library readers, the book to ask for is called
“Blood, Sweat & The Sea” and it is ISBN 9780995367371
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Above: (Father) Jock, and son John in 1967 on
board Lady Nelson rounding Bruny Island.
Below: MY Silverfast. Built by Silveryachts in
Henderson WA. Muir supplied a suite of polished
stainless steel deck winches and aft capstans.
Right (Centre): The beautiful ‘Trevassa’, built by
Jock Muir in 1971 for Russell Dunfield who
owned it for 40 years, before selling it back to
the Muir family in 2014.
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restricted to marketing in Australia. John Muir’s
business knew no borders at all.
Achieving any sort of success in the marine
industry in Australia calls for a level of skill,
judgement, know-how and management expertise
very few have managed to achieve – much less
survive long enough to grow a business with the
substance and longevity of Muir Engineering.
As one who has been there at almost exactly the
same time for the same length of time, I cannot
overstate my respect for the Muir family’s
achievements, and especially for the tireless
commitment John Muir made to a mind-numbing
level of overseas travel. If they’d had frequent flyer
points back in the 1970 – 1990s, John would have
owned a big chunk of Qantas.
You don’t have to read between the lines to
understand what the offshore commitment has cost to
John’s personal life and family. Having to spend
weeks, and often months, travelling the boat shows
of the world, waving the Muir Engineering flag as
hard as he has done, ultimately took its toll on his
health; in fact it nearly killed him at one point in the
early 1980s.
The book is a good read. Is a history of much more
than the Muir family. In some ways, the most
interesting, nay, fascinating chapters in the book are
those that deal with the anecdotes, the history and
business dealings the Muirs have had with a veritable
Who’s Who of the Australian boating industry, and
unusually, most of the big names of the international
boating world, too.
Assembling a book of this calibre – and make no
mistake, it is one of the best – calls for an expert
team working together with a skilled wordsmith like
Mike Swinson, who has pulled together an
extraordinary range of disparate comments, stories,

John Muir in 2015 aboard super yacht MY Sea
Owl with Muir VRC20000 anchor winches with
raised bases, chain compressors and four
pocket chain roller assemblies, and VCR 20000
aft mooring capstans.

photographs and drawings. The production is truly an
encyclopedic, ‘coffee table’ production, with
excellent cross-referencing and a marvellous array of
carefully curated photographs. It’s worth browsing
just to see the end sections dealing with the super
yachts they have supplied.
So many super yachts, so many winches – and the
evidence is there for all to see and acknowledge the
success Muir Engineering have achieved throughout
the world.

And for the traditionalists, there is a smorgasbord
of yachts and yachting going back to the 1930s, with
many a fine yarn interwoven through the pages
dealing with the Muir family’s history of sailing
some of the most beautiful, iconic yachts ever
produced in Australia. Vignettes of a kind that will
warm hearts and restore many fine memories of
times now slipping behind the curtain of what some
might call . . . progress.
AB
**About the Author . . . .
Mike Swinson is an Australian who grew up on a mixed
sheep, wheat, wool and cattle farm in central west New
South Wales (NSW). That old saying, ‘You can take the
boy out of the bush, but you can’t take the bush out of the
boy’ applies to Mike. He left the bush life that he loved
and moved into radio and television broadcasting, joining
first the ABC’s Rural
Department, then moving
into television current affairs,
TV documentaries, TV
gardening and TV news.
His work has been
recognised with a number of
state, national and
international awards,
including the prestigious
Walkley Award in 1996.

AB
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Go Fishing

With Aaron Concord

Gary Loomis & The Next
Generation Of Carbon
Fibre, High Modulus
Rods . . . .

I

have a few people that I've looked up to in our
sport of fishing, whether it's due to their
writings, their TV or home movie career, or due to
the tackle they have built or invented which I just
couldn't find myself without.
Names such as the late Vic McCristal, the late Jack
Erskine, Rod Harrison and American anglers like
Bernard "Lefty" Kreh and Gary Loomis all come to
mind.
I was thinking about Gary Loomis again today, as
I have been looking at some guides, reels seats and
grips to go on a bunch of Northfork Composite made
blanks that I had shipped here from the USA.
I got to meet Mr Loomis at The Tackle Warehouse
at Camp Hill, back in the winter of 2015 as he was
doing a seminar tour around the country promoting
the EDGE Rods brand's release of its second range of
rods, the First Strike series, which has spin and
baitcaster models that suit our conditions. They are
distributed in Australia through FishTech Solutions
(www.fish-tecsolutions.com)
That last statement is an important one, as not all
imported products translate well into our fisheries.
Though Gary's products have had an everlasting
impression on the Australian recreational angling
scape since the 1980s, and with the writer since I
purchased my first G.Loomis rod back in 1990.
I have personally owned spin, baitcast, gamefishing
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and flyrods made from their Premier, GL2, GL3,
IMX and GLX materials. I am very excited about
these blanks and what they will be capable of when
fully built.
Gary regaled us with how he actually got into the
business of making rods in the first place.
An ex-Navy machinist who fell in love with his
local ocean-run steel-head rainbow trout, he was
catching so many more fish with his own
customized fly rod that he was using as a 10'6
spinning rod, that the locals were soon bailing him up
to either build, or to buy his rods.
You see, Gary had worked out on his local patch
that as the snow-melt water cleared, you needed to
drop down in line class to catch them. By having a
long shock absorber, it allowed him to drop down in
line class to get a better presentation, therefore, he
hooked more fish and stayed connected due to the
rod absorbing the lunges from the fighting fish.
After his machinist days, he was with Lamiglass,
which were at the cutting edge of fibreglass
technology, when Gary saw Fenwick's first foray into
graphite rods at the AFMA show.
He picked up a couple to play with, and was
astounded at how light they were, so he came back
from the show, telling the Lamiglass owners that they
had to get into this new material. This is in 1974,
and he was with Lamiglass for 5 years.
He searched high and low for anything on this
material, and found a newspaper clipping on it. That
was his sum total of success in all the research. There
was work on this material done in the aerospace
industry, so, he decided to camp out at the Boeing
Headquarters in Seattle, Washington, and asked every
person who walked on by about carbon fibre and
working with composites until someone answered his
questions. The rest is history.
Materials such as fibreglass and carbon fibre are
measured in Modulus, which is the material’s
stiffness to weight, and Strain Rate, which is the
fibre's strength. Fibreglass at the time had a Modulus
of 6,000,000 and a Strain Rate of 750,00, whereas
carbon fibre had a Modulus of 33,000,000 and a
Strain Rate of 450,000.
Due to the carbon fibre's Strain Rate, another
company had a 100% failure rate in their first
attempts as the brittle material was made too thin.
Gary's first attempt was 3 times lighter than
fibreglass with the same strength and that material's
'run' lasted 8 years.
Now, because it's an important thing to prevent
wings from suddenly falling off planes or other such
calamitous events, the aerospace industry only did

Gary Loomis on his last trip in Australia promoting the EDGE Rods,
First Strike Series. Pic by Aaron Concord for AB
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Our man Aaron Concord in something
approaching seventh heaven as he spent a heap
of quality time with the man he has revered for
many years. Gary Loomis didn’t hold back, either,
sharing a great deal of technical information with
Aaron that he will progressively share with AB
readers.

engineering and design in those first 8 years, whereas
Gary had already been working with the cloth and
making composites for many years, so a working
relationship between the now G.Loomis and the
aerospace companies was assured.
Things changed when he was diagnosed with
prostate cancer and was only expected to live 18
months. So he sold G.Loomis, his graphite gun barrel
company, his fishing camp in Russia and his golf
company so that his family was financially secure
before he passed. He stayed on with G.Loomis, which
was taken on by Shimano.
Now, he outlived everyone's predictions! Then
endured 12 years of being in a 'sales' position rather
than in R&D, which is where he excels. It sounded
like he wasn't able to move very much within the
scope of his position, so after seeing many new
developments come into view and not being able to
do anything with them, he felt it was time to move on.
He got into some litigious issues with the use of his
name, as he was going to open up a company called
"Loomis Outdoors", which was going to be a mix of
flies and lures as he owned half of an interest in a fly
company in Thailand, but it never eventuated due to
the litigation between him and Shimano.
Now, Gary was only making a few blanks here and
there at this stage post-selling to Shimano, but we can
thank a friend of his called Pat Hoglund, who was
starting the Salmon and Steelhead Journal, and he
wanted to run a fishing rod shootout, where 20-30
companies would enter a rod that the editor would
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outline as the parameters needed to fulfill the job.
This one was for catching chinook salmon in the
Columbia River with herring for bait. Gary said he'd
never heard of such a rod ever existing, to which Pat
said, “That's why I want such a rod for this shootout.”
Gary also mentioned to Pat, that he wasn't in the
business of making rods anymore, but Pat wouldn't
take no for an answer.
The gear used by many fishing chinook salmon is
typically short and stout, which makes for a lousy
conversion of hits from the chinooks.
Gary devised a longer rod, that allowed the fish to
grab the bait without feeling the resistance from the
line as much, plus the action set the hooks better and
the rod absorbed the fish’s fighting antics better too.
He won this shootout, which gave him a bit of
notoriety again, plus the next 2.
As these were built under the banner of his North
Fork Composites company, which, at that stage, were
not in the game of making full rods, EDGE Rods was
born.
Gary's an interesting man. He's made components
for NASA, for President Reagan's Star Wars program,
for the secret service, and the aerospace industry to
name but a few.
One thing that does resonate through his years of
working with carbon and resin, is keeping the total
weight of the finished product down. You will not see
superfluous bindings, epoxy resin, too many guides;
even the grips are carbon to reduce weight and to
transmit any response along the line. He is forever
looking at ways to shave weight and to make his rods
perform better than ever before. They are performance
based tools that a number of my mates will not go
fishing without.
To see some EDGE Rods, look at the Fish Tech
Solutions website for a store near you. Www.fishtecsolutions.com
PS (1) Thank you to the Tackle Warehouse and Fish
Tech Solutions for a terrific evening.
PS (2) P.S. Gary and his team have put together a
new fly rod range that has come out only recently. I
got to cast a couple of the prototypes when Gary was
out with Nicole Ivana Darland (partner and VP at
North Fork Composites) and Collins Illich (President,
Fishing Division, of North Fork Composites) on his
last trip, and I have managed to get a couple of the
blanks to make up into my own custom fly rods. The
prototypes were THE fastest flyrods I have ever cast! I
am so looking forward to working with this
exceptional material.
AB

Many Of Australia’s Most Popular, Current
Generation Trailerboat Tests:
240 Pages Of Invaluable Info & Performance Data

ABM’s 27 POPULAR TRAILER

BOAT TESTS
Including
Arvor
Bar Crusher
Cairns C. Craft
Cruise Craft
Dominator
Haines Hunter
Horizon
Kevlacat
Noosa cat
Quintrex
Seafarer
Signature
Southwind
Sportfish
Stacer
Streaker
Whittley

$19.95

Peter W’s old-style, in
depth, boat tests you
could believe & trust.

All tests completely
Re-mastered by the
ABM team to ABM’s
ezy-reading PDF
production style.

Now collated In one
fabulous, 240 page
PDF book of boat tests

Print out your favourite
boat test at home in
seconds!

Crucial, hard-to-get fair
dinkum performance
trials on many of
today’s top outboards.

Just $19.95 for 27 of
the most requested
modern downloads
from ABM’s Sea Library
in the last 12 months
 Arvor 20 Diesel  Bar Crusher 6.1  Cairns Custom Craft 8.0m Bridgedeck  Cruise
Craft Explorer 500  Cruise Craft Outsider 685  Dominator 7000 Canyon Runner
 Haines Hunter 585 Seeker  Haines Hunter 635 Walkaround  Horizon 490 Family
Cuddy  Kevlacat 5.2 (‘Krazy Kate’)  Mustang 2250 Walkaround  Noosa Cat 1850
Cuddy  Noosa Cat 670 Walkabout  Quintrex 435 Hornet Trophy  Quintrex 455
Escape  Seafarer 5.0m Viva  Signature 493F  Signature 542F  Signature 600F
 Signature 630F  Signature 702C MerCruiser  Signature 702L Yamaha 225
 Southwind 640  Sportfish 7.4 Centre Cab  Stacer 475 Easy Rider  Streaker 545
Cuddy  Whittley 700 Cruisemaster

Available Now From www.australianboatmags.com.au
Australian Boating
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240 Pages Of Invaluable Info & Performance Data

Australian Boat Mag’s 2014 Edition

ABM’s 27 POPULAR TRAILER

FISHING THE HINCHINBROOK
WILDERNESS

BOAT TESTS
$19.95

Including
Arvor
Bar Crusher
Cairns C. Craft
Cruise Craft
Dominator
Haines Hunter
Horizon
Kevlacat
Noosa cat
Quintrex
Seafarer
Signature
Southwind
Sportfish
Stacer
Streaker
Whittley

 Vital Fishing, Boating and Exploring Info To Get You Started In This Unique World

 Best Fishing Techniques

 Where to Find Them

 Best Baits & Lures

 ‘Mud Maps’ You’ll Need

ABM’s 27 Popular Boat Tests

Fishing The Hinchinbrook Wilderness

$19.95, 240 pages

$9.95, 70 pages

Plate Alloy Boats of Australia

Boat Renovations & MakeOvers

$19.95, 320 pages

$14.95, 156 pages

- BOOK 7.5 -
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Turn A Bargain Into A Valuable

Asset!
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F&B’s BOAT

AUD $19.95

 FAQs About  Desals  Gen Sets  Paints & Finishes  Outboards  Diesels  Toilet Systems
 Latest Architect ALLY KITS & PLANS  Working With The Builder  The Documentation

$AUD

14.95

Book 2

Australian Boating

Hundreds of TipsʼnʼTricks for trailerboat owners who want to know how the professionals do it !
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Collector’s Edition



Build Your Own
Fibreglass ICE CHEST That Works!



How To Turn A Tinnie
Into A Top Fishing Rig



Fixing That Rotten Old
Transom



Dealing With ‘Soft’ Or
Spongy Flooring



Fibreglassing At Home The Tradies’ Secrets!



Rebuilding A Southwind
SF21 Cuddy



Renovating A 40 Year
Old DeHavilland Trojan



Converting A Cuddy To A
Centre Console



Haines Signature 1850L
Makeover



Replacing Old Stringers
& Bearers

FULL DETAILS: How To Stop Boat ‘Twist’ on Multi-Roller Trailers

TRAILERS,TOWING
& Rooftopping

(Putting The FUN
back into
trailerboating ! )

BOOK 4
2014-15
$19.95

ALUMINIUM TRAILERS: Are They Better Than Steel?
 Safe Trailerboating - With The Family In Tow!
 The Secrets Of A Successful

Trailerboat To The

KIMBERLEY

- The inspirational adventures of two separate trailerboat expeditions

Beach-launching Set-up
 TIPS For Hassle-Free
Trailer Boating



Good News:

The BIG Fords
Are Back!
 The LATEST Towing Rules & REGULATIONS  Rebuilding
An Old Trailer To Pass Rego  Why The Rhino Roof
Topper Loaders Work So Well  Braking Systems That Work
An Australian Boat Mags Publication

Trailers, Towing & Rooftopping

Trailerboat To the Kimberley

$14.95, 136 pages

$19.95, 110 pages
SEE full previews/contents of all books at

ABM’s Sportfishing

www.australianboatmags.com.au

The Secrets Of A Fabulous Outrigger System
$19.95

Sportfishing
ABM’s

BOATS, TECHNIQUES & TACKLE

 The Anatomy Of A Sportfishing Boat  The Latest Terminal
Rigs & Techniques  Why Downriggers Make Such A Difference
 Muscle-up For The New Jigging Techniques!

How to Order?
Easy. Just email Mary on
subs@ausboatmags.com.au with the
order detail and your phone number for
her to call you back for the credit card
info. Safe as.
Easier still, just ‘phone Mary on (07)
5502 8233** and we’ll take the details
all down over the ‘phone - it couldn’t be
simpler, safer or faster.
**Can be busy sometimes - but don’t worry, just leave
your name and number and she’ll call back asap.

Australian Boating

$19.95, 170 pages
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AWD HOBART

Australia's First Air Warfare Destroyer Clears Final Sea Trial
By Caleb Radford
Adelaide SA 6th of March, 2017

THE first of Australia’s next-generation
destroyers has completed its Sea Acceptance
Trials off the coast of South Australia – the final
step before being handed over to the Navy.
Hobart spent the past five weeks demonstrating its
advanced on-board weapons capabilities, including
21 days at sea, where it conducted 20 platform
system tests and 45 combat system tests.

AWD Alliance Program Manager Craig Bourke
said the success of the Sea Acceptance Trials
demonstrated the capacity of Australia’s defence
industry to build and integrate ships to meet specific
defence needs.
“Hobart’s sensors, weapons and communications
systems have been put to the test by Royal Australian
Air Force and civilian aircraft, Royal Australian
Navy ships and helicopters through a complex series
of simulated scenarios and battle space
management,” he said.
“It also speaks volumes about the AWD Alliance’s
close level of customer involvement and
collaboration on every aspect of the project, laying
the foundations for future defence projects in
Australia.”
Work on Hobart commenced in January 2010 with
its hull consolidation in March 2014, official launch
in May 2015 and Builder’s Sea Trials in September
2016.
Its Sea Acceptance Trials involved close
interactions with a range of fighter aircraft, surface
ships and helicopters, as well as other civilian
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platforms in a range of simulated scenarios.
Hobart is 146.7 metres long, has a top speed of 28
knots (52km/h), a range of about 5000 nautical miles
and room for more than 200 crew.
It carries a range of weapons, detection and
electronic warfare systems onboard, which include an
Aegis threat tracking system, SPQ Horizon Search
Radar, 48 vertical launch missile cells, a 5" gun for
coastal operations and two quad launchers of antiship HARPOON weapon systems.
The AWDs have also been equipped with antisurface, anti-submarine and naval gunfire
capabilities.
Hobart has surface-launched torpedoes, a Phalanx
short-range air and surface defence system, NULKA
missile decoy system, front-mounted as well as
towable sonar systems and a flight-deck suitable for a
helicopter similar to an MH-60R Seahawk.
The next-gen destroyers are part of the most
complex defence project in Australia's history – an $8
billion collaboration between ASC, Raytheon
Australia and the Australian Department of Defence.
The ships are being built at Techport Australia, about
15km northwest of Adelaide.
Techport is also expected to be where 12 Shortfin
Barracuda submarines will be built by French
shipbuilder DCNS for the Royal Australian Navy.
Managing Director of Raytheon Australia Michael
Ward said the success of the AWD combat system
highlighted the strength of Raytheon Australia’s
capabilities in combat systems integration and the
company’s ability to deliver to budget and schedule.
“The combat system is what gives the AWDs their
lethality. The work that Raytheon Australia has
successfully undertaken is critical to the deterrent
nature of the naval surface fleet and its ability to
interoperate with the United States,” he said.
The Air Warfare Destroyer (AWD) Alliance is on
track to deliver Hobart to the Australian Navy in
June.
Further progress on the AWD Project is expected to
be achieved in 2017 with the second destroyer,
Brisbane undertaking Builder’s Sea Trials and third
destroyer, Sydney, achieving hull consolidation later
this year.
AB
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AB-TV
An evolving section of
the magazine devoted
to the development and
refinement of marine
video journalism.
Click On Pic To Start Video

Freeing The Dolphin . . .
Above: This is what Carrie Bickmore (from TV’s The
Project on Channel 10) would describe as a ‘Happy
Moment’ video, and indeed it is. It’s been seen about
30 million times around the globe, so many of you
will have already seen it.
However, it remains one of the best videos EVER
that captures the heart warming moment a dolphin,
with fishing line around its pectoral fin and mouth,
swims over to a scuba diver off Hawaii and ‘asks’ for
his help to get rid of the line . . . and over the next few
minutes, patiently turns over, swims alongside, and
works with the diver as the diver slowly and carefully
unwinds (and cuts) the line away.
It is remarkable footage, and yet another example of
the intelligence and communicative ability of these
wonderful mammals.
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Following on from the
work we started years
ago, firstly with
‘Genesis’, then ‘Dusty
Rover’ (left) which was
the first dedicated video
production platform we
built. And a vertical
learning curve which
we’ll be using again as
we develop AB-TV in the
light of the latest
circumstances and
technologies i.e. drones,
Go-Pros, etc.

Click On Pic To Start Video

Above: The Ferretti range of luxury
powercraft is considered right up ‘there’
in the top echelons of ultra modern (or
deeply traditional) international
powerboats - and although this video is
clearly a ‘director’s cut’ we do get to see
a glimpse or two of Ferrettis in action amid the deep and well intended, um, er,
‘hyperbole’. (Be patient, it takes a few
moments to get there . . . .)

Below: Who doesn’t love Margot
Robbie? Those very clever Nissan
people have just made Margot one of
their ambassadors for Nissan’s growing
(and impressive) electric car movement.
Whilst it has absolutely nothing to do
with boats or fishing, simply on the
basis that your next Nissan Patrol might
be a ‘sparkie’ - we’re going to share this
crazy video with you . . . Go Margot!

Click On Pic To Start Video
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Hooked
On
Brooke

with Brooke Frecklington

Deep Water Live
Baiting For
Amber Jacks

I

t was one of those beautiful, slightly crisp
mornings in late April 2016, where the winds
were down and the fishing reports were looking
up. Denis and I had planned the night before to
head out to a favourite mark on the 50 fathom
line off the Gold Coast, slightly north of the
seaway.
Now this is not a short journey. At around 1516nm, it is often a treacherous hike in a small trailer
boat. Luckily, at the time we were borrowing our
mate’s 5.6m centre console inflatable rib. In the
main, it has a pretty cushioned and (mostly!) a dry
ride, but it will handle anything, and is a good fishing
platform.
We headed out at first light so we could see the bar
crossing through the seaway just in case it was a bit
hairy. We stopped at the bait grounds just outside the
seaway to jig up some livies - yakkas, in fact, on this
day. It didn’t take long to fill the tank, and we then
started the 50 min journey to the 50s.
The ride started okay, gently pounding into the
oncoming seas, but it seems like every time we get
just over half way, we hit a patch of rough sea, which
seems to be never ending. There must be some kind
of current running along this line, it almost makes us
want to turn back sometimes. I’m thinking ‘jeez, is it
really worth it?’
But pressing on, we pushed through the rough
patch, and we could see it starting to flatten out again
as we got further away from the coast.
When we arrived at our marks we scanned around
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for any activity on the sounder. After finding a patch
of fish we prospected the area by using heavy knife
jigs. This method becomes quite tiring after the 10th
drop or so, and I can’t do it all day – and having done
this before, we had our live bait gear and rigs ready
to go when we became tired from the physical strain
of repetitive deep water jigging.
I was using my Abu Garcia Veritas 6’6” 5kg to 9kg
rod accompanied with a 6000 Shimano baitrunner
and 30 lb depth finder braid - the perfect little setup
to drop livies down to the depths. By now, we were
fishing depths of 80 metres, so my rig consisted of a
few feet of 60lb leader from the braid to a swivel,
and then another 4 foot of 60 lb with a 7/0 circle
hook at the end, also a very large dropper sinker
looped on at the swivel to get the livie down to the
target zone.
After a few trial drifts over the mark so we could
see how the boat was drifting, it was time to get
serious. We drove back up past the mark, and sent
down our yakkas for inquiries. 80 metres is a long
drop, so some times the first drop is an experiment to
see if I have enough weight on my line to hit the
mark, and to learn how the current and wind would
effect us hitting the target zone. It really is trial and
error to get it right sometimes, but as we have been
here a few times before, we had some idea of what to
expect.
The long wait for my livie to reach the bottom is
the hardest part because there are so many factors to
take into account, so keeping a good eye on my line,
I was waiting for that slight thud and slack line
before it continued coming off in the current.
Yes . . there’s the bottom! I snapped my bail back
over and wound up to where the fish were sitting - at
about 70 metres.
As we drifted I could feel my yakka swimming in
the current with a few jiggles every now and then.
My drag was set at the high end of medium. I wasn’t
using the baitrunner part of my reel as kingies are
known for running you into the reef, and I wasn’t
sure what we were going to catch - so I didn’t want
to run the risk of losing a fish.
This was my first drop and the drift was nice. I
soon felt my yakka having a struggle, it wasn’t a bite
from another fish, just him freaking out, I guess.
Only a moment later my reel started screaming, a
quick turn of the drag to tighten it up a bit more and I
was onto my first fish of the day.
What an energizing way to start the morning! My
smile grew and my hands hung onto the rod - I could
feel him pulling just as hard as I was holding on. He
had a great first run, but I was afraid of getting
sheared off on the reef below, so I made sure I started
the battle strong, as much as he was taking off, I was
trying to get it back. Keeping constant pressure on

the line was key to keeping him hooked up and I was
using circle hooks so I was pretty safe that he was
going to be hooked squarely in the corner of the
mouth.
We continued to give and take but I think I was
getting him ever so slightly further away from the
reef. When I realized how much line I had back on
him I started to ease up a little and enjoy the fight;
let’s face it, it’s no fun skull-dragging a fish in. So for
the next few minutes we played tug of war, while I
got an arm workout - and with about 20 metres to go,
judging from my depth finder braid, Denis had a
hookup, too. We’d long drifted off the mark, where
the great ‘arches’ were on the ‘sounder, so for Denis
to get a bite was surprising.
We played double hookup while the camera still
rolled.
My fish was nearing the surface and I could see
him shining in the reflected sunlight. It was long . .
and I was still unsure of what it was. His body
surfaced . . and straight away I knew what it was.
My first amber jack, and a good size one at that. I led
him to the side of the boat where I could tail grab
him, as he was much too big to fit in the net, and we
had no gaff as we were on an inflatable boat and that
could end in disaster.
He was puffing and pretty worn out from the fight
so it was easy to bring him in over the side of the
boat by myself while Denis continued to fight what
ever he had on this rod. I was still in two minds
whether to keep the amber jack or let him go. I’m a
bit of a softy, and prefer to catch and release most of
my catch, and I’m usually satisfied with a photo
together.

Amber #2 - great
fun at 90cm

Denis brought up his fish that he had caught - a
nice pan sized snapper - while drifting. I was happy
to keep the snapper for dinner instead of the amber
jack, so I readied the lip grippers to swim my fight
partner.
We’d had a good fight, so I wanted to make sure he
was in good condition to be released. After giving the
amber jack time to recover, I made sure to measure
him (he measured 97cm), we then got a few photos
together, and he was then given a nice send off.
Now with one fish each on the tally board, and one
ending up in the icebox, it was time to do it all again.
Back up to the mark we went, to do exactly as we
did before.
Some days I have all the luck! I was hooked up
again and it felt like déjà vu. This one seemed to
fight a little harder or maybe my arms were just weak
from the last fight. I continued to play the fish in the
same fashion as before and was lucky enough to get
him to the surface. Another amber jack measuring in
at 90cm this time. That was two in one day, and I
was stoked, but my arms were sore, so I skippered
for the next few runs as I wanted Denis to catch an
Click On Pic To Start Video
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One of the great things about fishing wide off the
Gold Coast is the year-round richness and
diversity of the potential catch - as this autumn
trip confirms. These were seriously good ambers
- fantastic fishing - and the support act of
snapper, tuskfish, and pearl perch weren’t bad,
either. Good job team!

amber as well.
I coached him on exactly what I had done to catch
my fish - and sure enough, Denis was onto his own
string-puller too.
The morning drew out and the ambers stopped
biting, so we bottom bounced for some more keepers
to take home, as it’s not really worth having just the
one snapper in the icebox. We ended up with a nice
little booty of fish, including a pearl perch, two
varieties of tuskfish, and two more snapper in the
end.
You know what works one day may not work the
next, so I’m not afraid to mix it up when it comes to
fishing. Some times the smallest change like different
size leader or hook size can turn the day around for
me. Even if I don’t end up catching anything it’s
always better than being at work. I feel at peace
when I’m on the water especially when I’m with
good company.
Until next time, tight lines and I hope you’re
Hooked On Brooke.
If you enjoy Brooke’s company, you can pick up
more Hooked On Brooke on Facebook, You Tube,
Instagram and Patreon.
AB
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Fisherman & Boatowner #29 (1997) FIELD TEST

Pacific Sportfish
5.8m Centre Cab
I

t was a sad day for the boating industry when
Dave Mackenzie lost control of his beloved
Sportfish plate aluminium boat building business.
Based in Clontarf, a northern suburb of Brisbane,
Mackenzie had done the hard yards over the
years, working closely with just a small team of
exclusive dealers.
Together, they had built an excellent reputation for
a beautifully built aluminium boat that was
considered by many to be the benchmark by which
all others were measured. Mackenzie developed
centre cabs when centre cabs were just a twinkle in
many sportfisherman’s eyes, and he took the concept
down to as small as five metres to entice even entry
level sportfishermen up to this level of sportfishing
capability.
But through a combination of circumstances which
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are all historic and of little consequence here,
Mackenzie lost the business and for a while there, it
looked like Sportfish had gone forever. Finally, after
a false start or two, Pacific Custom Craft’s Frank
Wielinga and partner Annie Minchinton stepped in
and bought the jigs and tooling.
Who the hell is Frank Wielinga? This was the
question most people asked. How could he possibly
take over where Dave Mackenzie had left off, and
besides, without Mackenzie could Sportfish ever
happen again?
To be brutally frank, not too many people gave
Wielinga much chance of success. Mackenzie was
synonymous with Sportfish, and without him, it
seemed like a hopeless situation.
But then, not too many people realised how
determined Frank Wielinga
(Cont.Over)

The Story So Far . . When Sportfish boats went into liquidation in 1996 there
was a heartfelt groan from the boating industry. Sportfish had earned an
enviable reputation for high quality, plate alloy boat building in sportfishing and
commercial fishing circles. Most people doubted it would ever rise to see the
light of day again, but it did. Frank Wielinga’s Pacific Custom Craft took over
the wreckage, and the Sportfish boats live to fish another day - and proudly so.

AB
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BOAT TEST:
Unchanged, as
first published,
written and
photographed
by Peter
Webster in
F&B #29 in

July
1997
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Sportfish 5.8 Centre Cab . . .
was to pick up the pieces. As the first weeks went
past, even the trade was surprised by the level of
financial resources, skill and engineering capability
Wielinga was prepared to commit to make sure he
made a real fist of taking over the Sportfish
reputation and credibility, and turn out a first class
product.
Wielinga is a fully qualified engineer who’s
speciality was quantity surveying in commercial boat
building and marine engineering. To him, Sportfish
represented just another link in a series of
circumstances that had seen him take over Pacific
Custom Craft several years earlier than the Sportfish
demise. It was really a logical step for him to take
over control of the Sportfish brand. Thus equipped,
he was set to service the recreational fishermen with
their favourite (Pacific) Sportfish models, and look
after the tough, hard nosed commercial sector with
his Pacific Custom Craft.
It should be stated early in the piece that Wielinga
is far from your corporate “head-hunting” type
84 Australian Boating Retro, from F&B #29 July 1997

mogul. Frank is a quietly spoken, hands-on engineer
who really doesn’t have a lot of time for the politics
and innuendo of the boating world.
He just wants to get on with the job of building
bloody good aluminium boats and that’s what he’s
doing. By acquiring the jigs and tooling for two well
known brands, Frank has created his own version of
macro- economic reform within the boating industry.
He’s combined two financially unsuccessful
operations into one well disciplined, well financed
and properly backed organisation.
The dealers have breathed a sigh of relief, the
sportfishing fraternity is rapt, and life begins again
for the Sportfish brand.
Design
This 5.8 Centre Cabin is closely related to the
Centre Cuddy that featured in F&B several years ago.
This time, though, it’s got a slightly different hull
shape, a longer cabin, and has the added advantageof
being fitted out by Northside Marine’s Bill Hull.
In case you’ve just come back from Mars and have
missed all the other boating magazines in the last
couple of months, Bill Hull is synonymous with the

F&B’s (Subjective) Tinnie Evaluation
Tinnie Sportfish 5.8 Centre Cab Test Date Jul ’97
Rating
Poor
Excellent
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Design/Innovation
Fishing Aptitude
“Downhill” Handling
Ride Softness
Dryness
Stability At Rest
“Seaworthiness”
Inherent Safety*
Build Standard
Helm Comfort
Finish & Fit-out
Value For Money
*Inherent safety is based on the recognition that very few tinnies have the foam floatation necessary to support
the boat, let alone the crew and/or motor as well. To score more than 5, a tinnie would require foam to full Survey
standard, be fitted with a manual bilge pump, a proper outboard well, and have an exceptional levels of stability.

Readers’ Note: Bill Hull and the Northside team worked their butts off to get a real fish
for this report, so here’s proof the lads from the north can in fact catch ’em, too !
(P.S. Thanks for the cheque, Bill - but we’d probably have run this pic anyway ! )

Specifications: Sportfish 5.8 Centre Cab
Name . . . . . . .Pacific Sportfish
Model . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5.8 m
Configuration . . . .Centre Cabin
Max No of Persons . . . . . . . . . .6
Construction . . . . . . Aluminium
Centreline Length . . . . . .6.35 m
Max Beam . . . . . . . . . . . 2.42 m
Deadrise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .18 °
Bottom Thickness . . . . . . 4 mm
Sides Thickness . . . . . . . .4 mm
No of Thwarts . . . . . . . . . . . .n/a
No of Pedestals . . . . . . . . . . .n/a
Build Method . . . .Welded Plate

Hull Weight** (dry) . . . . 760 kg
Weight On Trailer . . .Not Known
Standard Transom . . . . . . . .U/L
Freeboard, Stern (ext) . .0.76 m
Freeboard, Stem (ext) . .1.02 m
Maximum Power:
- Outboard . . . . . . . . . . . 145 hp
- Sterndrive . . . . . . . . . . . . .(opt)
Fuel Capacity . . . . . . . . . .185 L
Water Capacity . . . . . . . . (opt)
Hull Price* Painted . . . . $23,289
Hull Price* Unpainted . . $18,897
Price* As Tested . . . . . . $41,990

* All Prices ex the Gold Coast. Check with your local dealer for regional variations and freight charges.
** Hull weights supplied by the manufacturer unless stated otherwise.

What You Get In The
Standard Boat
Feature
Bow Sprit
F/deck - Sheet Al.
F/deck - Checker
Anchor Locker
- With Hatch
Flat Floor - Plywd.
Flat Floor - Alloy
Side Pockets
Cockpit Carpet
1 x Towing Eye
2 xTowing Eyes
Reinforced
Rowlocks
Bow Handles
Stern Handles
Welded Thwarts
Transom Corner
Bracing
Transom Strut
15” Transom
20” Transom
25” Transom
Transom Safety
Lip
External Keel
Rubber G/wale
Fuel Tank Rack
Threaded Bung
Painted Hull
Underfloor Fuel
Tank & Gauge
Navigation Lights
Mech. Steering
Off-floor Battery
Shelf/Locker
Canopy
Swim Boards
Boarding Ladder
Side Rails - Part
Side Rails - Full
Pedestal Sockets
Live Bait Tank
Live Bait Tank
Plumbing
U/Floor Kill Tank
O/Head Targa
& or Rod Rack
Std. Rod Holders
Switch Panel
Bilge Pump
Float Switch
Deck Wash
Transducer
Pre-Rigging

N/a

Std Opt
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4

4

4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4

4
4
4
4

4

4
4

6
4
4
4
4
4
4

The information shown here was correct at the
time of going to press insofar as SEA Media
can check; always obtain the latest prices and
specifications from the factory or dealer before
making a purchase decision.
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There is much to absorb
in this shot, taken in
Moreton Bay, as Bill Hull
(standing in the walkway,
Vince (cockpit) and Norm
(helm) study the Bay
intently waiting for the
tuna to re-appear . . . Just
take a few moments to
admire the extraordinary
attention to detail, the
boat’s ‘stance’, the
proportions . . this is an
exceptionally good
fishing boat.
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Sportfish brand. He’s sold dozens of these plate alloy
boats to customers from all over Australia through
Greg Nickerson’s Northside Marine in Brisbane. Of
course, Bill is one of a team of salesmen from the
various dealers that look after the Sportfish brand, but
as most readers will probably be aware, Bill is a top
rate sportfishermen, and real “dyed in the wool”
Sportfish enthusiast.
For Bill, much of the world revolves around these
beautifully built plate alloy boats, and he is
deservedly proud of having helped make the
transition for Sportfish from the Mackenzie era to the
Wielinga times that we have now.
Bill knows more about the Sportfish brand than just
about anybody on the planet, and so it was with more
than the usual interest and pleasure that we joined
him and the boys from Northside for the run on
Moreton Bay two months ago, when we had the
double job of shooting the Sea Legend brochure and
at the same time, testing the Sportfish 5.8 Centre
Cab.
As we noted last month, Moreton Bay turned it on
beautifully, with a nice solid chop for the occasion
and then Bill and the boys got into the tuna in the
middle of things. This gave us a great opportunity to
take some terrific pictures of the action, and
experience first hand how these boats work in a real
seaway, doing what they were created to do - catch
fish!
The Sportfish 5.8 Centre Cab is typical of this
genre, albeit with a deal of fine tuning that sets the
5.8 aside from its contemporaries. This is now a very
highly developed craft, with just about every piece of
the boat planned out to perfection. Bill Hull’s
involvement is very obvious here, as he has been
involved in the development of this boat from the
keel up.
Design
This is a beautiful fishing boat by any standards.

It’s so well developed that it’s reached that stage
where the only things you can really criticise on
board are matters of personal preference. You may
not like where the live bait tank has been positioned,
and I might disagree, whilst Bill has his own view
and Charlie Brown from up the road will have yet
another opinion! It’s that sort of situation. As a
sportfisherman or boating writer, it’s very hard to be
more objective than that on this boat, because
frankly, it’s just about spot-on in every department.
The centre cab itself is useful, with a 1.9 metre
long bunk, 600 mm wide with quite good interior
sitting headroom. It’s not just a toy cabin disguised as
storage - it really could be used to bunk down
overnight.
Out in the cockpit, there’s a massive 2.9 metres
from the inside of the transom to the nominal cabin
bulkhead point, with 2.10 metres across between the
gunwales. The coamings themselves are 120 mm
wide, which means you can position rod holders just
about anyway you like. There’s no less than 0.66
metres of internal freeboard at the transom important too, because that’s what you lean up
against when the action’s coming thick and fast.
The walkaround doesn’t waste a millimetre of
space, and for the record, is probably just a shade too
tight. Personally, I totally agree with the way Bill has
configured the cabin size vs. the walkaround trench’s
width vs. the coaming’s width, because there is only
the absolutely barest minimum space allocated to the
trench - and I reckon that’s the way it should be.
The whole trench area is, by definition, a waste of
space. I say that because you really can’t fish in it, so
therefore it’s merely a means for going from the
back of the boat to the front. So why would you
waste a poofteenth of space? Of course, you
wouldn’t, and that’s what makes this boat so
pleasing; every single fishing feature of the boat is
like that.
It’s been thought out meticulously. The arguments
for and against each matter considered carefully, and

6.35 m

2.10 m
2.42 m

2.21 m

120-175 mm
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Bunk Length in Cabin:
- 1.90 m x 0.60 m wide.

a decision made. You can feel it everywhere on the
boat. The height of the coamings; the width of them;
the freeboard measurements; the positioning of the
battery shelf on the transom; the live bait tank; the
helm seats.
Okay, are we talking about the perfect boat here?
Well, in truth, for many fishos, I suspect it is. Now
whether any boat can truly claim to be “perfect” is a
bit beyond this writer, but let me say here that for
most fishos, defining a centre cab layout in a boat
measuring 5.8 metres overall, this is probably as
close to perfection as you’ll find in the market today.
I loved it. Pure and simple. There’s not too much I
didn’t like about Bill’s layout and design.
Having said that, I would criticise the use of a
perspex windscreen, and the soft top arrangement
(instead of a real hard top), in a boat of this size and
purpose.
I reckon by the time you set-up the targa and
fiddle-ass around with the soft top arrangement
they’ve done here, you might as well have put a tin
top in and be done with it. Similarly, in a real fishing
boat that’s going to be used day in day out, offshore,
I’d like to have seen real glass in front of me, giving
me the opportunity of putting in windscreen wipers
and a windscreen washer, for those days when
you’ve got to punch your way home into a chop, and
water flies all over the boat.
However, it should be noted here right now that
I’m certain Pacific Sportfish would be more than
happy to put in a rigid tin top for me, and no doubt if
you added the extra noughts to the cheque, they
would install a toughened glass windscreen too.
It’s all relative.
Handling And Ride
As the pictures reveal, the Sportfish 5.8 Centre Cab
rides high, wide and handsome. Go on - check that
opening photograph again!
There’s plenty of lift generated by this hull, and
whilst it’s very full in the bow and shoulder sections,
by and large it runs very high out of the water, a
credit in part to the lift generated by the 115 hp
outboard we had on this test, but also due to the good
underwater shape and planing strake design.
If you can keep it up and vertical, it rides very
nicely. There is a tendency these days to drive boats
beyond their hull’s capability, and this 5.8 Sportfish
reacts poorly to ham-fisted, over the top driving ie,
push it too hard, drive it too fast and it becomes fairly
bangy.
However, button off the throttle, bring it back to a
more rational and livable 16-18 knots, the whole
thing smooths out beautifully, the ride becomes very
comfortable and the boat is a delight to be in, even in
quite rough conditions.
I don’t entirely agree with putting bigger

horsepower on boats like this, because the hulls are
rarely good enough to use the power unless the
conditions are almost dead flat. Sure, you can power
this boat up to run to the high 30’s in flat water, but
hell, how often do you see flat water offshore out in
the Bay where this boat is going to go? Hardly ever that’s the answer!
For most trips, this boat will be doing really well to
punch along at an average 20-22 knots - and that’s a
hell of a good speed in a 5.8 m boat. Don’t let the
pundits fool you - very, very few boats ever go more
than 25 knots out there in the blue stuff.
I don’t give a rat’s if you’ve got a Precision 17 with
2 x 700 hp MTU diesels, it’s very, very bloody rare
that you’ll ever do more than 25 knots offshore - but
the way some blokes carry on, you’d think they had
super boats because they reckon they’re doing 30
knots and higher speeds all day, every day.
That’s all BS of course, and anybody who’s ever
been offshore knows it. With this type of boat, if you
can run 16-18 knots across the ground in ‘give and
take’ fishing conditions, then you should be a very
happy chappie. Your boat’s doing very nicely, thank
you.
In that context, the Sportfish 5.8 Centre Cab is up
there with the best of them. It’s not faster nor slower
than any, it’s not harder riding nor softer than any it’s sitting right smack dab in the middle of the pack,
and happily so.
What makes the Sportfish special is how well it’s
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been built; how well it’s been engineered and how
superbly it’s been fitted out for “key start”
sportfishing.
Application
Fishing, fishing and more fishing! That’s what the
Sportfish 5.8 Centre Cab is all about.
Don’t bother taking Aunty Thel out for the ride on
the Bay, she’ll hate it! Boats like the Sportfish are not
really made for socialising with the rellos. This boat
is made to tussle big, heavy, full bodied fish that rip
yer arms and legs off in the struggle to get them
onboard, as you stand there like a rock in 25 knots of
breeze, salt spray running down your face; the drag
locked up to the max, as whatever the hell it is that’s
pulling you overboard runs screamingly down to the
reef yet again. That’s when you appreciate why the
gunwales are set at this height; so you can lean hard
against them, with your thighs pressed so tight they
hurt, but damn it, you’ve got your balance whilst you
try and head that fish off from the pass. That’s the
sort of boat you get when you buy a Sportfish.
If you want something soft and spoofy with carpet
and cuddly velour seats - you’d better look
somewhere else.
Performance
Powered with a 115 hp Johnson, the Sportfish was
nicely balanced, but we didn’t have our radar and
trick fuel metering gear with us on this particular day,
as we were actually involved in an urgento
commercial ‘shoot’ to catch the deadlines for the
Melbourne Boat Show.
Bill Hull reckons his rig does around 33 knots with
the 115 hp Johnson cranked up to full noise, and it
cruises (as noted) at around 20-22 knots very easily.
Previous tests with the Boat Of The Year section
winner, the Cruise Craft 550 Outsider with the same
115 hp Johnson fitted, confirmed this 115 hp, V-4
Ocean Runner used around 30 l/ph at cruising speeds
of 25 knots, with range estimated at 150-175 n.m. at
this speed. The Outsider would have been a bit
lighter, and had a more ‘slippery’ hull, but the figures
would be very close, all the same.
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Conclusion
The Sportfish 5.8 Centre Cab by Frank Wielinga’s
Pacific Sportfish carries on a very fine tradition in
Australian plate aluminium boat building. He’s
picked up where others have left off, and he’s
restoring credibility and respect to the Sportfish
brand.
That’s not an easy thing to do, and it’s to his
considerable credit that he’s managed to do it so well,
so quickly. Perhaps the best indication of just how
well Frank is managing is confirmed by the genuine
support and enthusiasm he’s getting from the original
Sportfish dealer network, who, to a man, have
backed in behind the brand yet again.
That’s a terrific compliment to Frank and Anne
Minchinton, Frank’s partner in the Sportfish business.
They have worked very hard to put this popular
brand back on the map in the manner in which
sportfishermen around Australia have come to regard
the Sportfish brand.
As the benchmark by which others are measured.
F&B #29 July 1997
AB #243 March 2017

Hindsight . . .
It is interesting to look back 20 years
or so, to when this test was conducted
with Bill Hull and the Northside Marine
team. They worked really hard and
successfully on the Sportfish brand,
through successive owners following
the collapse of the original Dave
McKenzie owned Sportfish business.
In all, there were three major players
involved in the Sportfish brand. As
tested here, the boat was built the
second owners, who maintained the
very good standards of building that
Sportfish was known to deliver.
Especially under the watchful eye of
Northside Marine – Bill Hull knew his
stuff, and he worked hard to ensure the
Sportfish they sold were right up to
scratch, and for that matter, market
leaders. They literally carried the brand
forward, but in the end, the high cost of
what was tantamount to custom boat
building, cruelled the whole project, and
a significant (and fruitful) era came to an
end.
- PW, March 2017
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• 2 Game Boats, Expert Crew.
• Reef, Game & Sportﬁshing.
• Full Day & Extended Charters (1-4 nights).
• Specialising in Fishing the Great Barrier Reef
from Shute Harbour, Airlie Beach.
• Cairns Heavy Tackle Marlin Fishing (approx
October each year – Book now for 2017).

T 07 4948 2798 E info@seafever.com.au
www.seafever.com.au www.facebook.com/seafeverﬁshing

Go Fishing

With Aaron Concord

New IGFA Rules
Announced For 2017
As recreation anglers, we have to abide by a set
of laws that are put in place for my state, by the Qld
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries.
Each state or Territory has its own set of rules that
are different to one another due to each state's differing
species and needs, though the general outlines are the
same no matter where in Australia you may choose to
fish, crab or gather bait.
There's a plethora of details, including size and bag
limits, closed seasons and what gear you may or may
not use. They are very detailed with the general aim to
keep our fisheries in good condition.
There is also a very real push to help anglers to
protect the fish that are caught in excess numbers of

their catch limits or are outside of there size limits.
This, coupled with the evolution from more anglers
moving their ideology of fishing for sport first and for
food, second, has led to more education in catch and
release fishing too.
On top of these government instilled and policed
rules, I have been guided by the State, Federal and
international sport and gamefishing clubs at one time or
another in my angling career.
Acronyms such as ANSA, GFAA and the IGFA
became commonly known between my angling friends
and I, with the IGFA being the focus of this piece as
there have been some recent rule changes.
The IGFA is short for International Game Fishing
Association, which is situated in Dania Beach, Florida,
USA. They have a code of conduct that was first put in
place in 1939, so that any sporting angler around the
globe had the same set of rules to abide by, therefore
having a rule of thumb at categorising similar captures.
There was a system devised so that the species you
chased had a range of line classes and equipment that
didn't give you an inordinate edge over your quarry.
This was important to many big game anglers at the
time, due to the differences in rules that might occur in
other parts of the world as at the time of the IGFAs
inception, there were a lot of countries that had their
own sport and game fishing clubs.
The IGFA rules meant that if anyone came to
Catalina Island, Bermagui or Kona (all 3 of these ports
had people game fishing back in the 1930s) if they
chose to follow the IGFA rule book, their equipment
would all be of a very similar nature. Plus, their
captures could be compared fairly too, since the tackle
used by any IGFA angler comes down to the line
breaking under the line class that they are choosing to
angle in.

The combined length of the double line and leader shall not exceed 20 ft (6.1 meters) in line classes up to and including 20 lb (10 kg) and 40
feet (12.19 meters) in line classes over 20 lb (10 kg) for saltwater species. The combined length of the double line and leader shall not exceed
10 feet (3.04 meters) for freshwater species.
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There would be little point doing comparisons if one
angler used line that just broke under 10kg in the 10kg
class (which is what you are aiming at - for your line to
break as close to the class fished, but never over it) and
another angler used 15kg.
The rules outlined stated that fish and all marine life
were to be treated with respect, so too your fellow
anglers.
The gathering of statistics of the weighed and
measured fish became an important historical view into
maximum sizes, and with the programs such as their
circle hook research when used on sailfish, or the
tagging of bonefish and sharks, helps to add more data
to the already prodigious amount that they have on
better fishing methods.
Like any set of rules and regulations, it's a work in
progress and the IGFA have announced some changes
to some of their long-standing laws.
Here they are:
Assisting the Angler
Current IGFA International Angling Rules state that
"the act of a person other than the angler touching the
rod, reel, or line either bodily or with a device once the
fish strikes or takes the bait” constitutes a
disqualification.
However, nowhere in the IGFA's rules do we discuss

the legality of another person touching or making
contact with the angler. The IGFA is frequently
questioned on the legality of touching the angler while
they are fighting a fish.
In order to clarify this important subject, the IGFA
will be adding the following language to the section 3
of Disqualifying Acts: “Holding or touching an angler
in a manner that assists them in fighting the fish or
takes pressure off the angler. Touching or briefly
holding the angler to prevent them from falling does
not constitute a disqualification”.
The rule change comes into effect April 1, 2017.
Comment: This means you cannot hang onto a
person indefinitely, even in the 'ruff stuff. You should
only be putting a momentary hand on an angler for
stability or if they look like they might go over the
coaming. The rest of the effort is up to them to stay
balanced and upright.
Backing & Top-Shot
Current IGFA International Angling Rules state: "If
the fishing line is attached to backing, the catch shall
be classified under the heavier of the lines."
This rule has long been contested in cases where the

ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO EQUIPMENT REGULATIONS
Double Lines and Leaders

Double lines are measured from the start of the knot, braid, roll or splice making the double line to the farthermost end of the knot, splice, snap, swivel
or other device used for securing the trace, leader lure or hook to the double line. A double line must consist of the actual line used to catch the fish. For
saltwater species, the double line shall be limited to 15 feet (4.57 meters) for all line classes up to and including 20 lb (10 kg); and shall be limited to 30
feet (9.14 meters) for line classes over 20 lb (10 kg). For freshwater species, the double line on all classes of tackle shall not exceed 6 feet (1.82 meters).

The leader shall be limited to 15 feet (4.57 meters) for saltwater species in line classes up to and including 20 lb (10 kg), and 30 feet (9.14 meters) for all
line classes over 20 lb (10 kg). For freshwater species, the leader on all classes of tackle shall be limited to 6 feet (1.82 meters).

The length of the leader is the overall length including any lure, hook arrangements or other device.
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ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO HOOK REGULATIONS
Natural Baits and Artificial

LEGAL if eyes of hooks no more than 18 inches (45.72 cm) apart in
baits and no more than 12 inches (30.45 cm) apart in lures. ILLEGAL
if eyes further apart than these distances.

NOT LEGAL as the second or trailing hook extends more than
the hook’s length beyond skirt. See also two hook rigs.

LEGAL as eyes of hooks are no less than a hook’s length apart and
no more than 12 inches (30.45 cm) apart, and the trailing hook does
not extend more than a hook’s length beyond the skirt.

LEGAL as hook is contained within the skirt.

NOT LEGAL in bait or lures as eyes of hooks are less than a

NOT LEGAL as the single hook extends more than its length

hook’s length (the length of the largest hook) apart.

beyond the skirt.

LEGAL as eyes of hooks are no less than a hook’s length apart
and no more than 18 inches (45.72 cm) in baits and 12 inches
(30.45 cm) in lures.

NOT LEGAL as back hook is not firmly imbedded in or securely attached to bait and is a dangling or swinging hook.

LEGAL

in baits and lures. The point of one hook is passed
through the eye of the other hook

LEGAL as both hooks are firmly imbedded or securely attached
to bait. Would not be legal if eyes of hooks were more than 18
inches (45.72 cm) apart

GAFFS
Flying Gaffs - LEGAL on boats if effective rope length does not exceed 30 feet (9.15 meters).

Fixed Gaffs - LEGAL on boats if overall gaff length does not exceed 8 feet (2.44 meters).

We’d like to thank the IGFA for these illustrations and
encourage all our readers to fish within the IGFA
protocols, and observe ‘best practice’ in all our
sportfishing endeavors. We’d also encourage readers
to join the IGFA, and stay right on the pace with all the
developments in the international world of game
fishing. They can be reached at IGFA.org in the
‘States, and it’s worth doing if only to download your
own (free) copy of the complete set of IGFA Rules and
Regulations. - Peter / Aaron
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main line or top shot is lighter than the underlying
backing, as logic dictates that the lighter line will break
before the heavier backing. This is also contrary to
IGFA angling rules for fly fishing where the catch is
categorised based on the breaking strength of the class
tippet, which must be a minimum of 15 inches.
To address this issue, IGFA will be making the
following alterations to Equipment Regulation A:
• Title change from “LINE” to “LINE &

BACKING”
• Adding a new subsection that reads: “3. The use of
backing is permissible.”
•Adding a new subsection that reads: “4. The catch
shall be classified under the breaking strength of the
first 16.5 feet (5 metres) of line directly preceding the
double line, leader or hook. This section must be
comprised of a single, homogenous piece of line.
The rule change comes into effect April 1, 2017.
Comment: The writing had been on the wall for this
one for a while. It has been a rule that's plagued
anyone who's used Gelspun Polyethelyne. If your
Shimano TLD 20 had 50lb PE as the backing under,
say, 8 or 15kg mainline and you ended up with a fish
taking the top shot out and you fought the fish on your
backing for any length of time, then, your catch was
deemed to have been caught on the heavier line.
I'm not sure if there were any tournaments or
records contested over this rule, but it wouldn't
surprise me one bit.
As this is a very similar situation to a fly fishing
outfit's rigging (heaviest line closest to the reel arbor
with the lightest towards the hook end) it makes a
logical step, as fly reels have been filled with higher
breaking strain line since fly fishing's inception.
CHANGES TO WORLD RECORD REQUIREMENTS
Minimum Ratio Requirements
Currently, to submit a line class or tippet class (fly
rod) world record, the only weight requirement is that
the fish must weigh at least .45 kg (1 lb). As a result,
the IGFA has accumulated a significant amount of
records where the weight of the fish is much lighter
than the size of the tackle used to land the fish.
In an effort to have IGFA world records better
recognise outstanding angling achievement, the IGFA
has established the following minimum ratio
requirements for all new line class and tippet class
world records:
For line class categories up to and including 10 kg
(20 lb) and all tippet class (fly rod) categories:
• The weight of the catch must weigh at least ½ as
much as the line class it is eligible for. For example, a
fish entered for the 6 kg (12 lb) line class or tippet class
category must weigh a minimum of 3 kg.
For line class categories greater than 10 kg (20
lb):
• The weight of the catch must be equal to, or
greater than the line class it is eligible for. For example,
a fish entered in the 24 kg (50 lb) line class category
must weigh a minimum of 24 kg.

Minimum ratios will not be retroactive and records
that currently do not meet the new minimum weight
requirements will not be retired. Records listed in the
2017 World Record Book and IGFA website will have
a new column that instructs anglers what the minimum
weight necessary is to establish a record for each line
class.
The rule change comes into effect April 1, 2017.
Comment: From what I can see here, they are trying
to reduce the amount of low-weighing records.
Should an eligible species have a completely vacant
category that no one has ever placed a claim in at any
size, instead of allowing a weight that might be
considered low, they have made this change to ensure
that a claim is worthy of the line class that it's being
claimed against. There is a glut of species that might
only weigh, say, a couple of kilos or less, against line
classes that might be quite heavy. When I joined years
ago, I remember seeing some of the smaller fish that
had weighed fish of a 1/2 kilo or so against a line class
of, say, 8 or 10kg.
Now, some species don't get very large to begin with,
but by doing this rule change, there will be far less
claims of small fish caught legally on heavy line
cluttering their data banks.
In the spirit of a sporting organization, it also means
that the adversaries that are eligible species will have a
far more even sporting chance, which was always the
IGFA's direction from the very start.
CHANGES TO RECOGNIZED GAME FISH SPECIES
Eligible Game Fish Species
The IGFA maintains All-Tackle world records for
thousands of different species, however only certain
game fish species are eligible for the additional line
class, tippet class (fly rod), and Junior Angler world
record categories. In an effort to better recognize
premier game fish species around the world that merit
having line classes, the IGFA will no longer be
accepting line class, tippet class (fly rod), and Junior
Angler world records on the 45 species of freshwater
and saltwater fish listed below:
Freshwater: rock bass, shoal bass, white bass,
yellow bass, bluegill, black bullhead, brown bullhead,
yellow bullhead, burbot, white catfish, black crappie,
white crappie, freshwater drum, Florida gar, shortnose
gar, spotted gar, oscar, European perch, white perch,
yellow perch, chain pickerel, red piranha, shorthead
redhorse, silver redhorse, sauger, American shad,
hickory shad, splake, green sunfish, redbreast sunfish,
redear sunfish, tench, warmouth, lake whitefish,
mountain whitefish, round whitefish
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Of interest, this is a test series of photos we are
researching for a forthcoming series on knots used
in the big game and sportfishing world combining
traditional knots, doubles, weaves and plaits with
the ‘new generation’ lines and terminal tackle
techniques. Basically, PW asked Aaron to get

knotting (!!) and they’ve been experimenting ever
since to find the best ways of showing the work in
both magazine and video productions. Here’s an
Australian plait - an excellent 100% strength plait (or
weave, actually) but the pics need to be tripled in size
to follow how they are created. We’re learning!

Saltwater: Pacific barracuda, black seabass,
Japanese parrotperch, spotted parrotperch, Florida
pompano, doublespotted queenfish, black-blue
rockfish, Atlantic spadefish, oxeye tarpon.
The rule change comes into effect April 1, 2017.

The IGFA has a massive data bank of the largest of
all the apex gamefish that roam our planet.
The only species that seem to be affected by this that
are in Australian waters are the double spotted
queenfish, Pacific barracuda and the ox-eye tarpon, the
latter a species that I missed out on an IGFA record in
the 3kg tippet section back in 2003, because I couldn't
get the information about the records fast enough!
Thankfully, the IGFA is much easier to access, with a
fabulous website online for all to look at.
Though, if looking at the record charts are
something that you'd like to do, you'll need to become a
member.

Comment: This rule change cuts a bunch of IGFA
line, tippet (as in fly fishing) and Junior World Record
claims for the species listed.
Look at it this way: if a species has World Record
classes for All Tackle, line classes (it's rare, though
some do have line class records for
1,2,3,4,6,8,10,15,24,37 and 60kg) plus fly
(1,2,3,4,6,8,10) Junior (1-60kg), which means, by
cutting out the line class, fly and Junior records, there's
a potential for up to 28 separate records that the IGFA
do not need to keep just for that ONE species.
If the species is on their eligibility listing, then you
may put in a claim against the All Tackle Record,
which tends to be the heaviest of that species caught
thus far within IGFA rules and on any line class up to
the heaviest allowed for that species.
By still keeping the All Tackle Species for these
species, the scientific value of gaining the lengths and
weights of the largest of these fish cannot be
underestimated.
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Visit igfa.org and see for yourself this wonderful
institution. It’s not commonly known, but Australian
anglers, back in 1939, had a massive impact in the
formation of the IGFA.
Renowned fisherman Clive Firth was President of
the NSW Game Fishing Association, President of the
NSW Rod and Fishers Society and the Big Game and
Rod Fishers of Australia, which turned into the GFAA
or Game Fishing Association of Australia all at that
time. Firth played a significant role in the formation of
the IGFA.
AB

ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO HOOK REGULATIONS
Assist Hooks
Assist hooks are hooks that are attached to lures with leads typically constructed of multifilament, wire, monofilament or other similar material. Assist hooks have become wildly popular with vertical jigs and are also being increasingly used with plugs in place of traditional treble hooks.
Assist hooks or other such single hooks that are attached to a lure with a lead constructed of monofilament, multifilament,
wire or other such material must conform to the following: When using assist hooks on any artificial lure, other than a skirted
lure, the lead cannot be more than 1 ½ hook’s length and the bend of the hook may not be more than 4 inches (101 mm),
whichever is less, from the closest point of attachment on the lure. Double and treble hooks may not be used as assist hooks.

Measure to rear
center edge of the
tail. If measurement
falls between two
increments then
record the lower of
the two increments.

Fish nose flush to the nose-stop of
measuring device free of lures or lifting devices.
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Ladies Day was a happy one for Glaucus.

There Is Always Something
To Learn . . .
The NSW GFA ‘Interclub’ at Port Stephens, NSW, has been a fixture on the Australian game
fishing calendar almost since the beginning of the sport back in the early post war years
following WW11. It is widely recognised as one of the best tournaments in Australia, as it is
based in one of the most charismatic venues with a long history of spectacular fishing.
Special report and photography by John Curnow for the event sponsor, Pantaenius Insurance

D

id you know that broadbill swordfish have a
gland near their eye that secrets a special oil
that is thought to make them even more slippery
through the water? Until about a year ago, no
one did! Also, did you know that the Oceanic
White Tip Shark has special sensory structures in
its head that act like a natural GPS utilising the
earth’s geomagnetic field to locate itself in our
vast oceans as it travels around the globe? Bet
you didn’t.
So you could imagine how excited one of the
scientists present for the 2017 NSW Game Fishing
Association’s Interclub tournament was when he
learned that one of 130 boat fleet participating was
bringing in a sample of that very specific species for
him to analyse. Given their expansive migratory
patterns, having one to study is almost unheard of,
and being taken only a couple of hours before it was
brought to the weigh station just made it all that
much better.
The scientist’s own story is almost as interesting as
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that of the fish he studies. He was born on the
French island of Reunion in the Indian Ocean, in
between Mauritius and Madagascar, close to the
shores of Africa. Arnault Gaulthier is a PhD student
from the University of Queensland working on the
electro-sensory system of sharks and rays. “I have
had the chance to work on quite a few exciting
sharks over the course of the weekend. The Oceanic
White Tip is one of my favourites, and no one has
really ever studied them before.”
“Looking at its sensory system is very exciting
and to assesses its overall function. It can detect
both prey and predators, and communicate with
other animals to some extent. Most interestingly, as
some people put it, it is also a kind of internal GPS
that they use to navigate through the earth’s
geomagnetic field. These are very rarely caught,
including in tournaments like this, where most
people have not seen one in more than ten years.
Accordingly, access to them is nearly non-existent,
and we do not know just how different they are to

any other of the species we have come across so far.
To be able to study them now is incredibly exciting
and promising.”
Dr Julian Pepperell is an independent marine
biologist and author, and after 40 years of work in
the area, is an expert on large pelagic fish. He has
been independent for 25 years, and does joint
research with universities all over the world,
supervises PhD students all around the country, and
has international projects, as well. He also works
with the CSIRO, most specifically on billfish, tuna,
and sharks.
“I also train students who then attend many
tournaments, where sex, weight, various
measurements and location are gathered, and collect
the all-important tissue samples. Those samples now
number over 1000, and act as a huge archive. In
addition to being available for specific project work,
they have been essential to around 50 studies that
have been undertaken, all over the globe.”
Pepperell began with the NSW Fisheries
Department, including running the tagging program,
which is now 40 years old, itself. He goes to a lot of
tournaments, and has been at the NSWGFA
Interclub each and every year since 1977.
“We have gone from no tags in those days, when
maybe 230 small black marlin were caught, to
today, where it is virtually all of them (95%+) that
receive a tag here in Australia. The other benefit is
that we now have samples from various species
going all the way back to those days, and so can
supply them for all manner of studies here and
around the world”, said Pepperell.
“Back then nobody knew anything about black
marlin. The tagging program now has records of
65,000 tags over that period. We now know that
Black and Blue Marlin live for up to 20 years. Even
at one year old they are 30kg and 2m long, so they
grow very quickly, having hatched from an egg the
size of a pinhead, and this includes striped marlin
too. So at 4-5 years they will be around 130kg, and
the only reason we have this sort of data is from all
the research over the years, greatly assisted by game
fishing tournaments.”
“Because game fish are big, people think they are
old, but a lot of pelagic (open ocean) species grow
very quickly. The Mahi Mahi is a classic. They only
survive for up to three, maybe four years, and at age
two they will be something like 25kg, and around
1.3m long!”
“Conversely, some of the sharks are very slow to
grow, which we know from all of the samples, and
so they need looking after more so than, say, marlin,
which can reproduce their numbers somewhat
quickly. All of this material is what is used to
determine the sustainability of fishing, both

Notes on Broadbill Swordfish’s oil gland near eye.
In John Curnow’s comprehensive Pantaenius 2017
NSWGFA Interclub report, in the opening sentence
there's mention of a specific new gland found in
broadbill swordfish.
As a gamefisherman, I love to understand the species I
target, which includes any new and exciting discoveries
about them, which made me a little worried as to how I'd
missed something as exciting as this recent
development. And the equally big question: does this
research apply to the marlin family?
Knowing that I and Editor Webster would be reprinting
this discovery in the next edition of AB, I thought I'd factcheck it just to be sure of when it occurred and what
species were involved in the research.
Dr Julian Pepperell was kind enough to explain to me
that "The original research was on swordfish, and we
are interested to see if the same thing has evolved in
marlin, which is a reasonable possibility."
Dr Pepperell sent me the link for an article written in
The Scientist by Ashley P Taylor back in July 6, 2016
about a marine biologist by the name of John Videler,
who had broken a bill while doing MRI scans on the
head of a broadbill back in 1996 - and had found a weak
spot at the base of the bill where the gland would sit. He
put this together with extra work done in the early 2000s
by one Roelant Snoek, who found a capillary network
that connects the gland to the pores in the skin. Videler
and Snoek have published their findings together in The
Journal of Experimental Biology.**
They even found by experimentally heating the gland,
that oil secreted out of the pores, which is more
evidence to suggest that the gland/capillaries/denticleson-their-skin altogether help form a hydrophobic layer of
unequalled magnitude.
In other words, it would make the animal's skin as
slippery as putting something like a silicon or teflon
coating on it, making it easier for broadbill or marlin to
pass through the water, helping them achieve higher
speeds whilst using less energy.
I might add, Julian explained that a student of his,
Arnault Gauthier who is doing a PhD at UQ on electrosensory systems in rays and sharks, went to the 2017
Interclub to collect samples for Sam Williams, who is
also a student of Julian's and is doing research into
black marlin, including genetics and movements.
Now, they didn't get to sort out the samples this trip, but
hope to have the appropriate sample areas taken off
marlin over this season so more research can be done
on this fascinating development.
- Aaron Concord, Fishing Editor, AB 02/2107
** The link is http://www.thescientist.com/?articles.view/articleNo/46487/title/Mysterious-Oil
-Gland-Discovered-in-Swordfish/
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recreationally and commercially”, said Pepperell.
“These are cosmopolitan (worldwide) animals. We
used to think that Black Marlin for instance were all
the same and both sides of the Pacific. If they are
criss-crossing over large distances, it then has
implications for the management of stocks. Now
even our own tools are improving – 10 years ago the
DNA testing was not as sophisticated as it is now.
Accordingly, it has now been shown that there are
separate populations between areas, and a study of
some 80, non-lethal fin clips from both Western and
Eastern Australia has proven that they are distinctly
different. Not a different species, but races, if you
will.”
“So they intermix to some degree, and we have
the records to show that, but they must come back to
their specific spawning areas. Of the black marlin
tagged we have had more than 600 recaptured,
mainly in the southwestern Pacific area, so the data
is there for us.”
“I think tagging has helped to get people interested
in research. Anglers are now accustomed to
scientists on weigh stations, and annual reports show
what they have helped to generate. It is a
partnership between us both, and donations from the
private sector also show the fisherman are
committed to the long term sustainability and
knowledge that the sport provides for.”
Pepperell then commented, “There are always new
discoveries, and this is what makes it exciting, for
these fish are hard to study by virtue of where they
live. Take the new oil gland. Now that we have
found it, almost unknowingly, it has to be
determined if the oil goes all over the body, and
100 Australian Boating

Above: This proud angler had tagged her first
marlin and could not wait to get ashore to have
her paperwork processed.
Right: Any event needs volunteers and the
Pantaenius NSWGFA Interclub is no exception.
The host club here at Port Stephens is highly
organised and has considerable experience in
running such a major event involving 130 boats
and between 400-500 anglers and crew.

what more can be learned under the high-powered
electron microscope. This and 3D imaging has been
a real boon for us, and so different from the days
when the material was simply squashed under a
microscope slide.”
There have been projects that spread the base even
further. One example is a University of Queenslandbased archaeology student, Karene Chambers,
working on a site in Granada in the Caribbean where
remains of tuna caught 1000-1500 years ago have
been found. The bones were the key to determining
what species and what size the tuna were. The
indigenous population stopped fishing when the
Spanish arrived around 1450AD. Sustainability back
then and now, along with other questions will be
hopefully solved, just by knowing what species and
sizes were being caught through this time period.
“So yes, a little tuna caught here off Port Stephens
is helping out there. Karene is thrilled, and Arnault
will take them back to her with his own material, as
they are from the same University. We collect the
whole fish, she takes the flesh off and sees the exact
skeleton and then compares it to the ones that have
been dug up from back then”, explained Pepperell.
Another example is the medical research
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This is an unshamed indulgence by AB Editor
PW, who believes the David Pleysier designed
‘Amokura’ is truly one of the most beautiful boats
ever designed and built in Oz, sweetly caught on
camera here by this article’s author, John
Curnow.
Amokura was one of the largest vessels present
at the Port Stephens Inter Club, and was used for
the filming of a new ad for Penn.
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department at James Cook University, where they
are looking into fish allergies for humans. This PostDoctorate study is taking samples of certain species
only, analysing the allergic compounds between
them, so as to determine which ones can be eaten
safely. This study needs the freshest of fish to be
accurate, and so the NSWGFA and the scientists are
helping to make it happen.
Yet it is not all about the fishing, or the science,
either. Dave Bye has been attending the NSWGFA
for 46 years now, and remembers when Dr Pepperell
first appeared. He’s from the Tahlee Ministries,
which is right up the other end of the bay we all
know as Port Stephens. He was the one who
recognised that there was fish on offer in the early
70s, and he saw a way to feed people. No doubt his
early days in post-depression Australia played on his
mind. At the beginning, both the Ministry and
nursing homes benefitted from their collections, but
in these litigious times, it is now only their
community that reaps the gifts of the sea each year.
He’s softly spoken, laconic in a very Australian
way, and clearly, a very decent human being. Of his
journey so far, he said, “Seen a lot of fish. Over the
years it has certainly changed, but we are glad for all
the produce we can eat. The rest is turned into
fertiliser, demonstrating a 100% usage factor. Many
say that frozen fish is no good after a few months,
but we use it throughout the 12-month cycle. It is
still good. We even make smoke fish from the
goodies, as well. It is sad that we cannot distribute it
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anymore, because being boneless and all, it was of
great benefit to the wider community.”
“Over the years we have had a lot of people come
through and assist with all of the activities here on
the weigh station. It certainly has been a different
and rewarding experience for many of them. We feel
it is a great way to connect with the greater
community and show that we are normal folk and
just have a strong spiritual devotion with our faith.
Our location was where the whole area got opened
up in 1826 by the Australian Agriculture Company,
and they’re still going in the Northern Territory and
Northern Queensland, and very heavily into beef
production, which has nothing to do with fish,
obviously.”
“So yes, very happy to receive the donations from
the all the anglers. We eat what we can, and the rest
becomes fertiliser. In some countries they eat Tiger
shark, but not us. Equally some countries cut the fin
off and throw away the shark, whereas we eat the
shark and mulch to fins for use on our organic
garden. So we think it is a great added service to
both the clubs, scientists, and the wider
community”, said Bye.
Word had got out, or more precisely was extended,
and Howard Greenyear from the Bruderhof
community of 250 souls in Inverell (Danthonia) was
one of their members who attended for the very first
For 46 years now, Dave Bye has been attending
the event and feeding many a soul with the
donations.

Right: At over 20kg, this Mahi Mahi was a delight
to see, as too were the smiles from the anglers.
Right Below: Actually, at events like these you
get to see that young female anglers are not that
rare a breed at all.

time. “There aren’t any fish out there, so we were
keen to get down and see some salt water fish, and
maybe even bring some home.” They did, especially
so due to the assistance of Tahlee.
Bruderhof has been in Australia for 15 years, and
Howard’s accent is testament to the German,
Spanish, English and American born individuals that
make up their wider group. Howard himself was
born in Sussex, UK, and spent a lot of time in the
USA with their communities, which number 27 in
total on four continents. So perhaps, and over time,
the word will get out to some of those and they too
will be at local tournaments making use of the catch.
All in all the fishing went well, even if the overall
numbers were less than in most other years. You
certainly would not have known it by talking with
the participants, either, for their smiles were as
infectious as their love of life in general. They went
out, mostly to the continental shelf, in everything
from blinding sunshine and millpond like seas, to
significant lumps and pouring rain, such was their
enthusiasm.
So despite the challenges afforded by the weather,
54 Marlin (all species) were tagged and released,
and just four brought ashore for samples, eating and
also donation to the ministry. The largest of which
The crew of Baha celebrate in spectacular style
after tagging a marlin on Ladies Day.
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was a 151.9kg Blue Marlin. 22 of the impressive,
and fantastically sporting Mahi Mahi were tagged
and released, with four of those also coming ashore.
A massive 26.1kg male was a delight to see, and for
those lucky enough to be at the table later, a
complete treat too!
There were 10 Shortbill Spearfish tagged and
released, and no captures. 11 of the fast swimming
striped tuna were tagged, and also a handful brought
ashore for the scientists, as per their request. Two of
the ultra-quick Wahoo were tagged and released,
again with none captured. That leaves the sharks.
One of course was the long-ranging Oceanic White
Tip that helped out both the scientists and the
ministry in the end. The largest fish weighed for the
tournament was the 256.1kg Tiger Shark. In all, five
sharks of various species were tagged and released,
with three coming ashore. Two of those ultimately
were donated to the ministry, which means it was
virtually a 100% usage rate across the board.
As always, there was many a highlight. The highspeed sailing and diesel cat, Gloriana, caught the
winning Marlin on a reel that they won in this very
tournament in 2013, which absolutely shows the
support of sponsors is a valuable thing. They worked
hard for six hours to be able to enjoy their efforts.
Another had to be the Ladies’ Day, which was
held under inclement weather. You would not have
known, for they added their own brand of colour
and their onshore celebrations were also very
exuberant. It is worth noting that 11% of the Game
Fishing Association of Australia’s members are
female, and this equates to something like 1100
individuals.
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Gloriana - the interesting diesel sailing multihull,
did it again - pulling of the top capture in 2017
with the reel they won the year before!

Possibly one of the least known facts is that one
boat all on its own has been auctioning itself off for
a one day trip for the last ten years, and as of now
they have generated more than $750,000 for cancer
research.
Winners were as diverse as the 130-boat fleet.
There were male, female, junior and small fry
categories of angler, and they all seem to appreciate
the new four-day format that encompassed one
weekend, not two, as per previously. Ultimately, you
cannot help thinking that we, the greater community
could well have been the biggest winners, given the
large crowds that attended the weigh station and all
the material that the scientists were able to gather
over the event. Most probably those that got to enjoy
their Mahi Mahi had the best time, probably with
the exception of those that made the ultimate
donation to feed the Tahlee Ministries.
Pantaenius Sail and Motor Yacht Insurance is
proud to be back for its second year as a major
sponsor of this terrific event. Not only do all the
crews have a wonderful time out at sea, the fact that
so much is learned, the vast majority of fish are
tagged and returned to the sea, and that the Tahlee
Ministries processes much of the catch for either
food or fertiliser, just shows how sustainable and
important all the activities are. Of course, any event
needs volunteers and the Interclub relies on so many.
Well done to them for making it all happen so
smoothly.

If you have a game boat from trailable to large
sportsfisherman, aluminium plate or fibreglass, then
you might want to investigate the only true, marineoriginated, agreed value insurance policy from the
crew that know boats. Go to
www.pantaenius.com.au or call +61 2 9936 1670
today, and see why everything from superyachts to
global cruisers, game boats to racing yachts select
the all-risk policy that only Pantaenius can provide
you with.
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Above: At the Pantaenius NSWGFA Interclub, the
Nelson Bay crowd at picturesque Port Stephens
always builds just after dinner to see the range of
creatures, soak up the bustling family atmosphere and applaud the anglers.
Below: 2017 NSW GFA Interclub Science Team
LtoR: Tristan Guillemin (Macquarie Uni undergrad
student), Arnault Gauthier (University of
Queensland, Ph.D student), Josh Aldridge
(Macquarie Uni, Lab Manager), Dr Julian
Pepperell (Tournament research coordinator), Dr
Nick Otway (NSW DPI, Senior Research
Scientist), Bianca Varney (Macqurie Uni, Ph.D
student).
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Riviera Welcomes the
Apprentice Class of 2017
Riviera has a proud history of fostering
talent in a diverse range of marine trades in
Australia and has been recognised and
awarded at both state and national levels.
The achievements of Riviera’s past apprentices
are also testament to the Australian company’s
deep-held philosophy towards the future growth
of the boating industry.
This year Riviera’s 550-strong team of
designers, engineers and master craftsmen is
very proud to welcome 29 new fulltime
apprentices to the company’s world-class
manufacturing facility on Queensland’s Gold
Coast.
“Our apprentices are impressive young men
and women whose ambition and attitude
continue to be developed in a positive,
accountable and can-do environment,” said
Riviera chairman and owner Rodney Longhurst.
“We look forward to helping them in the boatbuilding, electrical, engineering, upholstery,
lamination and cabinet-making trades and
careers.”
Mr Longhurst, who completed his own
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apprenticeship in the building trade, worked with
Riviera CEO and fellow graduate apprentice Wes
Moxey to reinstate the Riviera program upon
Rodney’s purchase of the company in 2012.
“Riviera’s quality training programs dig deeper
than just the essential trade skills – we also
provide our apprentices with time-honoured
practices to also be successful in their
professional and personal lives,” said Mr
Longhurst.
The Class of 2017 – 12 school-based
apprentices and 17 fulltime apprentices –
recently attended their factory inductions and
orientation, learning more about their obligations
across the important areas of fire safety, basic
emergency procedures and tool operation,
hazard identification and the strongly held Riviera
Values.
Riviera, now with 74 apprentices at various
stages of learning their chosen crafts, is an
industry leader in developing marine
professionals with high integrity and world-class
skills.
Riviera is also home to the Gold Coast Institute
of TAFE Marine Training Centre, where over 200
enrolled students are currently learning their
respective crafts.
AB

Due to clashing deadlines, we appreciate this WA
DOT program and the Crab Fest will be over when this
AB is released, but the concept of changing over
crappy old kapok lifejackets for new inflatables is such
a good one, we’re still publishing the release in the
hope of inspiring other States (or community
organisations, fishing clubs, etc) to follow suit.

Old4New Lifejacket Upgrade At
Mandurah Crab Fest
Skippers visiting the upcoming Mandurah Crab
Fest will have an opportunity to participate in the
Department of Transport’s (DoT) successful
Old4New lifejacket upgrade program.
DoT Safety Education Manager Laurie Adams
said the waterside event in the State’s busiest
boating locations would boost the number of
skippers to benefit from the program, delivered in
conjunction with the Royal Life Saving Society of
Western Australia.
Mr Adams said skippers visiting DoT’s Marine
Safety Education Trailer at Crab Fest could hand
in old, damaged, obsolete or foam filled
lifejackets and purchase a new modern inflatable

lifejacket for $65.
He said to ensure maximum benefits from the
program there were strict limits on the number of
lifejackets available for purchase and also on
discount vouchers to be handed out for use at
participating retailers.
“To avoid disappointment it’s important that
people wanting to participate in the program read
the Old4New guidelines at
www.transport.wa.gov.au/lifejackets to check if
their jackets qualify for an upgrade and to find
out more information.”
DoT Marine Officers will be patrolling during the
event to monitor safety compliance and assist
members of the local boating community. For
more information about the on water
arrangements for the event boat owners can
contact 1300 863 308.
The Old4New program will operate as part of
Crab Fest from 10 am to 11am on Saturday
March 18, 2017 at DoT’s Marine Safety
Education Trailer located on the Mandurah
Terrace foreshore (north of the children’s
playground).
AB
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O’Brien urged businesses to capitalise on the positive
consumer sentiment and secure their preferred
position quickly.
“Exhibitors are telling us it’s been a good summer
and sales are strong, so they are taking more space
and investing greater resources for SCIBS 2017,” Mr
O’Brien said.
“There has been a notable demand for increased
space in both pavilions, The Boatyard is well stocked
with trailerable boats and the Marina has over 80
boats booked in,” he said.
Organisers of the 29th annual Sanctuary Cove
International Boat Show (SCIBS) are buoyed by
the support and confidence from the hundreds of
prominent marine brands signing up over
summer.
Leading manufacturers, dealers and distributors are
among the next wave of big-names to reserve space
at SCIBS 2017 from May 25 to 28, boding well for a
bumper edition of the southern hemisphere’s premier
boating event.
Major on-water brands just announced include
Maritimo, Horizon Motor Yachts, Leigh-Smith
Yachts, Integrity Motor Yachts, Whitehaven Motor
Yachts, Grand Banks Motor Yachts and Palm Beach
Motor Yachts.
Long-time watercraft exhibitor JSW Powersports
will return to its prominent position in The Marine
Village, with Nautilus Insurance & Club Marine on
display along the Parkway. The Main Pavilion will
welcome displays from Seabreeze Industries, Ultra
Marine and Stella Systems.
In the Superyacht & Marine Pavilion, Superior
Jetties will be joined by Megapulse & Adit Marine,
while AIMEX Alley will be home to the latest marine
specialists including Aqualuma, Pantaenius and Gold
Coast City Marina.
Dedicated sport, trailer boat and watercraft precinct
The Boatyard is also selling quickly, with RIB Force
Inflatables, Game & Leisure Boats, Fishing &
Leisure Boats, Sirocco Marine North, Northside
Marine and QMC among the key exhibitors.
This follows the announcement that bookings were
up 50 per cent on 2016 just three weeks after
applications opened, with 100 major brands such as
Leopard Catamarans, Multihull Solutions, Multihull
Central, Garmin, Navico, AMI Group, Pacific Motor
Yachts, and Fleming Motor Yachts joining the
ocean’s finest.
SCIBS sales and exhibition manager Dominic
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Power Equipment Appoints Ian Payne
Yanmar Marine Area Sales Manager
Power Equipment has announced the
appointment of Ian Payne to the position of
Yanmar Marine Area Sales
Manager.
Based at Power
Equipment’s head office in
Lynbrook (Melbourne), Ian
Payne has regional
responsibility for Victoria,
South Australia and
Tasmania.
In taking up the position of
Marine Area Sales Manager,
Ian’s prime function is to
provide support in the field
for both pleasure and commercial applications of
Yanmar’s range of marine diesel engines. In addition
to the Yanmar product range, Ian will be assisting
customers with the full line of marine brands
distributed by Power Equipment, being MASE diesel
marine generators, OXE diesel outboards, Gori high
quality folding sailboat propellers, PSS Shaft Seals
and Northern Lights Gen Sets.
For Ian Payne, the appointment enables him to
follow his passion for boating and the marine
industry. Over the past 20 years, Ian has filled senior
management positions in the banking industry.
Signing on at Power Equipment and representing the
Yanmar brand is something of a homecoming for Ian
Payne. From the mid 1970’s, Ian forged an
impressive and diverse career in the Australian
marine industry.
Over an impressive career spanning two decades,
Ian worked in retail sales then area management with
several outboard and power product brands. These
included Johnson/Evinrude, Force Outboards and
Suzuki.
AB
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Downloading ‘Australian Boating’ PDF Edition
After you’ve downloaded the PDF edition of Australian Boating onto your computer, tablet
or smartphone (or any device) you can then read it anytime or anywhere without the
internet. Furthermore, you can keep it on a virtual ‘bookshelf’, or build up your own AB
library in a convenient folder on your desktop, easily print out pages, reports (or the whole
magazine in minutes) and/or transfer the issue to your iPad or smart phone with your
Subscription number. And it is now so much easier to do . . .

It’s As Simple As
Step 1,2,3 . . .
Step 1
Turn on the computer or tablet, and tap
in

www.australianboatmags.com.au
into the browser’s address panel at the
top, and our home page (just like this)
will appear on screen almost instantly . .

Step 2
With your Subscription Number in hand,
(or Tax Invoice Number if you’ve
purchased a single copy) carefully tap in
your personal Subscription NUMBER not your name. Check them carefully
(there are 16 in total) and press the
LOG IN button next to the numbers, and

Step 3
. . . the “G’day!” or Welcome page
appears with seven coloured bars next to
the current Australian Boat Mag’s
cover, to take you straight to wherever
you want to go, instantly.

Step 4
Having clicked on the navy blue bar for
“The Latest Edition of Australian Boat
Mag” here’s where we see the
magazine. As you CLICK on the Latest
Edition Bar, 30-40 seconds later, the
magazine pops up on screen, ready to
enjoy. But remember, whilst it is on your
screen - it is NOT yet saved into your
computer, and we need to do that, now.

Step 5
By the way, the first stage that loads is
often far too big . . but before you adjust
the actual IMAGE, make sure its window
is a good size to view - not like this one,
which is hopeless. The window is too
small for this size image,
so we need to make a couple of
adjustments . . .

Step 6
So firstly, adjust the size of the magazine
WINDOW for good reading on screen
with the bottom right corner tab . . . .

On some computers, this symbol can be used right
off to ‘SAVE’ the PDF (the magazine) to a Download
Folder - but most PCs are best done as a regular
SAVE AS

Step 7
Next, we need to get the magazine
down to a convenient size in that
window, right? To do that, gently moving your mouse arrow (or ‘hand’) across
the bottom of the image window will raise a control bar like this - or possibly
one that’s wider with even more controls. As you can see, the two ‘magnifying
glass’ symbols INCREASE or DECREASE the image . . . Many computer
systems have these controls on the top ‘TOOLS’ bar - so if this control panel
doesn’t appear at the bottom - don’t worry - you’ll find all the PDF controls on
the top as well. They will look like this grey bar:

Step 8
Now all we have to do is SAVE this magazine PDF file
where you can easily access it in the future.
There are several ways to do this - but we find the easiest
method is to do a normal “Save As” in your internet software
program such as Explorer (in PC’s) or Safari (Apple/Mac
devices) - and whilst there are countless programs that
people use, every single browser program has a “Save As”
facility.
Most people have an Australian Boat Mags folder on the
desktop; many readers with Windows PC’s put them in a
folder in “My Documents”.
It doesn’t really matter where the magazines are kept, as
long as they are safely saved for the future, and where you
can acess them in seconds, 24/7.

Learn to use the PDF system - it is so easy and quick.
n In Acrobat (the program for reading PDF files like AB) go to
VIEW in the very top tool bar. The drop down Menu will list PAGE
DISPLAY which will give you 4 ways of viewing the mag - but
Single Page or Two-Up are best. Two-Up is by far the best way of
browsing through the magazine usually, before going back to
SINGLE Page to read something intently.
Trick: When you tick ‘Two Pages To View’ . . . also tick ‘Show
Cover Page In Two Page View’ so the magazine is displayed
just like a printed magazine in sequenced double page spreads.
n Browse thru the magazine with
(1) The scroll slider on the side of your screen
(2) The ‘Page Down’ keys on the keyboard or
(3) Use the page arrows on the tool bar, or

(4) Use the page arrows (shown above) in the tool bar whatever is easiest for you.
Or, if you know the page number you want, just type the page
number into this box (it’s on every tool bar) and press ENTER. It’s
a very handy way of getting around the magazine.
n “93” shown here in the tool bar, is the number of pages in
this particular issue - simple, hey! Go to contents (always P.2,
P.3) first, check the page you need, and tap that page number
into this box on the tool bar - and bingo, you are there in
milliseconds.
n Use the up down ( + ) or ( - ) symbols to resize the pages
and type for a comfortable reading size.

Printing

n Printing out stuff (or the whole darn magazine) is a piece of
cake. Just click on the “Printer” symbol, put in the pages you want
printed - and grab your stapler!

Trouble Shooting

n “AAaarrrgghh! My subs number doesn’t seem to work . .”
Probably because it’s run out! It’s easy to check - if your number
was (say)
0784 8207 0215 4216
the ’0215’ translates to February, 2015 . . so it’s time to renew!
n Subs are now only $61 x 12, $33 x 6, $19 x 3 and $11.95 for
single copies, and can be booked online by ‘phone direct to Mary,
our subscription manager.
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Peter’s Tips For Faster& More Enjoyable AB
Magazine Reading

 Brooke
Mighty Tough

Wrestles Some
Amberjacks
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AB March 2017 #244 $11.95 rr

Whatever Happened
To Tracey-J3 ?


Full Details: The New 2017 IGFA Rigging Rules

Loading, Transfering or
Storing AB or ABM’s PDF
Books On Your Tablet
(or Smart Phone)
There are nearly as many ways of
doing this as there are different
tablets, laptops and ‘smart’ phones.
Some general rules apply to them all,
though, and in our experience now, we
know that once the process is done the
first time - from then on, it is simplicity
itself. It’s mainly the first time that
the process is all decidedly
mysterious!
Firstly, all devices have a “search
engine” which allows you to type in the
name of our web site
www.ausboatmags.com.au
then ‘log-in’ with your Membership
Number; this takes you to the ‘G’day’ or
‘Welcome’ page’ on our web site. Click
on the dark blue bar marked
Australian Boating - and the
magazine will start downloading
instantly.
When it’s downloaded, SAVE it to a
desktop folder, iBooks, or wherever
your system will display the covers.
For Apple users, iTunes is a very
common place to load and file the
magazine - they even have a section
for PDF publications. And you can then
use the iTunes sync system to share
the magazines between devices - just
like your favourite music albums.
Increasingly, readers are using
Cloud storage synced to their various
devices. Many believe this will be the
way of the future.

RETRO BOAT TESTS
as republished in AB and previous magazines
($5.00 ea, or free for current subscribers)
2011
F&B’s Australian Boatowner #1 JanuaryFebruary – Cuddles 29/30 Cruiser
F&B’s Australian Boatowner #2 May-June –
1980 Mariner 31 Cruiser
F&B #180 August – Savage 640 Sabre (Ally)

2012
F&B’s TBM #186 April - 1974 Nova 2200
B/Deck
F&B’s TBM #187 May – 1986 Haines Signature
2250
F&B’s TBM #188 June – 1979 Randell 32
F&B’s TBM #190 July-August – Steber 530
Fisherman
F&B’s TBM #191 October – Riviera 30
Flybridge
F&B’s TBM #192 November – Mustang 2400
F&B’s TBM #193 December – Precision 45

2013
TBM #194 January – Honeymoon 26
TBM #195 February – Sharkcat 560
TBM #196 March – 1986 Riviera Flybridge 38
Mk11
TBM #197 April – 1979 Markham Whaler 16
TBM #198 May – 1975 Formula 233
TBM #199 June – 1979 Seafarer 6.3 Volante
TBM #200 July – 1976 Twin Test Monark vs
Haines Hunter V117R
TBM #201 August – 87 Steber 36 Express
Flybridge Fisherman
TBM #203 October – Bertram 28
TBM #204 November – Kevlacat 5.2 Explorer
TBM #205 December – 1988 Riviera 27
Express

TBM #215 October – Haines Signature 630F
TBM #216 November – Haines Hunter 635 W/A
ABM #217 December – Arvor 20 Diesel

2015
ABM #218 January – Dominator 700 Canyon
Runner
ABM #219 February – Haines Signature 483F
ABM #220 March – Pacific Sportfish 7.4 (plate)
W/A
ABM #221 April – Haines Signature 600F
ABM #222 May – CCC 8.0 Mini Game Boat
ABM #223 June – Quintrex 4.35 Trophy
ABM #224 July – Haines Signature 702C
ABM #225 August – Blackwatch 26
ABM #226 September – Cruise Craft Explorer
500
ABM #227 October – Quintrex 455 Escape
R/Bout
ABM #228 November – JBS 5.8 W/A
ABM #229 December – Sailfish 5.0m Ally Cat

2016
ABM #230 January – Haines Signature 460 SF
ABM #231 February – Ocean Cylinder 7300
“Shutterbug”
ABM #232 March – Haines Signature 650F
ABM #233 April – Whittley 660 Cruiser
AB #234 May – Noosacat 4400 W/A
AB #235 June – Haines Signature 600RF
AB #236 July – Mustang 2250 (Diesel)
Walkaround
AB #237 August – Quintrex 455 TopEnder
AB #238 September – Haines Hunter 773L
AB #239 October – Haines Signature 530 BR
AB #240 November – Stingray 7.2 (platey)
AB #241 December – Haines Signature 702L

2014
TBM #206 January – Nautiglass V150
TBM #207 February – Cruise Craft 800
President
TBM #208 March – Kingston 770
TBM #209 April – Haines Hunter 565 Centre
Console
TBM #211 June – Haines Signature 543F
TBM #212 July – Southwind 640 Cuddy
TBM #213 August – Whittley 700 Cruisemaster
TBM #214 Septemb – Cruise Craft Outsider 685

2017
AB #242 January - Runaway 6000 (platey)
AB #243 February - Haines Signature 702 WA
AB #244 March - Sportfish 5.8 W/around
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Back issue links for AB . . .
Up to four back issues are available (free of charge) through the AB Subscriptions Dept to bona
fide, current subscribers replacing lost or missed issues. All other back issues are rated at the
regular $5.00 each i.e 5 back issues is 5 x $5 = $AUS25
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The Latest (GREEN) Outboard Prices & Specs Database
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The FACTS:
TORQEEDO Electric Outboards Get Serious

Australian Boating
AB May #234 AUD $11.95

WHAT TO EXPECT:

Making The
Top End Dream
A Reality

First of the ‘new’ AB magazines, and a
very good issue, reflecting more videos,
the gentle re-introduction of sailing and a
more diverse editorial mix. Features
include 7 new boats for 2016, a careful
study of the new Fibraforts from Brazil,
Torqeedo electric outboards launched,
the RQ’s Race To Keppels, a very
special T&T section - and Retro, the big
Noosa Cat 4400 Walkaround

 History On Display
At SA’s ‘Aquafest’

Riviera’s Gala
Festival & Their
New 4800 Sports
Yacht
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MakoCraft 5.4 Hardtop Cat
Emerges . . .

Australian Boating

. . With Single or Twin Engine Options

Haines Hunter’s
Renewed Focus on
Family Boating

AB July 2016 #236 AUD $11.95



 More DIY Reports
From All Over
Australia

Narva’s Awesome New Marine

FLOODLIGHT

New, Sweet Mercury
8 & 9.9hp FourStroke
Portable Outboards



Multihulls & Foils
- The New Frontier
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In Company:

Rivs Head To Lady Musgrave

 Part 3:
The World Of
4.3m Tinnies
 Coastal Cruiser
Jeanneau NC11

This is a very strong video issue - with vids
on the Red Bull Foil cats, a v.fast French
tri, kite sailing in the Caribbean -plus boat
features on the new Haines Hunter push
back in family boats, Mercury’s new 9.9
4-stroke outboard, the spectacular Fairline
53 and details of another marina in Eden,
NSW. We take a look at progress on the
Mako Craft 540 cat, study the new NARVA
marine flood lamp. Retro: the Mustang
2250 diesel walkaround
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Haines Hunter’s New Family 565
AB August 2016 #237 $11.95

 Check Us Out:

Our Record
152 Page
Issue!

New 32’ (Trailerable!) DIY Sportsfisherman!

AB
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GOLD! Our Superb Sailors Do Us

A record 154 page issue, and the best we’ve
done in years.It starts with the RIO Olympic
report, moves to the Sydney Boat Show,
covers Haines Hunter’s new models, field
trials of a Stress Free winch, and features
Torqeedo 12v outboards, a beautiful Tassie
cray boat, and BMD’s awesome new
trailerable 32’ sportsfisherman. A big 4WD
section is folowed by a unique charter in the
Mergui Archipelago (Burma). Retro is the
evergreen Quintrex 455 Top Ender.
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Proud At The RIO Paralympics!
AB September #238 2016



Re-Visiting
The World Of
4.3m Tinnies
 Jeanneau NC9
Arriving Soon



Hamilton Island Race
Week: 252 Yachts,14
Divisions & A WHALE of
A Good Time !
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The AUDI Hamilton Island Raceweek leads
this issue, with overall race coverage and
superb photographs from ace photographer
Andrea Francolini. We have a wrap on the
Aussies Rio Para Olympic success, and take
a close look at the Benneteau Antares 7
cruiser. The 2016-17 Tinny Challenge Series
kicks off, the scientists look at the reef behind
the ‘Reef, we note the Haval and Great Wall
4WDs, and Retro the classic 1980s Haines
Hunter 773L.

PDF ( 44.1 mb)

Amazing issue featuring a report on the
RAN’s latest air warfare destroyer (not
kidding!) an ‘extreme’ RIB in Cairns with
4x 300hp Verados, and take a close look at
the Kiwi Buccaneer 605 eXpress - a very
sweet family cuddy. We study the
Jeanneau NC9 (sweet!) run P-2 of the
Tinny Challenge, and PW produces the
definitive report on sterndrives. T&T looks
at some big U.S. diesel 4x4 muscle for
towing; Retro is the Signature 530 BR.

PDF (47 mb)

This month we’ve got the low down on
the new OXE diesel outboards, info on
a salt water flush marine toilet, plus the
Cox CX0300 diesel outboard from the
UK; details on Volvo’s new trim tabs and a full report on the beautiful
Beneteau Oceanis 35.1. Andy Meyers
rocks the boat with an in-depth report of
fishing way off the ‘Shelf, plus info on
new outboards from three companies.
Retro test is the Stingray 7.2m platey.
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Why Ningaloo
WA Should Be On
Your Family’s
‘Go To’ Bucket List!



 Amazing New
PRODUCTION MONO
FOILER From Beneteau
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AB

Summer Race Season Sailing Round-Up: Here & O/S.



 The Amazing
50kn Tris In The
Jules Verne
Trophy Series

ISSN



Tom Burton’s
GOLD MEDAL In Rio Heads
Great AST Medal Results !
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 Off The ‘Shelf
Fishing The Deep Off Brisbane

PDF (37.7 mb)
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Elegant New 35.1 Oceanis Released
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The Latest (GREEN) Outboard Prices & Specs Database

AB 236 July
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 More From
The Cybernet!

Well, there are some strange craft in this
issue, including the ‘Glider’ from the UK,
and the new Maserati ocean racing tri.
Other highlights include the Life Cell
feature, the wonderful AQUAFEST in
Adelaide (by Di Ross), Riviera’s new
4800 Sportsyacht, an amazing look at
the 2015 Lure Show by Aaron Concord,
about 7 new videos, and the RETRO is
the Haines Signature 600RF

1326

AB June 2016 #235 AUD $11.95

ISSN

Aaron Previews The 2016
Lure & Fly Show
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Australian Boating “We’re Ready For Rio!”




E10 Fuel
Promo
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ALARM BELLS For New
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Our Proud Sailing Teams:
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Check Out Raging
Thunder’s Extreme
‘Thunderbolt’ & Its
FOUR x 300hp
Verados!


1326
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We Trial Buccaneer’s 605 Exess
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The Latest (GREEN) Outboard Prices & Specs Database
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The Latest (GREEN) Outboard Prices & Specs Database
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We Catch
Up On A
Whole
Bunch
of DIY
Launchings





RETRO: Revisiting
The Runaway 6000
Plate Fisherman
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To order a Back Issue, please email your request
and contact details to Mary, on
subs@ausboatmags.com.au
or phone her on (07) 5502 8233 during business
hours. If her phone is engaged, she’s talking to
another reader, so please leave a slowly spoken,
clear message with your best phone number (and
best time to call) so that she has sufficient detail to
call you back at an appropriate time.

This is the biggest, most comprehensive and fearless
edition of Trailers, Towing & Rooftopping weʼve ever
produced. Itʼs taken 40 years, about as many trailer
boats, and a zillion miles to research, photograph and
ʻexperienceʼ this decidedly ʻgreyʼ subject - which
underpins our boating, fishing and family world.
FULL DETAILS: How To Stop Boat ‘Twist’ on Multi-Roller Trailers

TRAILERS,TOWING
TOWING
& Rooftopping
Rooftoppin

(Putting The FUN
back into
trailerboating ! )

BOOK 4
2014-15
$19.95

ALUMINIUM TRAILERS: Are They Better Than Steel?
 Safe Trailerboating - With The Family In Tow!
 The Secrets Of A Successful

Beach-launching Set-up
 TIPS For Hassle-Free
Trailer Boating



Good News:

The BIG Fords
Are Back!
 The LATEST Towing Rules & REGULATIONS  Rebuilding
An Old Trailer To Pass Rego  Why The Rhino Roof
Topper Loaders Work So Well  Braking Systems That Work
An Australian Boat Mags Publication

TECH SPECS:

Trailers, Towing
& Rooftopping
Is an ‘offline’ PDF-based
publication that is
downloaded from our
web site
www.australian
boatmags.com.au
onto your computer’s
(iPad, tablet, etc)
desktop, after which it
can be accessed 24/7
without any internet
connection. A 75mb
download using our
hugely popular SEA
Library PDF
protocols, it has terrific,
easy to read typography,
magazine layout and
hundreds of graphic
photographs. Wonderful
just to browse.
We recommend you file it
in a convenient folder
where you can access it
as required, either to
read as reference,
inspiration or enjoyment,
or to print out as you
need.
Published in our usual
‘printable’ American
quarto
275mm H x 205mm W,
with 140 pages grouped
in 14 principal Chapters.
$19.95 rr, available to
download now, credit
card purchasing as per
normal subscription
and shop activity.

To study the full contents properly, check the comprehensive “Previews” of this awesome new edition on the
ABM web site. To order your own OFFLINE PDF Edition, go to the web site, which you can do by just clicking
on this ʻliveʼ link bar, or if that doesnʼt work, just ʻcut & pasteʼ this address into your browser.

www.australianboatmags.com.au

This is one of the biggest, most comprehensive
This
is the biggest,
mostever
comprehensive
publication
publications
we have
produced. 322
pages, we
have ever
produced. 322
pages, dozens
hundreds
of
hundreds
of photographs,
6 authors,
of study
photographs,
6 authors,
plans,in 11
boats
plans, 11 project
boatsdozens
and 15ofyears
theproject
making.
and 15 years in the making.
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FAQs
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 Paints
Paints && Finishes
Finishes  Outboards  Diesels  Toilet Systems
Latest
Documentation
LatestArchitect
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 Working
Working With The Builder  The Documentation
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TECH SPECS:
Plate Alloy Boats of
Australia Book 7.5
“COLLECTORʼS EDITION”
Is an ʻofflineʼ PDF -based
publication that is
downloaded from our web
site

www.australianboatmags.
com.au
onto your computerʼs (iPad
etc) desktop, after which it
can be accessed 24/7
without any internet
connection. A 29.7mb
download using our hugely
popular SEA Library PDF
protocols, it has terrific
typography, magazine
layout and countless
breathtaking pics.
Wonderful just to browse.
We recommend you file it in
a convenient folder where
you can access it as
required, either to read as
reference, inspiration or
enjoyment, or to print out as
you need.
Published in our usual
ʻprintableʼ American quarto
275mm H x 205mm W,
with 322 pages grouped in
six principal sections.
$19.95 rr, available to
download now, credit card
purchasing as per normal
subscription and shop
activity.

To study the full contents properly, check the previews and order your
own OFFLINE PDF ʻCollectorʼs Editionʼ please go to this ʻliveʼ link:

www.australianboatmags.com.au

